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ON MONOTONE CONVERGENCE TO SOLUTIONS OF 
u’ = g(u, t) 

RICHARD BELLMAN 

1. Introduction. The purpose of this brief note is to show that 

Newton’s method of successive approximation to the solution of a 
functional equation yields a monotone increasing sequence of ap- 
proximations to the solution of the first order differential equation, 

(1) u’=g(u,t), (0) =¢, 

provided that g(w, ¢) is uniformly convex in u for ¢ in some fixed inter- 
val [0, to]. 

The connection between the methods and results presented here 

and the theory of dynamic programming is treated in [1]. 

2. Newton’s method of approximation. Write 

og 
(1) h(u, t) ld 5 (u, t), 

Ou 

and consider the system of equations 

duo 
(a) oy g(vo, t) + (uo = vo) h(v0, t), uo(0) = 

dUn+1 , : 
(b) di g(Un; t) + (Un+1 —— tn) h( ten, 1), tn+1(0) pea. 

2=0,1,2,--:, 

where vo(t) is a known function of ¢ which is taken to be continuous 
over [0, to]. 

This is Newton’s method of approximation applied to the differen- 
tial equation of (1.1). 

3. Montonicity of convergence. Let us now demonstrate the fol- 

lowing result 

THEOREM. Lei h(u, t) exist, be continuous, and monotone increasing 
in u for OStSto. Then 

(1) u(t) Smt) S---Sult)S---,OStSh, 

where t,>0. The limit u(t) =lim,... ua(t) ts the solution of (1.1). 

Proor. We begin with the observation that the uniform convexity 

Received by the editors March 13, 1957. 
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1008 RICHARD BELLMAN [December 

of g(u, t) yields the result that 

(2) g(u, t) = Max [g(v, 2) + (u — v)h(0, 1] 

for OStSibp. 

Hence 

a oe ya = ny n — Un Un, t) 
(3) rt ne 

= g(v, t) + (unz1 — r)h(2, 2), 

where v=v(t) is the function which maximizes the function g(u, #) 
+(unyi—u)h(u, t). It follows that the solution of 

dw 
(4) —" g(v, t) + (w — v)h(r, t), w(0) = ¢, 

majorizes the solution of 

an duin41 
(5) di - g(Un; t) + (Un+1 = Un) h( tn, t), tn+1(0) =a? 

within a common interval of existence, i.e. w(t) = un4:(t). 

Since the function v(t) which maximizes is u,,:(#), we see that the 
solution of (4) is precisely the function u,42(t). 

This argument showed that u;(¢) = uo(t) and, inductively, that (3.1) 

holds within a common interval of existence. That such an interval 

exists follows the usual lines, and similarly for the proof of conver- 
gence which is now equivalent to uniform boundedness of the se- 
quence { un(t)}. 

4. Multi-dimensional case. The proof presented above hinged on 
the fact that any function u(t) satisfying the inequality 

du 
(1) . S a(t)u + b(t), u(O) = ¢, 

is majorized by the solution of 

dv 
(2) — = a(t)v + b(t), »(0) 

dt 
Il S 

The corresponding result for systems is not unreservedly true. If 
{ x(t) } is a set of functions satisfying 

dx; = 
= Zz, a;;(t)x; + b,(2), x;(0) = Ci, i = 1, 2, iene n, 

dl j=l 
(3) 
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it is not necessarily true that x,(t) Sy,(t), i=1, 2, - - - , m,t20, where 
the y,(t) satisfy the equations 

dy; n 

(4) = V aist)ys + (0), yO) =c;, 4=1,2,--+,m. 
j=1 

If, however, we have 

(5) a;;(¢) 2 0, #20, i #j, 

then the result does hold, cf. [2]. 

Consequently, if we take the Newton approximations 

dtins1 of of 
a -_ - T(Un; Yn) + (tn41 — Un) on, + (Pn41 — %) ~~ Un+1(0) = C1, 

din41 4 og 0g | —— = g(Un, Un) + (Unt — Un) + (P41 — 2%) —, Mn4i(0) = C2, 
dt OU On 

n=0, 1, 2, ---, with uo, vo prescribed continuous functions, to the 
system 

= = i, ») (0) — = f(u, »), u(O) = «1, 
” dt , 

dv 
di - g(u, »), v(0) = C2, 

we can assert that 

(8) te S Uniti, TH Sty, ¢20,n=0,1,2,---, 

provided that 

rs) rs] 
(9) er 

Ov Ou 
IV 0 ’ 

for all « and v, and provided that f(u, v) and g(u, v) are strictly convex 
functions of u and v. 
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ON COHOMOLOGY OF LIE ALGEBRAS 

GEORGE F. LEGER, JR. 

Let G be a Lie algebra, L an ideal of G and M a G-module. The 

n-dimensional cochains for LZ in M are n-linear alternating functions 

on L* with values in M. These cochains form a vector space C*(L, M) 
over the ground field of L; we identify C°(L, M) with M. CL, M) 

is already a G-module and for n>0, f in C*(L, M) and y in G put 

(y-f)(o1, + + * 5 on) 

= ¥-f(o1, +++, 00) — Dflor, +++ 01-1, Ly, 01), e641, + + + sn) 
t=1 

for all o;,---,o, in L. 

This definition makes C*(L, M) into a G-module and further 
vy: (6f)=65(y-f) where 6 is the coboundary operator: C"(L, M) 

—C"+!(L, M) so that the cohomology groups H"(L, M) take on the 

structure of a G-module. Professor Hochschild suggested to the author 
that he define an operation of G on the standard interpretations of 

the low dimensional cohomology groups which would agree with the 
operation of G on H"(L, M) as given above. 

This problem has an analogue in the cohomology of groups. There, 
if L is a normal subgroup of a group G and f is any function of L"*! 
to M, the operation 

(y-f)(0, +--+, on) = ¥-flyooy, ++ +, Yond 

for y in G and ao, ---, 0, in L, again induces the structure of a 
G-module on the cohomology groups H"(L, M). In an appendix we 
outline briefly a way of making the standard interpretations of the 
low dimensional cohomology groups into G-modules in a way con- 
sistent with the operation of G on the cohomology groups. 

The author is pleased to acknowledge his indebtedness to Professor 
Hochschild for his suggestions and encouragement. 

1. Let G be a Lie algebra over a ground field of characteristic 0, 
L an ideal of G such that G/L is semi-simple and let 1/ be a G-mod- 

ule. We denote by p, the restriction homomorphism of H"(G, M) into 
H*(L, M). For any G-module U, let U%= |u| y-u=0 for all y in G}. 

A special case of a theorem of Hochschild-Serre [1, p. 603, Theorem 
13]? is 

Presented to the Society, April 21, 1956 and December 29, 1956; received by the 
editors May 15, 1956 and, in revised form, March 2, 1957. 

1 Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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ON COHOMOLOGY OF LIE ALGEBRAS 1011 

1.1. THEoreM. Jf G/L is semi-simple then p, is an isomorphism of 
H"(G, M) onto H"(L, M)® for n=0, 1, 2. 

Hochschild-Serre’s proof of their Theorem 13 depends on the theory 
of spectral sequences, and it seems desirable to sketch a direct proof 

of 1.1 here. Accordingly let G=K-+L be a Levi decomposition of G. 
(1.2) H*(L, M)°=H(L, M)£ for all n=0. 

(1.3) Every element of H"(L, M)* has a representative cocycle in 
C*(L, M)*. 

(1.4)? If dfEC*(L, M)¥ for f in C*-"(L, M) then 3g in C*—"(L, M)* 
DSdf =dg. 

(1.5) Let f be in Z"(G, M) where n=1 or 2 then there exists f* in 
Z"(G, M)D>f* is cohomologous to f and 

(a) f*(k) =0 for all k in K (if n=1), 

(b) f*(v1, Y2) =0 af y: or y2 is in K (if n=2). 
Proor. (a) If fEZ'(G, M) then f|xE@Z'(K, M) whence 3m in 

C(K, M) = M>f(k) =k-m for all k in K. Put 

f*(v) = Uf — dm)(7) for all 7 in G. 

(b) If f&Z7(G, M), define a Lie algebra extension (E, +) of M by 
G as follows: E=(G, M) (direct product) as a vector space with 

[(v1, ms), (2, m2) | = (Lyi, Y2], Y1- 2-2-1 +f(M1, 72) for all y1, Ye in 
in G, m, mz in M; x the projection of E onto G. 

Now G=K-+L with K semi-simple. 2—'(L) is an ideal of E con- 

taining MJ and E/x—'(L)=K. Thus we can find a linear map 
o: G>EDzno(y) =y for all y in G and a| x is a Lie algebra isomor- 

phism of K into E. Consider m—'(L) and M as o(K)-modules in the 
regular representation. Then since o(K) is semi-simple, there exists 
a submodule H of x-'(L)3 x-\(L) =H+M and HAM =(0). z| a isa 
vector space isomorphism of H onto L so we see that we can choose 
the linear map @ so that 

(1) o(k:, ke] = [o(ki), o(Re) | for all Ri, Re in K. 
(2) E=o(K)+o(L)+M direct sum as o(K)-modules. Now note 

that 

[o(k), o(x)] — o[k, x] € o(L) > M = (0) for all & in K, xin L. 

The cocycle f*3 f*(y1, y2) = [e(y1), ¢(y2) |—o[y1, v2] is cohomologous 
to f and has the desired properties. 

ProoF oF 1.1. If 2=0 this is trivial. If »=1 or 2 and hE H*(G, M), 

choose a representative cocycle f of h as in (1.5). It is easy to see that 
k-f| 1=0 for all k in K where f\ 1 is the restriction of f to L so that 

2 (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) are proved directly in [1, p. 603]. 
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p»(H"(G, M))CH"(L, M)*%. Using (1.4) one sees quickly that p, is 

an isomorphism. 
To see that p, is onto, take h in H"(L, M)* (n=1, 2) and choose a 

representative f of h in Z*(L, M)¥* by (1.2) and (1.3). Extend f to in 
Z"(G, M) by 

n= 1 fle +x) =f(x) forall xin L, kin K; 

= 7) =0 for all y in G, k in K, 
n => 

f(x, %2) = f(%1, x2) for all x1, x2 in L 

then p,(f+dC"-(G, M)) =h. 
1.6. DEFINITION. Let G be a Lie algebra and V an ideal of G. If 

there exists a subalgebra U of G such that G= U+ V and U/\V=(0) 

we say that G splits over V. 
As a corollary of 1.2 we have 

1.7. Let G be a Lie algebra over a ground field of characteristic 0 and 
let L= M be ideals of G such that G/L is semi-simple, M is abelian and 

L splits over M. Then G splits over M. 

It would be interesting to know if the hypothesis that M be abelian 

can be removed from 1.7. 

2. Module extensions. Let P and Q be G-modules, L any ideal of 
G. (We drop the requirement that G/L be semi-simple and that the 

ground field have characteristic 0.) If PCE and if the sequence 
0—P-—‘E-—*Q-— 0 of L-modules is exact we say that the pair (E, ¢) 

is an L-extension of P by Q. Given two L-extensions (£;, ¢:) and 
(E2, $2) of P by Q, they are called Z-equivalent if there is an L-iso- 

morphism r of £; onto E, such that r(p) =? for all » in P and such 
that ¢2r=¢:. We denote by {(E, ¢)} the class of extensions L- 

equivalent to (E£, ¢) and recall that these classes form a vector space, 
over the ground field of L, which we denote by Ext, |P, Q]. 

Let M be the vector space of linear maps of Q into P made intoaG 

(and thus also an L)-module by setting 

(vy A(q@) = v:f(g) — f(y-q) for all y in G, f in M 

and q in Q. It is known that Ext, [P, Q]=H"(L, M) as a vector space 
[2, p. 562] and we now define an operation of G on Ext, [P, Q] which 

agrees with the operation of G on H'(L, M) in the sense that this vec- 
tor space isomorphism becomes a G-isomorphism. Take y in G, and 

(E, @) an L-module extension of P by Q. As a vector space, put 

E; = {(e1, 2) | €1, ¢2 in E and y-¢(e1) = $(e2)}. 

—. oo a one 

Sti 
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Make E* into an L-module such that 

a+ (€1, €2) = (x-e1, x-€2 + [y, x]-e1) for x in L and 

(e1, €2) in E*. Define a map ¢* of E* onto Q by $* (ei, e2) =(e1). The 
kernel of ¢% is (P, P) and the map w,: (P, P)—P such that 

wy(p1, p2) = ¥- Pi — po 

is an L-homomorphism of (P, P) onto P. The kernel NV, of w, consists 
of all pairs (1, p2) for which p2=7- pf. N, is an L-submodule of E* 
so that we may use w, to induce an L-identification of (P, P)/N, with 
P. Finally we put 

~ + 
x: (E, ¢) = (E,/N, $4) 

[¢* is used again to denote the L-homomorphism of E*/N, induced 
by the original ¢%. | 

Suppose now that (£;, ¢;) is an extension of P by Q which is L- 
equivalent to (EZ, @) and let y be an L-isomorphism of E onto E. 
The map Wy: E*—E*, such that 

V(ex, €2) = (W(er), ¥(e2)) 

is an L-homomorphism which takes N, onto Ni, and induces an L- 
isomorphism of E*/N, onto Ef,/Ni,. Thus we may put 

v\{(E, #)} = {y-(Z, ¢)}. 

2.1. Proposition. If h is the element of H'(L, M) determined by 
(E, @) then the element of H'(L, M) determined by y-(E, $) ts y-h 

[M=linear maps of Q into P}. 

Proor. Let W be a linear map of Q into E such that ¢y(q) =q for all 
qin Q. Then we know that the f in C'(L, M) such that 

f(x){q} = x-¥(q) — ¥(x-9) for all x in L 

is an element of Z'(L, M) which represents h. Define a linear map 

¥* of Q into E*/N, by 

¥*(q) = (HQ), (7-9) + 2. 

Then $3*(q) =q for all g in Q and 

x-w*(q) — ¥*(x-9) = (r-f(@)Ka} 

for all x in L. 

2.2. CoROLLARY. The operation of G on Ext, [P, Q] induces the 
structure of a G-module on Ext, [P,Q] and the vector space isomorphism 
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of Ext, [P, Q| onto H'(L, M) becomes a G-isomorphism. 

Now define a map p: Exte [P, Q]—Extz [P, Q] as follows. If 
(E, ¢) is a G-extension of P by Q, define an L-extension (EZ, $) of P 

by Q by restricting the operators on E to elements of L. As an L- 
module, E=E and as an L-homomorphism $=¢. It is evident that 
if h is the element of H1(G, M) determined by {(E, ¢)} then p;(h) is 

the element of H’(L, M) determined by p({(E, ¢)}) where p; is the 

restriction homomorphism. Thus we have: 

2.3. Proposition. p(Exte [P, Q])CExtz [P, Q]°. 

Now we have the diagram: 
p 

Ext [P, Q] > Extz [P, Q]° 

t 1 

H(G,M) “> HL, M)® 

where p and p; are homomorphisms into. Further this diagram is com- 

mutative. 

It is easy to find examples showing that p; (thus also p) need not be 
an isomorphism in general. Moreover, the following example (due to 
Hochschild) shows that p; need not even be onto in general: G is 3 

dimensional, with basis x, y, z such that [x, y]=z and z is central. 

Put L=(z), M a trivial 1 dimensional G-module. Then every 1- 
cocycle for G in M must map L into (0); but the map f, where f(az) 

=a, represents a nonzero element of H'(L, M)°. 

In fact it is an easy consequence of 1.1 and Hochschild-Serre’s 
Theorem 6 [1, p. 596] that 

2.4. PROPOSITION. If the ground field of G has characteristic 0 then 
pi: H'(G, M)—H(L, M)® is an isomorphism for all G-modules M if 
and only if G/L is semi-simple. 

3. Lie algebra extensions. Let L be an ideal of Gand M a G-module 
which we consider as an abelian Lie algebra. An extension of M by L 
is a pair (U, 7) such that M is an ideal of U and such that the se- 

quence 0—M—‘U->*L-—0 is exact. Two such extensions (Uj, 7;) and 

(U2, m2) are called equivalent if there is an isomorphism o: U,—-U, 
such that o(m)=m for all m in M and 7,=7.0. Using a procedure 
analogous to the Baer product, one can define directly the structure 
of a vector space on the classes of extensions {(U, r)}. We denote 

this vector space by Ext(M, L). Further it is known, [2, p. 566], 
that this vector space is isomorphic to H?(L, M). 

We define an operation of G on Ext(L, M) as follows: take y in 
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G and (U, 7) an extension of M by L. Put 

ov. = { (ts, U2) Ui, U2 in U, ly, x(u;)| = x(uz)} 

as a vector space and make U, into a Lie algebra by setting 

[ (21, ue), (ui, us )] = ([u1, uz |, [u1, uz | + (ue, ui |) 

for all (uw, ue) and (uj, uz) in U,. Define a homomorphism 1, of 
U, onto L by 2,(u, u2)=7(m). The kernel of +, is (M, M). This 
situation makes (M, M) into an L-module with LZ operating on 
(M, M) via U,. The map w,: (M, M)—M such that 

w(m1, M2) = -m, — Me 

is an L-homomorphism of (M, M) onto M. The kernel M, of w, con- 
sists of pairs (m, y-m) and M, is an ideal of U,. Thus 7, induces a 
homomorphism (still denoted by 7,) of U,/M, onto L with kernel 
(M, M)/M, which we identify with M using w,. Now define 

y:(U, x) = (U*/M,, ®y). 

If (U1, m1) is equivalent to (U, 7) under the isomorphism y, the map 
y* such that y* — (um, ue) = (W(m), ¥(ue2)) induces an equivalence iso- 

morphism of (U,/M,, z,) with (Uj,/M,, t1,) so that we may put 

y:{(U, m} = {y-(U, w}. 

3.1. Proposition. Let h be the element of H?(L, M) determined by 
(U, x). Then the element of H®(L, M) determined by y- {(U, x)} is y-h. 

ProoF. Let a be a linear map of L into U such that ra(x) =x for 
all x in L. The element f of C?(LZ, M) such that 

f(%1, %2) = [a(x1), a(x2) | eal a([a, x2}) 

is in Z*(L, M) and represents h. Define a linear map &: L>U,/M, 

by 

Q(x) = (a(x), a([y, x])) + My. 

Then 

[@(x1), &(x2)| — &[x1, x2] = (y-f) (x1, x2) for all x4, x2 in L. 

3.2. CoROLLARY. The operation of G on Ext(M, L) induces the struc- 

ture of a G-module on Ext(M, L) and the vector space isomorphism of 
Ext(M, L) onto H®(L, M) becomes a G-tsomorphism. 

Next consider Ext(M, G). If {(U, x)} is in Ext(M, G) put 

el (U, x)} = {(e-(L), #)} 
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in Ext(M, L) where # is the restriction of 7 to 7~'(L). p is a homomor- 

phism of Ext(M, G) into Ext[M, L] and it is evident that the co- 
homology class in H?(L, M) belonging to p{ (U, r)} is po(h) where 
g is the cohomology class in H*(G, M) belonging to {(U, x) } and pz is 
the restriction homomorphism. 

3.3. Proposition. p Ext [M, G]CExt [M, L]¢. 

Proor. U =x-'(L) is an ideal in U. Let #=7| @ then y-(U, #) is 

equivalent to the split extension (L, M) of M by L. In fact, the map 

(i1, 2) + My — (#(th), 2 — [y', a) 

(a; in U, y' in U such that x(y’) = y) 

of U,/M, onto (L, M) is an equivalence isomorphism. 

Again we have a commutative diagram: 

Ext (M, G) > Ext (M, L)? 

T Pi t : 
H?(G, M) — HA*L, M)¢ 

where p and p2 are homomorphisms into. If G/L is semi-simple and 
if the ground field has characteristic 0 we know that pz» is an iso- 
morphism onto by 1.1. Thus 

3.5. Proposition. If G/L is semi-simple and if the ground field of 

G has characteristic 0, p 1s an isomorphism of Ext (M, G) onto 
Ext (M, L)*. 

4. Lie algebra kernels. As before, let G be a Lie algebra, L an ideal 

of G and M a G-module. The derivations of Z form a Lie algebra 

(denoted by D(L)) and the inner derivations form an ideal of D(L) 
denoted by /(L). An L-kernel with nucleus M is a pair (K, ¢) con- 
sisting of a Lie algebra K and a homomorphism ¢ of L into D(K)/I(K), 

M is required to be the center of K and @ must induce the given L- 
module structure on M. 

Hochschild [3, p. 699 et seq.], has defined a rule of composition of 
L-kernels and a partitioning of the set of L-kernels with nucleus MV 

into similarity classes such that the resulting set of similarity classes 

of kernels, Kern [L, M], becomes a vector space over the same 
ground field as L. It is not difficult to show that each element of 

Kern [L, M] determines a unique element of H*(L, M) and that this 

correspondence is in fact a vector space isomorphism of Kern [L, M] 
into H*(L, M). This isomorphism is not onto in general and again we 
refer to [3] and [4] for the details. 
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Here we shall define directly an operation of G on Kern [L, M] 
which is “correct” in the sense that if the similarity class { [K, ¢)} 

determines h in H*(L, M) then y- {(K, ¢)} determines y-h. An im- 
mediate consequence of this (at least if the ground field has character- 
istic 0) is that the effaceable elements of H*(L, M) constitute a G- 
submodule of H*(L, M). See [4, Theorem 5, p. 777). 

In order to do this, let (K, @) be an L-kernel with nucleus M where 
L is an ideal of G and take y in G. Form the Lie algebra K, of pairs 
(ki, ke) with ki, Rk, in K and put , 

[(ks, he), (ei, ki )] = ([hs, bi], [hs be] + [be, Ri ])- 

K, has center (17, M) and we define a homomorphism t,: (M, M)—M 

such that t,(m, m2) =-m:+mz. The kernel T, of ¢, consists of pairs 
(m, —y-m) with m in M. 

Now form K,/T,. The center of K,/T, is (M, M)/T,; for if 
[(a1, a2), (Ri, ke)] is in Ty for all (A, ke) in Ky then [a;, k,] is in M 

for all k, in K and [a;, k2|+[ae, ki] = —vy- [ai, Ai]. In particular, for 
pairs of the form (m, k) with m in M, we get 

[a;, k] + [ae, m] = — y-[a:, m] = 0 

whence [a:, &] =0 for all & in K so that a; is in M. Thus since [a;, k] 

+ [a2, ki] = —vy- [a1, Ri] for all (ki, Re), we see that [a2, ki ]=0 for all 
k, in K i.e. ag isin M. 

We define a homomorphism @¢, of L into D(K,/T,)/I(K,/T,) as 

follows: let p be any linear map of LZ into D(K) which is compatible 
with @ (i.e. the class mod J(K) of p(x) is @(x) for all x in L.) Set 

p*(x){ (ki, ke) + Ty} = (o(x){ Ri}, o(x){ ke} — o([y, x}){&i}) + Ty. 

It is easy to check that p* is a linear map of L into D(K,/T,) and 
that the class mod I(K,/T,) of p*(x) does not depend on the choice 
of p compatible with ¢. Now we note that if 

[o(x1), p(x2) | yi o([x1, %2]) = Dy (2,22) in I(K) for %1, X2 in L, 

then 

[o*(x1), p*(x2)] — p*([x1, x2]) = Dreces.22) in I(K,/T,) 

where 7*(x1, x2) = (7(*1, X2), —T([y, x1], x2) —r (x, [y, x2])) +7). Now 

put $,(x) =o*(x)+J](K,/T,). One sees immediately that ¢, induces 
the given L-module structure on the center (M, M)/T, and that t, 

induces an L-isomorphism of (M, M)/T, onto M so that the pair 

(K,/T,, ¢,) is an L-kernel with nucleus M which we denote by 

bk (K, ¢). 
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The function 7: LX L-—>K is called a hindrance of (K, 4) and its 
(formal) coboundary 6r is an element of Z*(L, M) called a primary 

deviation. The cohomology class of 67 (called the obstruction of 
(K, @)) is independent of the choice of p compatible with ¢ and of the 
choice of r such that [p(x1), p(x2) |—p([x1, x2]) =Dyce,25)- 

In this terminology, r*(x:1, x2) is a hindrance of y-(K, @) and a 
straightforward computation shows that 

br* = y-5r. 

Since two L-kernels have the same obstruction if and only if they are 
similar, we have 

4.1. Proposition. The map {(K, ¢)}—{y-(K, ¢)} (where braces 
indicate similarity class) induces the structure of a G-module on Kern 
[L, M]| and further, if h is the obstruction of {(K, @)}, then y-h is the 
obstruction of {y-(K,¢)}. 

As before we define a map p of Kern [G, M] into Kern [Z, M] by 
setting p{ (K, $)} ={(K, | )} where | z is the restriction of to L. 

It is evident that if h is the obstruction of { (K, d) } then p;(h) is the 
obstruction of {(K, $| L) where ps; is the restriction map of H*(G, M) 
into H*(L, M). Again we have a commutative diagram: 

H(G,M) — H*L, M)? 

1 { 

Kern [G, M] — Kern [L, M]? 

APPENDIX 

For details concerning the following discussion the reader is re- 
ferred to [5]. 

A. Group enlargements. 

DEFINITION. Let G be an arbitrary group (written multiplicatively) 

and P, Q groups on which G operates from the left. In this section, 
P is assumed commutative but Q need not be. A G-enlargement of P 
by Q is a pair (EZ, @) such that 

(i) G operates on E from the left, 

(ii) P is a subgroup of E and a direct summand of E (as a group), 
(iii) @ is a G-homomorphism of E onto Q with kernel P. 

Two G-enlargements (Fi, ¢:), (Es, $2) are called equivalent if there 

exists a G-isomorphism 7: E,;—E; such that r(p) = for all » in P and 

oat = 91. 
Eilenberg gives a definition of multiplication of equivalence classes 

ni & a ae ome 
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of G-enlargements so that these classes form an abelian group denoted 
by Enl (G, Q, P). If @ is an element of Hom (Q, P) and if one puts 
(c-0){q} =c-0(o-'g) for all ¢ in G and q in Q then Hom (Q, P) be- 
comes a G-module and Eilenberg then showed that ENL (G, Q, P) 
~H'(G, Hom (Q, P)). 

Now suppose that G is a normal subgroup of a group I and that T 

also operates on P and Q. Let (E, @) denote a G-enlargement of P 
by Q. Take y in T and let E, be the subgroup of EXE consisting of 
pairs (¢:, €2) such that $(e:) =y-¢(e2). Make E, into a G-module such 
that o-(e:, ¢2) =(¢-e1, o%2) where ¢7=7~'oy for all o in G. Let ¢* 

denote the G-homomorphism (¢e, ¢2)—@(e:) of E, onto Q. The kernel 
of ¢* is (P, P) and the map a,: (P, P)—>P such that a,(pi, po) =y- pe 

is a G-homomorphism of (P, P) whose kernel ker (a,) consists of 
pairs (p, 1) where 1 is the identity of P. ¢* induces a G-homomor- 
phism ¢, of E,/ker (a,) onto Q so that the pair (Z,/ker (a,), ,) isa 
G-enlargement of P by Q which we denote by y- (£, ¢). It is not diffi- 

cult to show that if (EZ, @) is equivalent to (E’, ¢’) then y-(E£, @) is 

equivalent to y- (EZ’, ¢’) and that this operation induces the structure 
of a '-module on Enlil (G, Q, P). Further one can check that this 
structure is compatible with the I’-module structure on H‘(G, 
Hom (Q, P)) so that the natural isomorphism of Enl (G,-Q, P) onto 
I'(G, Hom (Q, P)) becomes a I'-isomorphism. 

B. Group extensions. If M is a subgroup of U and if the sequence 
0—-M—U-—*G—0 is exact then we say that the pair (U, 7) is an 

extension of G by M. If M is abelian, this situation makes M into a 
G-module. Two such extensions (Uj, 71) and (U2, 72) of G by Mare 
called equivalent if there exists an isomorphism 7: U;— U2 such that 
t(m)=m for all m in M and such that 7,=727. The equivalence 
classes of such extensions form an abelian group A(G, M) which is 

isomorphic with H?(G, M) see [5]. 
Now suppose that G is a normal subgroup of a group I and that 

M is also a I'-module. Let (U, 7) be an extension of G by M and take 
vy in T. Form U,={(u, u2)| us in U, (tu) =3(u2)*} with (um, u2) 

(uj , us )=(uyut , ugug ). Set ,(u1, U2) = (um) and note that the kernel 
of z, is (M, M). Define a homomorphism w,:(M, M)—-M by 
wm, M2) =: me for all (2, mz) in M. w, is a G-homomorphism of 

(M, M) onto M and the kernel of w,=(M, 0) is a normal subgroup of 
U,:m, induces a homomorphism (still denoted by zy) of U,/({M, 0) 

onto M and we put 

y:-(U, x) = (U,/(M, 0), my). 

One can check that if (U, 7) is equivalent to (Ui, 71) then y-(U, 7) 
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is equivalent to y- (U1, 7) and that this operation induces the struc- 
ture of a T-module on A(G, M). Further, if / is the element of 

H*(G, M) belonging to (U, 7) then y-h belongs to y-(U, 7) so that 

the isomorphism of A(G, M) onto H?(G, M) becomes a I’-isomor- 

phism. 

C. Group kernels. A G-kernel is a pair (K, @) where @ is a homo- 
morphism: G—A(K)/I(K) (the outer automorphisms of K). If M is 

the center of K, then 8 makes M into a G-module called the nucleus 
of (K, 0). Eilenberg-MacLane [5, p. 12] have given a rule of composi- 
tion of G-kernels with fixed nucleus M and a partitioning of the set of 

G-kernels with nucleus M into similarity classes such that the result- 

ing set of similarity classes K(G, M) becomes an abelian group. They 
then show that K(G, M) is isomorphic to H*(G, M). 

Now suppose that G is a normal subgroup of a group I and that M 

is also a '-module. Let (K, 6) be a G-kernel with nucleus M and take 
y in I’. As a group, put K,=K and put 0,(¢) =@(y~'cy) for all o in G. 

The center M, of K, is still M (as a group) but now the operation of 
G on M, is given by 

o*«m== vy loy-m for allo in G, min M. 

The map m—y-m is a G-isomorphism of M, onto M which we use to 

identify M, with M as a G-module. Then the pair (K,, 6,) is a G- 
kernel with nucleus M which we denote by y- (K, @). One can check 
that this operation induces the structure of a [-module on K(G, M) 

and sees that if h is the element of H*(G, M) belonging to (K, @) then 
yh belongs to y-(K, 8) so that the isomorphism of K(G, M) with 
H*(G, M) becomes a [-isomorphism. 
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APPROXIMATION BY THE TRANSLATES OF A 

SINGLE FUNCTION 

FRANK QUIGLEY 

In 1941 Seidel and Walsh [3] proved the existence of an entire 
function F of a complex variable such that every function analytic 

in a simply connected region of the complex plane is the uniform 
limit on compact sets of a sequence of translates of F. This result 
generalizes a theorem of G. D. Birkhoff [1] on entire functions. In 

the present note an analogous theorem is proved for continuous real 
or complex functions on a more general class of topological spaces 
where the role of polynomial approximation in the above proofs is 

assumed by a sequence of functions constructed using Urysohn’s 
lemma. 

Let X be a locally compact hausdorff space with the following 

properties: there exist countable sequences {C,} and {o,} of disjoint 
compact sets and homeomorphisms of X onto itself, respectively, 

such that for every compact K, Ia. K‘\C,=@ and Ib. KCC,e,,! 
except for finitely many m. Such an X is evidently not compact but is 

countable at infinity, since each point lies in some C,o,. Thus the 
compact open topology on the algebra & of all continuous real or 

complex valued functions on X is the topology of sequential conver- 
gence in a suitable Fréchet metric on &. 

THEOREM. Let X be a locally compact hausdorff space with properties 

Ia and Ib, and let 9) be a countable family of continuous real or complex 
functions on X. Then there exists a continuous real or complex function 

F on X such that every uniform limit on compact sets of functions in 9) 
is the limit of a sequence of the functions Foa,,’. 

First we find an infinite subsequence {C,,} of {C,} and sets An 

and W,,, compact and open respectively, such that A,,C W,,CC,, and 

such that {A,.o,,} retains property Ib. Since X is locally compact, 
the interiors U, of C,¢, are nonempty for an infinite set J of integers, 
and { U;, 7€J} has property Ib. In fact, each compact K has a com- 

pact neighborhood N, and NC Cyvo; for all 7 large; thus the interior of 
N, which contains K, is contained in U;. The C;o;, 7]€J, are compact, 

so that for each j there is a least integer y(j) GJ such that Cjo;C Uy,). 

For each m in the range M of the function y choose j such that y(j) 
=m and define A,, = U;0,,' and W,,= U,o,,". If j is not in the range 

Received by the editors March 5, 1957. 
1 We write C,oc, instead of ¢,(C,). All indices are positive integers. 
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of y, then Cjo;C U,,;), and { CuOm; m€M} retains property Ib. Thus 
{A,.0m} has property Ib also. Evidently A,,.C WnCCn, since 0;CU,, 

C Crom. Reindex the A’s, W’s, and C’s, using all the positive integers. 
Next we construct compact sets [,, with the properties IIa. 

r,.CImii; U,,.=X; every compact KCT,,, if m is large. And IIb. 

US, 4;: CT. and lr. [\ dass = GD. Define I, as 

UW,U | 7.c( U w.) |. 
i=1 m+1 

Now U,,.C Um, and C(Us,., W:) C C(US,. W,); thus T,, CT »4:. Since 

U., is compact, so is T’,,. Further 

Ps 0 00 
vat. [7.7 o( U w.)|U UW;C UT,, and UT, = X. 

m+1 1 1 

Since W»2CCm, each compact K meets only finitely many W,, and 
lies in all but finitely many U,,; thus K CT, for all m large. The first 
part of IIb is trivial. For the second part, observe that W,,CC,, and 

Cal Ansi= 2B. Also [On0VCUns: Wi) |CCWma: and AngiC Wma. 
Thus [,,. Ani = D. 
We are now in a position to construct F. Let {f,} be the family 

¥) indexed by the positive integers, in such a way that each function 
is repeated countably often, and construct continuous functions a», 
Bm, and g» as follows, using Urysohn’s lemma: 

(2) {' on An, B(x) jl on An, 
Am\ x) = mir) = * 

1 on T,-1, lo on TI... 

ie = fi(x), 

Bm(X) = om(X)gm—1(*) + Bm(2)fim( Xm). 

Observe that g»(x) =gm—i(x) on ['n-1 and that gn(x)=fm(xom) on An. 
Since each compact K lies in all T,, from some m on, the sequence 
{gm} converges uniformly on compact sets to a limit F; this function 

is continuous, since it coincides with a continuous function on each 
compact set, and the space X is locally compact. Now F(x) =g,,(x) on 
T,, An, so that F(x) =fn(xom) on An. Let yEA,om and write y=xo,, 

for some xGA,,. Then F(yo,,') = F(x) =fm(xom) =fm(y) for yCAnOm: 
The sequence {A,,¢,,} has property Ib; so suppose that the sequence 

\fn;} of functions from 9) converges uniformly on compact sets to a 
function f. For each compact K there is an ip such that KCA, on, 
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for i2z%o.? But f,,(y) = F(yo;,') for yEA,,o2,, 12 io. Thus | F(yo;,;)} 
converges uniformly to f on K. 

CoROLLARY 1. The theorem can be proved under hypothesis \b and 

the following condition: la’. There exist open sets V,DC, such that 
V.l\Cun= D, if nx¥m, and the set UC, is closed. 

It is enough to show that for every compact K, K(/\C,= @, except 

for finitely many . Assume that K/\C,,# @ for an infinite subset 
M of {n}, and choose ~»€@ KC, for each mEM. Then {>,,} is an 

infinite point set, which must have a limit point p in Kf\cl (UC,,). 

But if pEcl (UC,,), then pCUC,, since UC, is closed, and so pEC, 
for some r. Thus infinitely many ?,, lie in V,, which is impossible for 

mr; consequently K(/\C,=@, for all n large. 

CoROLLARY 2. If X is a differentiable manifold of classr,1Srs=, 

and if the c, and the f, are of class r, then F can be found also of class r. 

The functions a, and 8, can be chosen of class r,? so that the g, 

are also of class r. For each point pC X, choose a compact neighbor- 

hood N. Then for some m, NCT,,; on T,, the function F equals gn, 
which is of class r. Thus F has class r. 
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PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN SECOND ORDER 
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

W. R. UTZ! 

1. Introduction. In this paper we use theorems on the boundedness 

of solutions of second order nonlinear differential equations as a 
starting place for a more detailed examination of the behavior of 
solutions of such equations for large values of the independent vari- 

able. The boundedness theorems we cite give sufficient conditions 
for the existence of constants A, B>0 such that if x=x(¢) is a solu- 
tion of the given equation valid for all large ¢, then x(t) <B for all 

t>A where A and B may depend upon the particular solution 
x =x(t). Theorems which guarantee A, B>0, as above, but in which 
B is independent of the solution selected, have been used [2; 4] to 
show the existence and uniqueness of periodic solutions. 

If d>0O and e>0O are real constants, then a solution x=<x(t), 
x(t) #0, of the linear equation 

vw’ + dx’ +ex=0 

is oscillatory or monotonically approaches zero. The theorems secured 
in this paper may be thought of as generalizations of this remark. 

In §2 we state the theorems proved in the paper and in §3 provide 
the proofs of the theorems. 

2. Statements of the theorems. Throughout the paper we assume 
that the coefficients in our equations are differentiable. The function 

x(t) =0 is assumed to be a solution of each equation considered. We 
shall use the fact that, because of the uniqueness of solutions, no solu- 

tion not identically zero can be tangent to the ¢-axis. When we de- 
scribe a solution x =x(¢) of an equation as oscillatory, we shall mean 

that it has positive maxima for arbitrarily large ¢ and has negative 
minima for arbitrarily large t. 

In the first two theorems we consider the equation 

(1) x” + f(x, x’) + g(x) = x’ 0, x’ = dx/dt 

THEOREM 1. If f(x, x’)20 for all (x, x’), xg(x)>0 for all x0, 

Received by the editors September 4, 1956 and, in revised form, April 5, 1957. 
1 This research was supported by the United States Air Force through the Air 

Force Office of Scientific Research of the Air Research and Development Command 
under Contract No. AF 18(600)-1108. 
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f g(x)\dx—+ © as rx w, 
0 

and if x=x(t) (x(t)#0) is a solution of (1) valid for all large t, then 
x=x(t) 1s bounded and oscillatory as t->~ or x(t) monotonically ap- 
proaches zero as t>~. 

By making further restriction on f and g we are able to conclude 
that the amplitudes of the oscillations of an oscillatory solution of 
(1) will decrease monotonically and hence (1) will not, under these 

conditions, possess a nontrivial periodic solution. That some restric- 
tions are necessary is clear by observing that if f(x, x’) =0 and g(x) =x 
then (1) is satisfied by x =sin ¢. 

THEOREM 2. [f f(x, x’) >0 except at a discrete set of points, g(x) is an 

odd function and x=<x(t) is an oscillatory solution of (1), then the am- 
plitudes of the oscillations of this solution are monotonically decreasing. 

In the remaining theorems we specialize (1) by insisting that the 

damping coefficient be independent of x’ and secure theorems similar 
to Theorem 1 in which we now allow the damping coefficient to take 
on negative values. 

THEOREM 3. Let f’(x) denote df/dx and let xg(x)>0O for all x0’ 
g(x)/x—> © as x and suppose that there exist constants b, B>0O such 
that for all real x, 

| f(x) — bg(x)| = Bl x]. 

If x=x(t), x(t) #0, is a solution of 

(2) x" + f'(x)x’ + g(x) = 0 

valid for all large t, then x=x(t) is bounded and oscillatory or x(t) 
monotonically approaches zero as t>@. 

THEOREM 4. Suppose there exist positive constants y and \ such that 

A+ 4y? > wF(x) = G(x) [A> O, A> p?, 
where 

F(x) = f(x)/x, G(x) = g(x)/x. 

If x=x(t), x(t) 40, is any solution of (2) valid for all large t, then 

x=x(t) ts bounded and oscillatory or x(t) monotonically approaches zero 
as [> @, 

Examples are easily constructed to show that Theorems 1, 3, 4 are 
independent. 
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If we let f(x, x’) =1, g(x) =x/(x?+1) in (1) we secure an equation 
to which Theorem 1 applies but to which Theorems 3, 4 do not apply. 
If we let f(x) =g(x) =9x(e-" +x’), b=B=1 in (2) then Theorem 3 
applies to the resulting equation but Theorems 1, 4 do not. Finally, 
if in (2) we let f(x)=3x(e-"+1), g(x)=3x, X=3, w=3/2, then 
Theorem 4 applies but Theorems 1, 3 do not apply. 

If g(x) =x* and f(x) =3x(e-*"+1) then (2) becomes an equation to 
which no one of the Theorems 1, 3, 4 apply. However, the resulting 
equation is included in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 5. If xf(x)>0 and xg(x)>0 for all x¥0 and if g(x)/x— 

as x—> ©, then any solution x = x(t), x(t) 40, of (2) which is valid for all 
large t is oscillatory or monotonically tends to zero as t><. 

3. Proofs of the theorems. The following lemma will be useful in 

the proofs of the theorems. 

Lemma. If xg(x)>0, x+¥0 and if x=<x(t) is a solution of (1) valid 
for all large t, then x =x(t), x(t) 40, is strictly monotone or oscillatory. 

Proor. If x=x(t), x(t) #0, is a monotone solution of (1) then it 
must be strictly monotone for when x’(#) =0, x’’ = —g(x) and hence 
x’’0 when x0. Thus x’(#) =0, x’’ =0 occur simultaneously only for 

the solution x(t) =0. 
If x =x(t) is a solution of (1) and is not monotone then x =-x(¢) has 

maxima for arbitrarily large values of ¢ and minima for arbitrarily 

large values of ¢. Hence there are arbitrarily large values of ¢ such 
that x’(t) =0 and x’’(t) 20 and, also, there are arbitrarily large values 
of ¢ for which x’(t)=0, and x’’(t)S0. However, when x’(/)=0, 

x’’ = —g(x) and since xg(x)>0 for x0 and since the only solution 
of (1) tangent to the #-axis is x(¢) =0, we see that if x(t) is not mono- 

tone then x=<x(é) is oscillatory. This completes the proof of the 

lemma. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Antosiewicz [1] has shown that under the 

hypotheses of the theorem |x(#)| and |x’(é)| are bounded as t>~. 
Using this result and our lemma we may hereafter assume that for 

t2a, x(t) is monotone. 
Since x(t) is monotone, lim;.., x(#) exists. Suppose that this limit is 

c~0. From (1) we have 

(3) x’(t) = x(a) -f g(x(t))dt -f f(x(d), x’ (A) x’ (di 

for all t2a. 
Since | x(t) | and | x" (2) | are bounded and x(t) is strictly monotone, 
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t z(t) 
f f(x, x’)x’dt = f(x, x’)dx 

z(a) 

is bounded. However, since lim;.,. x(t) =c0, 

t 
lim f g(x)di = + ~, 
t+ a 

From (3) we see that this implies that x’(¢) is unbounded contrary to 

Antosiewicz’s result and the theorem is proved. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. If t; <t2<#s are such that x’(t¢,) =0, x(t) =0, 

x'(t3) =0, then from equation (1) we secure 

x(t) = -f f(a, x’ a dl -f g(x)dx 
ty z (t;) 

‘ ts z z(t3) 
—x'"(t2) = -f f(x, x’) x" dt -f g(x)dx 

(te) 

and 

from which it follows that 

z(t) t3 
f g(x)dx = f f(x, x’)x’ di> 0. 

z(t3) t) 

Since g(x) is odd and x(t.) =0 it follows that | x(t) | > | (ts) | and the 
theorem is proved. 

PRroors OF THEOREMS 3, 4. It is known [3] that under the hy- 
potheses of this theorem any solution x=<x(t) is bounded as t> ~~. 
Using this result and our lemma it only remains to show that if 
x=x(t) is monotone, then x(#)—-0 as t> =. 

Suppose, as in the proof of Theorem 1, x(¢) is monotone and 
lim;.. x(#)=c0. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we conclude that 
x’(t) is unbounded. If g(c) is positive, then corresponding to M<0 
there exists N>0O such that for t>N, x’(t)<M. However, since 
x(t)—+c when t— © and since ¢ is finite this is impossible. A parallel 

argument holds when g(c) <0 and the theorem is proved. 
Using another known [3] boundedness theorem one can use the 

proof given for Theorem 3 to prove Theorem 4. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Again we use our lemma to dispose of all 

cases except x(¢) monotone. 

Consider the system 

(4) a +f(x)=y, y+ a(x) =0 
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equivalent to (2). For the solution under consideration there exists a 
constant a such that for t2a, x =<x(t) is one sign and strictly mono- 
tone. Consider the function 

QO) = 2f g(x(t))a’(t)dt + 9°. 

Using (4) we see that for all t2a, 

dQ/dt = — 2g(x(t))f(x(t)) < 0. 

If x(t) >0, x’(¢) 20 for t2a or if x(t) <0, x’(¢) <0 for t2a then, since 
g(x)/x—- © asx—~, if a is sufficiently large 

0S YO + x) — (a) SO”. 

Thus, since dQ/dt<0 for t2a, x(t) is bounded. In the cases x(¢) >0, 

x(t) $0 for t2a and x(t) <0, x’(t) 20 for t2a it is obvious that x(t) 

is bounded hence we concluded that if x =x(#) is a monotone solution 
of (2) then x(t), as t— ©, is a bounded function. 

The proof may be completed by the argument used to prove 
Theorem 3. 
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MEAN VALUES AND BANACH LIMITS! 

RALPH A. RAIMI 

I. Introduction. For certain bounded real valued functions on the 

real line, lim, (1/2 a)f*.f(x+#)dt exists uniformly in x, and is a 
constant, m(f). On the space of such functions, the limit m(f) is a 
translation-invariant positive functional of norm one, and hence gen- 
eralizes the notion lim,,;... f(x). For bounded sequences, such a func- 
tional is often called a Banach limit ((1, pp. 83-84], and [5]).2 Norm 

preserving extensions of m(f) to wider spaces will still be called 

Banach limits. In sections II and III the properties of these exten- 
sions will be explored, in particular their extreme values, and in sec- 
tion IV a space will be exhibited for which all Banach limits are ob- 
tained in this way. 

The author wishes to express his appreciation of the assistance of 
Professor S. Kakutani, to whom Theorem 3 is due, as well as nu- 

merous suggestions and conjectures. 

II. Preliminaries. Let E be a complete normed linear space of real- 

valued essentially bounded measurable functions on R, the real line, 
with ||f|]=ess. sup. {|f(x)||x@R}, denoted hereafter merely by 
sup: | f(x) | . That E is actually made up of equivalence classes of such 
functions will be ignored in the sequel wherever no confusion thus 
arises. We shall assume further that E contains all bounded uni- 
formly continuous functions, and all translates of functions in E, 

ie. if f(x) CE, then f(x+s) CE, for any sER. 
Let E’ be the conjugate space of E, and L(E, E) the ring of con- 

tinuous linear operators on E to E. For each sCR we define an ele- 
ment T,EL(E, E) by T,: f(x)—>f(x+s). Denoting by Rt the set of 

all positive real numbers, we define for each a€ Rt the operation 
Ta: f(x)—>(1/2e) f* .f(x+i)dt. 

Lemma 0. For any fEE,a€ Rt, Taf is a uniformly continuous func- 
tion on the real line. In particular Tz L(E, E) for all aE Rt. 

Proor. Let e>0 be given, and choose sER such that | s| <a, and 
|s| <(ae/||f||). Then 

Presented to the Society April 21, 1956; received by the editors January 19, 1956. 
1 This paper was written while the author was an Alfred H. Lloyd Postdoctoral 

Fellow of the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies of the University of 
Michigan. 

2 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
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| Taf(x) — Taf(x + s) | (1/2)a f f(x + ddi — f f(x +t+ s)dt 

Il (1/2a) f fle + nar — f fla + dat 

II (1/2a) [7re+ t)dt — [ % + #)dt| 

(2||fl| | s| /2a) < «, IIA 
independently of x. 

If we set T= { T.| ac Rt } , and denote the set of translation oper- 
ators { a3 sER} by A, we observe that the elements of TU% com- 

mute with each other. 

Let E’ denote the conjugate space of E. If TEL(E, EB), T’ will 
denote the adjoint operator. T’ is continuous on E’ to E’ when E£’ is 
given its weak-+ topology. This is the only topology on E’ which will 

be considered. If ¢’C€E’, fEE, (¢’, f) will denote the value of the 
functional ¢’ at the point f. 

If xER, and f is a continuous function, we denote by x’ the “point- 
functional” x’: f—f(x). If fEE is an equivalence class of functions 

containing a continuous representative, we shall define (x’, f) =f(x) 
for that representative. Now x’ becomes a functional defined un- 
ambiguously on a closed subspace of E, and may be extended, with 
preservation of the norm ||x’||=1, to any of a number of elements of 

E’. In what follows, the symbol x’ will represent any such element 

of E’, arising from the number xCR, and the set of all such func- 
tionals, as x runs through R, will be denoted R’. 

Since, for any fEE, T.f is continuous (Lemma 0), (x’, T.f) isa 

well-defined real number. Since (x’, T.f)=(T/ x’, f), it follows that 
TJ x' CE’ is a well-defined functional, no matter which extension of 

the point-functional corresponding to x is meant by the symbol x’. 

R+ is a net (or directed set; see [4, pp. 65 ff]) under the usual 

ordering. Any unbounded subset of R* is cofinal under the same order- 
ing. B is a subnet of R*+ if BC Rt and B is a directed set in its own 

right, under some other ordering, perhaps, but with the property that 
given a€ Rt, BCB, there exists yCB with y>6 in the ordering of B 
and y>a in the ordering of R*. In particular, a subnet of R+ must 

be unbounded. We shall also call a net any function from a net intoa 

topological space, and use the notation (e.g.) g=/psfs (BEB) to 
mean g is a topological point of accumulation of every terminal sec- 

tion {fs|B>Bo} of the net {fs}. If g=/pefs, then g=lim, f,, where 
fy} is some subnet of {fs}. By way of converse, if g=/p,f,, and if 

{f,} is a subnet of {fs}, then g=/pefs. 

' 
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We shall denote by V that (closed) subspace of E consisting of all 
fEF such that lim, T.f exists in the norm topology of E, and shall 
use the symbol f; to denote the constant function of E: f,(x) =1 for 
all xER. 

Lemma 1. If fEV, then there exists a number m(f)ER such that 
lime Taf =m(f)fi. 

Proor. Let lim, 7.f(x)=g(x). For e>0, x0, | g(x) —g(0)| 

=|lima (1/2a) f*.( f(x+t) —f(t))dt| $(1/2a)| [ett f()dt—S%af(tdt| 
+e for all a>ay suitably chosen. But if a> | x| / 

ats a 
f(idi -f f(idi 

—a+z 

= f jar — f flat | < 2| x|-|lpl|. 

Hence a>ao, |x|=>| g(x) —g(0)| <e+|x|||f||/a which can be made 
arbitrarily small. Thus g, a constant function, is a multiple of f,. 

We shall call m(f) the mean value of f, for fE V. This is a linear 
functional on the subspace V of E. 

DEFINITION 1. ¢’€E’ is called a mean-value functional if it is a 

norm-preserving extension of the functional m(f) defined on V. Pre- 
cisely: 

(a) ||¢’|| =1, 
(b) fE VS’, f)=m/(f). 

We denote by MM’ the set of mean-value functionals. 

LEMMA 2. 

(a) ||Tal| =||7.|| =1 for all sER, aE Rt, 
(b) lima || T7.7.f—T.f|| =0, for all sER, 
(c) lime || T2Tsf—T.f|| =0, for all BE R*. 

PROOF. (a) is obvious. (b) is proved exactly as in the proof of 
Lemma 2, i.e., for a>|s|, 

ats a 

(Taf — Tafa) = (1/20)( J" - f“) ge + an 
—a+s —a 

(1 20)( f _ f~) (f(t + x)dt) 

which in absolute value is <(|s| /a)||f|| for all x, and this can be 
made arbitrarily small as a—«. As for (c): For each a€ Rt, define 

8a(x) =(1/2a) for —aSx Sa, and ga(x) =0 otherwise. If convolution 
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is defined by (F+G)(x)=/°.F(t)G(x+#)dt, then it is clear that 

(T.Ts—Ta)f(x) = (ga + 28+*f—Za+f)(x). For each a, g.€L', indeed 
lee |1=1. Denoting the norm in E for the moment by ||f|'|.., we have 
the well-known inequality | (ge * 28— a) *f\| oS || Za * Zs —Zallr-||f\| 2 
But a calculation will show that lim, ||g. + gs—ga\\1=0. 

Ill. The Set M’. 

LEMMA 3. M’ is convex and compact in the weak-+* topology of E’. 
If ¢’EM’ and fEE, and f(x) 20 a.e., then (o’, f) =0. 

Proor. Convexity and closure of M’ follow immediately from 
Definition 1, and hence compactness because M’ is a bounded set of 

E’. (¢’,-fi) =m(fi) =1. Now let OSf(x) <1 a.e. Then f,—f has the 
same essential bounds. (¢’, f) =1—(¢’, fi—f). But ||¢’|| =1, ||A—f|| <1 
implies (¢’, fi—f) $1, i.e. (¢’, f) 20. For arbitrary positive fEE, the 
result follows by the homogeneity of ¢’. 

LemMA 4. Let BC Rt be a subnet, and i yg |BEB} CE’ have the 
properties ll-yé || =1 and (yg, fi)=1 for all BEB. If ¢’ =lpz} Té yé - 
then ?’EM’. 

Proor. (9’,fi) = lps(Ts ye, fi) = lpsys ,Tsfi) = lpa(ye fi) = 1- 
Since for all BEB, || Tg yd || $1, we have ||¢’|| <1, hence ||¢’|| =1, and 

(a) of Definition 1 holds. Now let fE V. Then (¢’, f) =/p9(T# yé , f) 
=lpe(yé , Taf). For any €>0, 3B such that || Tf —m/(f)fi|| <e for all 

B>Bo. Thus | (ys, Taf —m(f)f.)| =| (vd , Taf) —m(f)| <e. For a suita- 
ble B>Bo, |(¢’, f) (vs, Tsf)| <e€, and combining the inequalities, 
| (¢’, f) —m(f)| <2e, and (b) of Definition 1 holds. 

Lemna 5. Let fEE, and let BC Rt be a subnet. Let {us |BEB} CE’, 

and || 24 || S/ for all BEB. If X=lpe(ug , f), there exists some o'’ CE’ 
such that o' =lpgug (in the weak-+ topology) and (¢’, f) =X. 

ProorF. Since \=/p,(ug , f) there is a subnet of B, call it C, such 
that A=lim { (uy, f)|yEC}. Since ||,’ || <1, and the unit ball of E’ 
is compact in the weak-+ topology, there exists ¢’=/p,}u/ }. But 

then (¢’, f) =/p,(uy, f) =lim, (uy, f) =). 
DEFINITION 2. L’CE’ will denote the set of all functionals of the 

form $’ =lp,{ Td xd |a€R+}, where for every a, xf ER’, i.e. x/ isa 
point-functional. 

We observe that if BC Rt is a subnet, and ¢’ =/p{ T/ xf |BEB}, 
then ¢’CL’. 

Lemna 6. L’C M’, 
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ProoF. Follows directly from Lemma 4, since point-functionals 
x3 satisfy the requirements \|xg | =1 and (xg, fi) =1. 

Lemma 7. Let fEE, and let {xf |BEB}CR’ be a directed set of 

point functionals, B a subset of R*. If \=lps(Tg xg , f), then there exists 
some @’CL’ such that (¢’, f) =X. 

ProoF. If we set uj = Tg xj, we find the hypotheses of Lemma 5 

are satisfied, and hence (¢’, f)=A. That ¢’CL’ is evident from the 
construction. 

THEOREM 1. Let fEE, and let 

7(f) = liminf inf T.f(x), 

w(f) II lim sup sup T.f(x). 

Then there exists 6’ M’' with (¢’, f)= tf and only if r(f) SA Sa(f). 
Further, for any such value \ a corresponding $’ CL’ may be found such 
that (’, f) =X. 

Proor. If \=r(f), we can choose for each a>0 some point x,CR 

such that |inf, Taf(x) — Taf(xe)| <1/a. Then clearly X 
=lim inf, inf, T.f(x)=lim inf, Taf(x2). But Taf(xa)=(x2, Taf) 

=(TJ xd ,f), wherex/ €R’, and we have A\=1p,(TZ x2 , f). By Lemma 
7, there exists ¢’CL’ such that (¢’, f) =A. Similarly, another ¢’CL’ 
can be found such that (¢’, f) =w(f). Now let r(f) <A<o(f). Then 
there exists some a» © Rt such that for a > a, inf, Taf(x) < Xd 
<supz T.f(x). Since T.f(x) is a continuous function of x, there exists 
for each a> ap a point x. such that A= Ta f(x) = (xd , Taf) =(Td xZ, f). 
Thus A=lim, (Tx, f), and Lemma 7 applies again. It remains to 

show that if \<r(f), there is no ¢’€ M’ with (¢’, f) =X, for a similar 

argument will show A>w(f) is also not a possible value. Suppose 
then A<r(f), but that (¢’, f)=A, ¢’E@ M’. Then there exists some 
ao€ R+ and some 6>0 such that AST. f(x) —4 for all xER, all a>ao. 
Then T.f(x) — dfi(x) — Afi(x) 2 0 (x GE R, a > ao). By Lemma 3 

(’, T.f—fi—dfi) 20. But (’, T.f)=(@’, f) for any ¢’E M’, and we 

have (¢’, f) —8(¢’, fi) —A(@’, fi) = —520 which is a contradiction. 

THEOREM 2. M’ is the closed convex hull of L’. 

Proor. Since M’ is convex and compact, it is sufficient (by the 
Krein-Milman theorem) to show L’ contains all the extreme point of 
M'. Equivalently [3, Theorem 1] it suffices to show, for every fCE, 

that sup { (¢’, f)\eEm'} =sup { (¢’, Ale EL}. But Theorem 1 
showed both these numbers to be w(f). 
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The expressions for r(f) and w(f) in Theorem 1 can be sharpened 
in appearance, as well as expressed in other forms, via the following 

theorem. We shall denote by V» that subspace of V composed of all 
fEV such that m(f) =0, and observe that, by Lemma 2(c), for every 
fEE, aE R*, T.f—fE Vo. Also, any function in E vanishing outside 

a compact subset of R is in Vo. 

THEOREM 3. Let 

A lim sup sup T.f(x), 

B lim inf lim sup T./(x), 
@ lz|-@ 

C = inf sup(/(x) — g(x)), 
gceVe ot 

D lI inf lim sup (f(x) — g(x)), 
gcVo  |zt|>@ 

G = inf (m(g) + ||f — gi) 
geV 

for any fEE. Then A=B=C=D=G=a(f). In particular, lim sup. 
and lim inf, im the expressions for A and B may both be replaced by 
limg. 

Proor. Clearly A2B and C2D. To show A2C, set ga=f—T.f 

for each a€ Rt. Then ga€ Vo, and sup, T.f(x) =sup, (f(x) —ge(x)) =C 
for all a. To show B2D, the procedure is the same. Then A=B 
= C=D follows if we show A SD. Let e>0, and let g€ Vo be chosen 
such that 

lim sup (f(x) — g(x)) < D+ e. 

Then it is possible to find some h(x)€E which vanishes outside a 

finite interval (hence h@Vo) such that sup, (f(x) —g(x) —A(x)) 
<D+e. Then for all a€ Rt, sup, [T.f(x) —T.2(x) —T.h(x) | <D+e. 

But lim, (T.g(x)+T.h(x))=0 uniformly in x, hence there exists 

aoE Rt such that for all a>ao, sup, T.f(x)<D+2e, and hence 
AsD+2e. Finally we show A=G. First we assume f(x) 20. Now 

A =w(f) =(¢’, f) for some ¢’E M’. For any gE V, (¢’, f—g) S||f—gl|, 
or A=(¢, fps’, g)+\|f—gll, i.e. A <m(g) +||f—gl| for all gE V, or 

AsG. Now if A<G, there exists a» such that for all gEV, 
sup: Taf(x) <m/(g)+\||f—g||. But if g=f—T.,f, m(g)=0, and we ob- 
tain supz Ta,f(x) < ||Taf||, whereas since f(x) = 0, sup, Ta,f(x) 
=||T..fll. Thus A =G if f(x) 20. For an arbitrary fEE, (f+! fllfi)(x) 
20. An easy calculation shows that 
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lim sup sup T.(f(x) + ||f\|fi(x)) = ||f|| + lim sup sup T.f(x), 

inf (m(g) + |lf + \lfllf — all) = I[fl| + inf (m(g) + \lf — gll) 
Ve geV 

from which the conclusion follows. In the second calculation it is 
necessary to observe that g —|lfllfi runs through all of V as g does. 

In exactly similar style, the following theorem gives equivalent 

expressions for r(f). The proof will be omitted. 

THEOREM 4. Let 

A = lim inf inf T,f(x), 

B = lim sup lim inf T,f(x), 
z|-2 

C = sup inf (f(x) — g(x)), 
gceVo 

D = sup lim inf (f(*) — g(x)), 
G¢« Ve \z\-— 

G= sup (m(g) — ||f — gi!) 

for any fEE. Then A=B=C=D=G=r(f). In particular lim inf, 

and lim supa in the expression for A and B may be replaced by \img. 

IV. Uniformly continuous functions 
DEFINITION 3. An element ¢’CE’ will be called a Banach Limit 

when 

(a) |l¢’|| =1, 
(b) (¢’, fi) =1, 
(c) (¢’, T.f) =(¢’, f), for all fEE, sER. 

The set of Banach Limits will be denoted B’. 

THEOREM 5. iM’ CB’; i.e. every mean value functional is a Banach 

Limit. 

ProoF. (a) and (b) are immediate from (a) and (b) of Definition 1. 
To show (¢’, 7,f—f)=0, we observe that lim, || T.(T.f —f)|| =0 
(Lemma 2(b)), i.e. T.f—fEV and m(T.f—f)=0, and apply Defini- 

tion 1(b). 

THEOREM 6. If E is the space of bounded uniformly continuous real 
functions on R, then M'=B’. 

Proor. If f is uniformly continuous T,f(x) is uniformly approxi- 

mated by its Riemann sums, which is to say || T.f— }0aiT.,f|| <€ for 
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arbitrary € and suitable choice of the convex combination ) a,T7,,f. 
Now let ¢’€B’, and let fEV; we must show (¢’, f)=m(f). But 
(¢’, f)=(%’, T.f) by (c) of Definition 3, hence (¢’, f) =(¢’, >a;T,,f) 
for any convex combination of these. Thus for any a€ Rt, (¢’, f) 

=(¢’, T.f), and (¢’, f)=lim. (¢’, Taf) =(¢’, lima Taf) =(¢', m(f)fi) 

=m/(f) by (b) of Definition 3. 
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A NOTE ON DOEBLIN’S CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM 

DAVID G. KENDALL 

Consider a Markov chain with a countable infinity of states 
(1, 2, -- +) forming a single positive recurrent class, so that all the 
mean recurrence-times m,;; are finite. Let f(-) be any real-valued func- 

tion with the positive integers as domain, and if X,, denotes the state 
of the system at the mth epoch, let S, = pe ee A Let 7 be the 
initial state and j any state, and let the state 7 be occupied at the 

epochs 0 Sv, <v2<v3;< --- and at no others (this sequence will be 
nonterminating with probability one). We shall say that y; exists if 
\f(Xna1) + - - - +f(X,,)| has a finite expectation, and we then write 

vz 
w=e( > 1%). 

m=?;+1 

Chung [2] has proved! that if u; exists for one j, then it exists for all j. 
When the y’s exist he has further shown that S,/n converges in 
probability (as m— ©) to the limit M =y;/m;; (which is therefore in- 
dependent of 7). Now write 

Vet 
Zz, _ >> (Xm) aed M(% 41 oe V%); 

m=vs+1 

the Z’s will be independent random variables having a common dis- 
tribution and a finite first absolute moment and we shall have &(Z) 

=0, if the yw’s exist. Put oj =var (Z) S #. Chung has shown? that 
01, 02, 63, °° - are either all finite or all infinite. Finally we have 
Doeblin’s central limit theorem (Doeblin [4]; see also Chung [2]): 

If the y's exist and the o’s are finite and non-zero AND IF THE RECUR- 
RENCE TIMES HAVE FINITE SECOND MOMENTS then S, is asymptotically 

normally distributed with mean Mn and with variance 

= 2. Ba = oj n/m3; 

(thus B is independent of j). 

Received by the editors November 1, 1956. 
1 In his proof one must replace the first two sentences of p. 409 by “It is easy to 

show that if X and Y are independent then &(|X+Y]|) < © implies &(| X|) < ©. Now 
W;, Wz and W; are independent and so, by (21), &(| Ws|)<.” 

2 Note that his proof (second part of his Theorem 3) should be preceded by the 
proof of his Theorem 4, because it requires the fact that M does not depend upon j. 
If this precaution is not observed, an otherwise avoidable reference has to be made 
to the second moment of the recurrence-time. 
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The purpose of this note is to show that: 
In the statement and proof of Doeblin’s central limit theorem the condi- 

tion set out above in block capitals can be omitted. 

We follow Chung by defining /(m) to be the integer / such that 
0, 2n<0141 (with /=0 if »<v,), and we then write, as he does, 

S,— Mn = VY’ + Y" + (214+ Z24+ °--- + Zi) — M(n — 1, + 01) 

(if m2v,), where 

"1 n 
Y= > f(Xn), Y= DY f(Xe). 

m=0 m=v (+1 

Chung’s.arguments then show at once that Y’/n'/?, Y’’/n'/? and 

(n—v,+%)/n'/? tend to zero in probability when n—~. Thus (cf. 

Cramér [3, p. 254]) we have only to show that 

(Z, + Ze + +++ + Z14)/n'” 

has asymptotically a normal distribution with mean zero and vari- 

ance B. Let 0<e€<1 and let? 

n n n 
(2) = |~« + |, u(n) = || +1, »(n) = | (i — a | + 1, 

mM jj m jj mM jj 

so that 1 SySypSd if n>m;;/e, and then 

OS (A — v)/p S 2e. 

Now it is clear that u(m)/n—1/m;; and that (Z,+Z2.+ - --+2Z,)/p"/*is 

asymptotically normally distributed about zero with variance 0°; 
thus the sharpened form of Doeblin’s central limit theorem will be 

proved if we can show that 

{(Zi + Zot +++ + Zea) — (214+ 224+ ---+2Z,)}/u! 

tends to zero in probability as n> ~. 
Now (m designating a sample-point in the probability-space) 

n n 
fo: a-9 <um-1<atoh 

ji mM}; 

C jw: v(m) S Un) —1 S X(n)}, 

and {1(n)—1}/n—1/m,; with probability one (and so also in proba- 

bility) by the strong law of large numbers for identical components 

because 

* Here [x] denotes the integral part of x. 

pI 

Ph 

Ma 

dén 
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0, + (v2 — 01) + °° * + (02 — M11) 

l-1 

n — Ut Wt --- + On — l 

1-1 l l-1 
lA | | 

if ven. Thus there exists an integer N(€) such that 

pr { »(n) <in)-—1¢5 d(n)} 21-—eifn= N(e). 

Now suppose that 72 N(e) and that »>m,;/e and that 6>0; then 

pr{|(Zi+---+Ze) —(2:+---+2Z,)| = ou} 

IIA e+ pr {2 max | >, Z4\2 ayirl 
1StsA—” | su 

lA € + 4(0;/6)*(A — »)/n 

(1 + 80;?/8?)e, IIA 

on using Kolmogorov’s inequality (for this see, e.g., Halmos [5, 
p. 196]). The result is now established. 
The delicate character of the above argument arises from the fact 

that we are concerned with the sum of a random number of random 
variables. Such questions have of course been treated in general; see, 
for example, Anscombe [1]. 
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CONVERGENCE OF INFINITE EXPONENTIALS 
WITH COMPLEX ELEMENTS 

W. J. THRON 

Let {t,(z)} be a sequence of exponential functions 

tn(z) = em 

where the a, are arbitrary complex numbers not on the negative real 
axis. Next define inductively 

T,m(2) = te Te+1,.m(2)), T n+i,m(Z) = 2, 1skim+i,m21, 

and set 

T,(s) = T1,.(s). 

The sequence {7,(1)} will then be called an infinite exponential. An 
infinite exponential is frequently written as 

b; 

be 

bi 

where a, =log b,. (Wherever the logarithm is used in this article it is 

understood to be the principal branch of the function.) However, 

this way of writing an infinite exponential is ambiguous since it is 

not clear what value of z is to be used, and since different choices of z 
may lead to different convergence behavior of the sequence. Instead 

of z=1, we could have used z=0 without affecting the convergence 
behavior of a given infinite exponential since T,,(0) = 7,_,(1). 

The purpose of this article is to prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM. An infinite exponentia! converges if for all n=1 

| a,| Se. 

The value u to which the infinite exponential converges satisfies the 
condition 

|log u| <1. 

Received by the editors March 25, 1957. 
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For real a, this result is due to Barrow [1], who also coined the 

term “infinite exponential.” For all 6,=6 the problem goes back to 
Seidel [3] and Eisenstein. 

In the proof we employ a modification of a method developed by 
the author and others to obtain convergence region criteria for con- 

tinued fractions. Let U be the region consisting of all u satisfying the 
condition 

|log w| $1. 

Now introduce 

log U 
A= _ oil 

ucU u 

(By f(U) we mean the set of all complex numbers f(u), «© U.) The 

set A then consists of those and only those elements a for which, for 
any arbitrary element wu, of U, there exists another element u,C U 
such that 

log 
a => . > 

This definition of A insures that 

LAL) Cc YU, if a, € A. 

It is easily verified that, for the given set U, the set A consists of 
those and only those elements a for which 

| a| eae 

We now assume that for all m21, |a,| Se. Let C be the boundary 
of U and 

1 = TiatV), Cow = Tim(C). 

We easily see that z€C if and only if z=re*, where 

pm eto, lol $1. 

The facts that ¢,(U)CU and 1€U then help to establish the follow- 
ing relations: 

UE m+ C Ui.m aa U, 

T,(1) E U0 a © tus n = m. 

Since the sets C;, are all simple, closed, and rectifiable curves we can 
introduce /(C,m), the length of Cy,m. It is then clear that the diameter 
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of Ux. is less than /(C;,) and therefore 

| T,(1) - Tn p(1) | < &Ci) for n = mand p 2 0. 

Hence the sequence {7,,(1)} satisfies the Cauchy criterion and thus 
converges, provided lim,,../(Ci,) =0. The value to which it con- 
verges must be in U since T,(1)€U, for all m»21, and U is closed. To 
show that lim /(Ci,,.) =0 we make use of the well known formula 

(see for example [3, p. 155]) 

UCi.m) = J | T..(2)| | de| 
Cc 

We now split C into two arcs. Let C’(m) be that part of C for which 
| z| Se(1—m-"/?), and let C’’(m) be the remainder of C. We then 

have 

UC) =f [Tal las +f | Ta@)| las 
C’ (m) C’’ (m) 

Now #,(z) =a,e, so that for all a,€@A, z€ U| t/,(z)| <1. It follows 

that 

J [reco Las] = xcrm) 
C’' (m) 

and thus tends to zero as m tends to infinity. To approximate the 
first integral we observe that for z€Cj,,, where Cj.,,= Tx,m(C’(m)), 

we have 

m/2+m—k 
|s| Sense ’ = 1, -,@ +E 

m'!? + m—k-+1 

To establish this we note that 

er, S eltlerter,) 1sksm 

and hence 

% S eur. 

Now ?m4i=1—m—!?, so the formula holds for this value of k. To 
prove it for the remaining k, we recall that for all m>0 (1+1/n)"<e 

and hence e~'<(1+1/n)—", and proceed as follows: 

rp S evel S g-1/(m'/?+m—k) 

< [(1 + 1/(m + m — b))— on mb) ]1/ (ont ¢m—t) 

m'!2 +m — k 

m2? +m—k+1— 



1€ 

), 

To 

<e 
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Now 

fir la] =f Tannen! | as] 
C’ (m) C’(m) k=1 

<(C'(m)) TI max | K()| 
kay 22C", 

< 1(C'(m)) TT (1/e)e'*+= #001 nlm) 
k=1 

= C'(m)) TT cen tm 
k=1 

~ m'!2 +-m—k 
= l(C’ 
‘— ni(" +m—k+ :) 

= i(C’(m))m*!*/(m'!? + m) 

< U(C)m-"/2, 

This shows that this integral, and hence /(C,,,), tends to zero as m 

tends to infinity. The proof of the theorem is now complete. We con- 
clude by observing that our proof could have been greatly simplified 
if we had been content with proving that the infinite exponential 

converges for |a,| Se~'(1—e), where e€>0 can be chosen arbitrarily 
small. 
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ON THE BOUNDEDNESS OF SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

V. LAKSHMIKANTH 

1. In this note we shall derive some criteria for the boundedness 

of solutions of nonlinear differential equations by means of a simple 

lemma given below. We shall also consider when a solution of a differ- 
ential equation is unbounded. 

We shall say that the function h(x, r) possesses the property I if 
h(x, r) 20 for the specified range of values of x and r, if it is measur- 
able in x for fixed r=0, continuous in r for fixed x, x»Sx< ~, r=0, 

and if r(x) is the maximal solution of the differential equation 
r'=h(x, r) passing through the point (xo, 0). 

Let us begin by proving the following lemma: 

LemMA. Suppose that h{x, r) has property 1. Let y(x) be continuous 

on x9Sx<@ and satisfy the inequality |Ay(x)| < /2***h(t, y(t))dt, 
Ax=0, then y(x) Sr(x) for x»Sx<m. 

Proor. The inequality shows that y(x) is absolutely continuous in 
the interval [xo, ©), which implies that the derivative y’(x) exists 

almost everywhere in [xo, co). Furthermore, it is clear from the as- 
sumed inequality that the derivative satisfies the relation 

(1) | y’(x)| < A(x, y(x)), 

almost everywhere. 
Suppose that d(x, €) is a solution of r’=h(x, r)+e, r(xo) =0 

where € is an arbitrarily small quantity. It is easy to show that 

(2) y(x) S d(x, ), % & 2 < @, 

For suppose that this relation does not hold. Then, without loss of 
generality, let [x0, x1] be an interval where y(x) 20(x, €). At xo, we 

have y(xo) =b(xo, €). Hence taking right-hand derivatives at xo, we 

obtain the inequality 

(3) y’ (xo) 2 b’(xo, €). 

From this we obtain the further inequality 

(4) h(xo, y(%o)) 2 h(xo, b(xo, €)) + «, 

which leads to a contradiction. Hence (2) holds. 

Received by the editors January 9, 1957 and, in revised form, April 3, 1957. 
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Since we know that lim,.» b(x, €)=r(x), see [1], the lemma is 
proved. 

Note. The notion of the maximal solution, and the above argument 

as used throughout this note, follow Kamke [1]. The lemma is a 
generalization of Bellman’s lemma, cf. [2]. 

2. Let yand f(x, y) be vectors with real components, (1, ye, - - - , Yn) 
and (fi(x, y), fo(x, y), - - - , fa(x, y)) respectively. Define the norm of 

the vector y as follows: ||y|| = >°7_,|y:|. Consider the system 

(1) y = f(x,y), yx) = 0, 

where f(x, y) is continuous on x»Sx< @, 
Then we have 

y|| < @. 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that h(x, r) has property \ and that 

(2) lLf(x, »)|] = AC, |lyl)). 

Then tf r(x) =O(1) as x ~, the norm of every solution of (1) tends toa 
finite limit as x ~. If, in particular, r(x) =0(1) then each component 
of every solution of (1) tends to zeroas x @. 

Proor. Let a solution of (1) be'y(x) =of(t, y(é))dt, and let Ay(x) 
=y(x+Ax) —y(x), for Ax>0. It follows that 

rts 

3) avail s flee, xeonlla 

and hence that 
zt+A 

(4) laxall s fm llolbae 

Using the lemma derived above, we obtain 

(5) I! y(x)|] < r(x), OSx< om. 

This together with the assumptions of the theorem yield the stated 
results, which generalize a result due to Wintner, [4]. 

The first part of the theorem is contained in [5] for the case where 
h(x, r) is monotone nondecreasing in r. Here, we have merely assumed 
that h(x, r) is continuous. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that h(x, r) has the property 1. Let the differ- 
ential system in (1) satisfy the further condition that 

(6) f(a, ») — f(x, 2)|| S$ h(@, |ly — 2])). 

Suppose that r(x) =O(1) as x. Then if one solution of (1) tends to 
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a finite limit as x—>~, then every solution vector tends to a finite limit. 
If, in particular, r(x) =o0(1) as x—>©, then every solution tends to the 
same finite limit as x. 

Proor. Let y and z be any two solutions of (1). Writing v»=y—z 
and proceeding as in the proof of the previous theorem, we obtain 

z+Az 

7) lad) sf lite,» — 0, alla 

and, as a consequence, 
zt+Az 

(8) l|ael| < f h(t, |e), Ax > 0. 

Applying the lemma proved above, this yields 

(9) llol] = |ly — sl| < r(x), xm Sx< ow, 

This together with the hypothesis of the theorem furnishes the desired 
result, which constitutes a generalization of a result of Wintner, [3]. 
When n=1, the first part of the theorem is contained in [5]. 

CoROLLARY. If in the above theorem we suppose that f(x, 0) =0, then 
every solution tends to a finite limit as x=. 

Let us now consider when a solution of the differential equation 
can be unbounded as x. We treat only the case n= 1. 

THEOREM 3. Let h(x, r)>0 be continuous on x»<x< «©, r>0 and 
h(x, 0) =0. Suppose that the following condition is satisfied: 

(10) | f(x, y2) — f(x, )| = h(x, | v2 — y:)). 

Then, if any one solution of r'=h(x, r) passing through (xo, 0) is un- 
bounded as x—>~, then at least one solution of (1) is unbounded. 

Proor. Let y; and y2 be any two solutions of (1). Put z=y2—4:. 
Consider the equation 

= ye bod yi = f(x, y2) — f(x, 41) 

= f(x, s+ y1) — f(z, y1) _ F(x, z). 

Using the assumption made above, we have | F(x, z)| =h(x, |z]). 
Since F(x, z) is continuous and h(x, r) >0, the above inequality shows 

that, for ordinates different from zero, F(x, z) 20; which implies that 
either F(x, 2) =h(x, |z|) or F(x, 2) S—h(x, |z|). Let us consider the 

first case. 
It may be shown by means of an argument similar to that given 

(11) 
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in the proof of the Lemma that 2(x, e)=>k(x) for x»xSx< 0, where 

k(x) is the given unbounded solution and 2(x, €) is a solution of 
2’ = F(x, z)+e€ passing through (xo, 0). 

It follows that 

(12) 2(x) = lim a(x, e) = R(x), wm Sxr< ~, 
e—0 

and that 2(x) is a solution of 2’ = F(x, z) passing through (xo, 0). It 
follows that z(x) is the required unbounded solution. The proof of the 
other case is similar. 

3. In this section, we shall compare the solutions of two different 
systems. Let z and g(x, z) be vectors with real components 

(21, Z2, - * + » Sn), (gil(%, 2), go(x, 2), - > *, Za(x, Z)), and let the norm be 
defined as above. Consider the system 

(1) 2 = g(x, z), 2(Xo) = 0, 

where g(x, z) is continuous on x»Sx< oa, | z| <0, 

THEOREM 4. Suppose that h(x, r) has property 1. Let the functions 
f(x, y) and g(x, 2) satisfy the condition 

(2) \lf(x, ») — g(a, 2)|| < A(z, lly — all), 

and suppose that r(x) =O(1) as x @. 
Then, if one solution of (3.1) tends to a finite limit as x—>~, then 

every solution of (2.1) tends to a finite limit as x— ~ , and conversely. If, 
in particular, r(x)=o0(1) as x—>0, then every solution of (2.1) and 

(3.1) tends to the same finite limit as x. 

Proor. Suppose that y is a solution of (2.1) and that z is a solution 
of (3.1). Set v=y—z. Proceeding as above, it follows that 

(3) l|aol| < f em alt, loll), Ax > 0. 

Our lemma yields 

(4) ||>l| S r(x), St < @. 

From this and our hypotheses, the desired conclusion follows. 

Coro.uary. If g(x, 0) =0 and r(x) =O(1) as x—>~, then every solu- 

tion of (2.1) tends to a finite limit as x ©. 

Note. A comparison theorem of this type is given in [5] for the case 
where n=1 and h(x, r) is monotonically nondecreasing in r. 
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Let us now consider another result concerning the unboundedness 
of a solution of a differential equation. 

THEOREM 5. Let h(x, r)>0 be continuous for x»Sx<@, r>0, 

h(x, 0) =0, and suppose that 

(5) | f(x, vy) — g(x, 2)| = h(x, | y — |). 

Let g(x, 0) =0. Then the unboundedness of any one solution of r' =h(x, r) 
through (xo, 0), apart from the minimal solution, guarantees the un- 
boundedness of the maximal solution of (2.1) as x ~. 

ProoF. Since g(x, 0) =0, we have by virtue of (5), 

(6) | f(x, y)| = h(x, | y|). 

By the argument similar to that of Theorem 3, this implies either 
f(x, y) Z2h(x, y|) or f(x, y) S$ —h(x, | y|). Let us consider the first 
case. Proceeding as above, we obtain the inequality 

(7) y(x, €-) 2 R(x), % Sx < @w ’ 

where k(x) is the unbounded solution of r’ =h(x, r) and y(x, €) is any 
solution of y’=f(x, y)+e passing through (xo, 0). Since it is known 
that lim,.o y(x, €) =2(x), the maximal solution of 2’ =f(x, z) passing 

through (xo, 0), the conclusion follows from (7). 

COROLLARY. If the minimal solution of r' =h(x, r) is unbounded, then 
every solution of (2.1) 1s unbounded as x—>~. 

I wish to thank Dr. Afzal Ahmad and Dr. B. Viswanatham for their 
help and encouragement during the preparation of this paper. 
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A VECTOR-VALUED RANDOM ERGODIC THEOREM 

ANATOLE BECK AND J. T. SCHWARTZ 

The first object of this paper is to give a proof of the following 
theorem, which generalizes a result (unpublished) of S. Kakutani 
proven by other means. This result is then applied to a problem in 
Banach spaces which generalizes the strong law of large numbers. 

I. 1. DEFINITION. Let ¥ be a B-space and (S, 2, m) a measure 
space.' Let L,(S, 2, m, X%), 1Sp<«, hereinafter called simply 

L,(S, ¥), denote the space of all strongly measurable ¥-valued func- 
tions X defined on S for which the norm ||| X|||,=(/s|| X(s)||¥m(ds))/” 

<2, 

2. THEOREM. Let X be a reflexive B-space and let (S, =, m) be a 
o-finite measure space. Let there be defined on S a strongly measurable 
function T, with values in the B-space B(X) of bounded linear operators 
on %. Suppose that \|T,|| <1 for all sES. Let h be a measure-preserving 
transformation (m.p.t.) in (S, 2, m). Then for each X ELS, X) there 

is an XEL,(S, %) such that limy.. n-'>02, T.Tiw --- Tae 
-(X(hi(s))) =X(s) strongly in ¥ a.e. in S,? and X(s)=T.(X(h(s))) 
a.e. in S. Moreover, if m(S)< «©, then X is also the limit in the mean of 

order 1. 

It should be noted that this statement includes the case in which 
X(s) is constant and {7;,*(s)}, i=1, 2,---, is an independent 

sequence, in the sense of probability.’ 
Proor. L.2(S, %) is a reflexive B-space.‘ Define the operator U in 

LS, %) by UX(s)=TAX(h(s))), sES, XELA(S, ¥). Then U is 

clearly linear. Moreover, 

Presented to the Society February 25, 1956; received by the editors August 28, 
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1/2 
| T.(X(A(s))) ||? n(ds)) 

I-(J, 

< ( fixacn| *m(ds)) 

UJ, 
Hix 

| X(s)|| 2m is)) c 

so that |||U|||<1. By the mean ergodic theorem of Yosida and 
Kakutani,® we find that L.(S, ¥)=M@MN, where UX =X for allé 

XEM and MN is the closure of the range of J— U. 
Let & be the set of elements of L.(S, ¥) which are (essentially) 

bounded in norm for all s©.S. Then A is dense in L.(S, ¥), so that 

MS(T—U)A is dense in L,(S, ¥). Suppose X =X,+Xe2, where 
X,= UX, and X.=(I-—U) Y, YEA. Then 

ee + ya 1s 
— >) u(x) = — YS v(x) + — Dd Vi(x:) 
N imi nN j=l N imi 

moe, Pa es ~ hvu - 0) 
N imei 

= X¥,+— hw — U*')(Y). 
n 

Therefore, 

. in... | | 1 : 
Xi(s) — — 2) UiX(s)|| = — — Un+1)(Y(s) 

N i=x1 

2 
" sup || Y(s) ), 

nN S 
for almost all sES, so that 

Xi(s) -— — Sy U'x(s) | — 0 uniformly in S. 
n t=1 

Moreover, for all XEL.(S, ¥), we have 

|| U#X(s)l] = ||T.Taey - - + Tr@)(X(hi(5))) 

< || X(h'(s))|| for alls ES. 

* K. Yosida and S. Kakutani, Operator theoretical treatment of Markoff’ 
the mean ergodic theorem, Ann. of Math. vol. 42 (1941) pp. 188- me 

&§ UX =X is equivalent to the assertion that 7,(X(h(s))) = 

s process and 

(s) a.e. in S. 
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Therefore, 

1 n i] 1 = j 
sup ||— >) U‘X(s) | Ss ~~ — DY || X((s))|| 0<n<@ NM jml oN inl 

S ~ ae.inS 

by the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, since 

fi X(s)||\*m(ds) < © and his a m.t.p. in (S, 2, m). 
S 

At this point, we make use of the following 

TueorEeM (BANACH). Let {T,} be a sequence of continuous linear 
maps from a B-space 9) into the space L,(S, %). Suppose that for each 

yEY, we have sup, || (T.(y))(s)|| < © for almost all s©&S. Suppose that 
for each y in a dense set Yo in Y), the limit lim, (T,(y))(s) exists for 

almost all s©S. Then for every yEY, the limit lim, (T,(y))(s) exists 
a.e. in S.7 

If in Banach’s theorem, we take })=L.(S, ¥) and take for T, the 
mapping from L.(S, ¥) into L.(S, ¥) which is defined by 7,=n— 

> > U‘, then nn, U‘X(s) has a limit a.e. in S for all XCYo 

=M@ (I — U)UA, a dense set in L,(S, ¥). Also, 

sup ||(7X)(s)|| = sup |- 
n n 0<n< © 

U‘X(s) | < © a.e. in S, 
t=1 ! 

as proved above. Therefore, it follows immediately that n7! 
->-*_, U‘X(s) has a limit a.e. in S for all XEL.(S, ¥). 

Let us now look at Li(S, ¥). Since the limit lim »—! }°7_, U*X(s) 

exists a.e. in S for all XEL,(S, ¥), it exists in particular for every 
simple function X. However, if Y be any element of L,(S, ¥), we 
have as before 

:. a 12 

sup ||— >) U‘¥(s)|\ < sup — d || P(a(s))|| < © ae. ins 
0<n< @ 8 tml | 2 8 jal 

by the Birkhoff ergodic theorem. Since the simple functions are dense 

7 This theorem was stated by Banach for the special case of real-valued functions, 
but the result may easily be extended to the vector-valued case. The reader is re- 
ferred to Linear operators by N. Dunford and J. Schwartz, New York, Interscience 
Press (forthcoming) Vol. I. where a proof, stated for the complex-valued functions 
but valid verbatim for the vector-valued case, is given. The original Banach theorem 
is proven in his Sur le convergence presque partout des fonctionelles lineaires, Bull. Sci. 
Math. vol. 50 (1926) pp. 27-32, 36-43. 
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in L,(S, ¥), another application of the Banach theorem yields the 
first part of this theorem. 

If X is a simple function, XEL.(S, ¥), so that UX=X, i.e. 

T.(X(h(s))) =X(s) a.e. in S. Thus, the bounded linear mappings 
X—X and X-T,(X(h(-))) agree on a dense set in L,(S, ¥). Thus, 
X(s) =T.(X(A(s))) a.e. in S for all XEL,(S, ¥). 

If m(S)<«, then the convergence in the mean of order 2 implies 
convergence in the mean of order 1 for all X in the dense subset 

L.(S, ¥) of L:(S, ¥). It follows immediately from the uniform bound- 

edness of the operators n—! )>?_, U‘ that lim m—' )°?_,U‘(X) exists 
in the mean of order 1 for all XEL,(S, ¥). Q.E.D. 

Adapting the usual concepts of probability theory to the present 
context, we make the following definition. 

3. DEFINITION. Let ¥ be a B-space and let (2, @, Pr) be a proba- 
bility space, 7.e. a measure space of total measure 1. If X is a strongly 

measurable function defined on Q with values in ¥, X will be called 
a strongly measurable X-valued random variable (defined on Q). If 

XEL(Q, ¥), X will be called a strongly integrable X-valued random 

variable. If {X;}, —«0<1<», is a two-sided sequence of strongly 
measurable X¥-valued random variables such that 

Pr {w | X(w) € Ai, | i| < n} = Pr f{w| Xiui(w) C Ai, | il Ss n} 

for each finite collection {A,}, |i| <n, of Borel subsets of ¥, the 
sequence { X;} is said to be stationary. If Pr {w| X:(w)EA;, |i] <n} 

= [[?__, Pr {w|X.(w)€A;} for each such finite collection {A;}, the 
sequence {X;,} is said to be independent. 

A number of other concepts and terms of probability theory which 

carry over without change from the ordinary case of real or complex 
valued random variables will be used freely in what follows. 
We are especially interested in the following corollary. 

4. COROLLARY (TO THEOREM 2). Let & be a reflexive B-space. Let T 

be a linear operator in X with ||T|| <1. Let {X;}, —2~ <i<, bea 
stationary sequence of strongly integrable X-valued random variables. 
Then there is a strongly integrable X-valued random variable Y such that 

1 n 
lim — >> TiX; = Y almost surely. 

N jxzl 

Proor. From the definition of strong measurability,® it is clear 

that there is a closed separable subspace Xo of ¥ such that each X;j, 

— «© <i<, lies in ¥9 with probability 1. Thus we can assume with- 

* E. Hille,"Joc. cit. 
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out loss of generality that ¥ is separable. Let (Q, ®@, Pr) be the measure 
space on which all the random variables X; are defined. Let {0,;} be 
a countable basis for the open sets of ¥, and let @®» be the o-field of 

subsets of 2 generated by the countable family of sets { w| X(w)€E0;}, 
—x2 <i<~»,j=1,2,---.Then {X;} may clearly be regarded as a 

stationary sequence of strongly measurable ¥-valued random vari- 

ables on the measure space (2, ®o, Pr). This measure space is separable 
in the sense of Halmos. 

There is no loss of generality involved in the assumption that 

®o=@. Let (@(Pr), Pr) denote the measure algebra associated with 
(2, ®, Pr). Let {Q;} be an enumeration of the atoms of @ and let 
2., be the complement in 2 of UZ, Q;. 

It is clear from the definition of ®y (which equals @) that there is 

an automorphism of the measure algebra (@(Pr), Pr) which induces 
in L,(Q, @, Pr, ¥) an isometry which takes X; into X;4, for every 

—« <i<o, Call this automorphism H and denote by U the isome- 
try it generates in L,(Q, %) 

It is clear that H takes each atom into an atom of equal measure. 

Thus, H rotates the atoms, each one taking only a finite number of 

positions, and these in order. Thus, the theorem is completely trivial 
in the union of the atoms and it only remains to prove it in the atom- 
free part Q,,. 

In order to simplify our notation, we will assume that Q=Q,, 7.e. 

that ® = Gp is atom-free. Then, by a well-known theorem,* (Q, @, Pr) 
is isomorphic with (J, 2, u), the Lebesgue measure space of the real 
unit interval. This isomorphism induces 

(i) an automorphism H of the measure algebra of (I, =, u) cor- 
responding to H. 

(ii) an isometric isomorphism between L,(Q, ¥) and Z,(/, ¥) which 

preserves convergence in measure and almost uniform convergence. '° 
Furthermore, if X;—X; under the isomorphism (ii) above, then 

the isometry induced in L,(J, ¥) by H takes X; into ) a 

At this point, we make use of a theorem of von Neumann,'! which 

tells us that there is a measure-preserving (point) transformation h 
of J into itself so that for each set AGZ, 

h(A) = A(A) modulo a set of 0 measure. 

* Cf. P. R. Halmos, op. cit. pp. 173-174. 
10 For the definition of almost uniform convergence and the fundamental theorems 

about it, used herein, see E. Hille, loc. cit. 
11 J. von Neumann, Einige Sdtze tiber messbare Abbildungen, Ann. of Math. vol. 

33 (1932) pp. 547-586, especially p. 582. 
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Then Xi4:(t) = X;(A(t)) for almost all t€7. By Theorem 2, there is 
an X€L,(I, ¥) such that 

a ea 
lim — >> T‘X(d) = lim — DS T‘Xo(h'(2)) 

N j=l N i=l 

= X(#) a.e. in J. 

Then 

1. . = 
— 7 T‘X;— X almost uniformly, 
nN ixi 

since all the X; and X are strongly measurable and p(J) < ~. 
Let YEL,(Q, %) be the pre-image of X¥ under the isomorphism (ii). 

Then 

1 n 
— >> TixX;— Y almost uniformly. 
N jal 

Therefore, 

n 
im > TiX;— Y almost surely. Q.E.D. 
MN j=l 

Il. There are two important cases in which it is possible to evaluate 

the limit in Theorem 2 and Corollary 4. The first is the case in which 

the operator function of Theorem 2 is everywhere equal! to the iden- 
tity. The other is the case in which the random variables X ; of Corol- 

lary 4 are independent. We shall need 

5. DEFINITION. Let (S, 2, m) be a measure space of total measure 

1, and let 2’ be a sub-o-field of the o-field >. Then (S, D’, m) isa 

measure space and L;(S, 2’, m, ¥)CL,(S, =, m, ¥). lf XE L,(S, 2, m,%) 
and X,EL,(S, 2’, m, ¥) and 

Xo ds) = | X ds) J (s)m(ds) J (s)m(ds 

for every AG’, then we write X»>=E(X|>’) and call Xo the con- 
ditional expectation of X with respect to >’. If 2’ contains only sets of 
measure 0 and 1, so that E(X|2’) = fsX(s)m(ds) a.e. in S, we will 

use the symbol E(X) ambiguously to mean either E(X|>’) or 
JsX(s)m(ds). 

6. THEOREM. Let ¥ be a reflexive B-space and let (S, 2, m) be a 
measure space with m(S)=1. Let h be a m.p.t. in S and denote by Xo 
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the collection of all sets Sy in = for which h(So) =So. Let XEL,(S, %). 
Then if we set X =E(X| =p), 

1s uf 
lim — >> X(A(s)) = X(s) ac. in S. 

NM jxxl 

Proor. By Theorem 2, the limit above exists a.e. in S. If we can 
show it has the properties of E(X| Zo), we will be through. We know 
that X(s) = X(h(s)) a.e. so that X is Zo-measurable. Let A be a set 
invariant under h. Then, for all finite n, 

1 n n 
— >> X(hi(s))m(ds) J: > | X(h(s))m(ds) 

AN i=l N imiVYA 

*. - X(s)m(ds) 
N imiVYA 

f X(s)m(ds). 
A 

Since, according to Theorem 2, lim a* 3... X (h*(-)) exists in the 
mean of order 1, we may let m—> in the above equation and find 

that 

J Xomeas = J xcomeas), 

The desired result now follows directly from Definition 5. Q.E.D. 

7. COROLLARY. If, in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 6, we 
assume that h is ergodic, i.e. leaves no set of measure other than 0 or 1 
invariant, then 

X = E(X) = J xcomeas) a.e. in S. 

Proor. Clear. 

Note the similarity of this corollary to the strong law of large num- 
bers. 

The other special case we will discuss deals with the situation when 

the sequence {X;} of Corollary 4 is not only stationary but inde- 
pendent as well. In the following lemmas, T is a bounded linear 

operator in the reflexive B-space %, and ||T7|| <1. L is the strong limit 

of n-! }°7_, T*. {a;} is an independent sequence of random variables 
and 
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Pr {a; = 1} = Pr {a; = 0} = 1 — ai = = ad, rj)aj= = a. 

The two-sided sequence {Xi}, —~ <i<~, is an independent se- 
quence of random variables with the same distribution (and there- 
fore a stationary sequence). We intend to prove the following gen- 
eralization of the mean ergodic theorem: 

1 n 
— 7. T‘X; — E(LXo) almost surely. 
nN ixt 

8. Lemma. If {cx} is a bounded sequence of complex numbers and 
n-) >>", 0, then n— >°7_, ac 0 almost surely. 

Proor. Let b;=a,c;—ac;, i=1, 2, ---. Then });} is a bounded 
independent sequence of random variables with 0 mean. By the strong 

law of large numbers, 

1 1s is 1 
— pm aici — —> ac; = —> (ajc; — ac;) = —> b; — 0 almost surely. 
N j=l nN j=l N i=l N ix} 

Since 

. 1 = . 1 ~ 
lim — + ac; = alim— _ c; = 0, 

nN ial N ix} 

. ie 
lim — _ a,c; = 0 almost surely. Q.E.D. 

N il 

9. Lemma. If {x;} is a sequence of elements in ¥ and n—)°"_, x; 
converges weakly to 0, then n— bd , ax; almost surely converges weakly 
to 0. 

Proor. Let X’ be the closed linear subspace generated by the ele- 

ments x; We may clearly assume withott loss of generality that 

x’ =X. Then the dual ¥* of ¥ is separable, since X is reflexive and 
separable. For each x*€X*, x*(n—! ; a,x;) =n— >°*_, ai(x*x,;) 0 
by Lemma 8, since n—! }>7_, x*x;=x*(n-! )o7_, x) 0. Since ¥* is 
separable, n—! }°7_, ax; almost surely converges weakly to 0. Q.E.D. 

10. Lemma. If x@X, then n°, a;Tix almost surely converges 

weakly to aLx. 

Proor. By the mean ergodic theorem, x=x:+%2, where Tx, =% 

= Lx and rr. T‘x2—0. Then, a fortiori, n- y ae T ‘x2 converges 

weakly to 0. Hence 
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ie 1s 1s 
— y a a;T*x — > a,T'*x; + — > a;T ‘x2 
NM i=l N j=l N int 

1 n 1 n 
a ) > a;x%1; + — y 2 a;T'x2 

NM imi nN iml 

almost surely converges weakly to ax,=aLx by the strong law of 
large numbers and Lemma 9. Q.E.D. 

11. Lemma. n-'!>°7_, T'X; converges strongly to E(LXo) almost 
surely if the X ; take on only a finite number of values. 

ProoF. Let x1, - - - , x» be the values taken by the X;, —~ <i<a, 
Then we define random variables a;,j7, —» <i<~, j=1,---,mby 

ow a 1 if Xi = Xj; 

0 if X;¥ x;. I 

Since {X;} is a stationary sequence of independent random vari- 
ables, the same is true for the sequence }a;,;} for each 7. We have 

X; = yo Qj, jX;j. 
j=l 

Let aj=Pr {a;,;,=1}, j=1,---, m. Then >>", a;=1. It follows 

by Lemma 10 that 

1 n z 1 n m m 1 n : 
— bp TX; =— ye >, ai, ;Téx; = > me > @;,;1 *2; 
NM ix M j=l j=l j=l 1 i=l 

almost surely converges weakly to 

> aka; = DO (Lx,)(Pr{ Xo = x;}) = E(LXp). 
j=l j=l 

Since, by Corollary 4, n—! }°7_, T‘X; almost surely converges strongly, 

the present lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 

12. THEOREM. Let ¥ be a reflexive B-space and let {X;}, —» <i< 
be an independent sequence of X-valued random variables having the 
same distribution. Let T denote a bounded linear operator in %, and 

\|T|| $1. Let L denote the strong limit of n—' }°7_, T*. Then 

1 n 
lim — >> TX; 

N imi 

exists and is equal to E(LX 0) almost surely. 
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Proor. As in the proof of Corollary 4, we can show that we may 
assume without loss of generality that ¥ is separable. Choose any 
€>0 and let {B,;} be a partition of ¥ into a countable family of dis- 
joint Borel sets of diameter less than ¢ and let }x;} be a sequence of 

elements in ¥ such that x,EB;, j7=1, 2,---. Let X™ bea random 
variable defined as follows: 

X™ = Xo if Xo E By, 

= 0 otherwise. 

Then Xo= D7, X™ and in fact *., X* converges to Xo almost j=1 jal 
uniformly and therefore in the norm of 1;(Q, ¥). Choose N so large 
that 

N ~ 
| 2) X® — Xolll = E( > x# )< é. 
fam il j=N+1 

Let X; be the random variable defined by the requirement that 
X:=x;if X,;CB;, j7=1, - - - , N; X¥;=0 otherwise. Then clearly { X;} 
is a stationary sequence to which Lemma 11 applies. Thus, 

1 n .- = 
lim sup ( — >> TX; — E(LXo) ) = 0. 

N jxl 

Moreover E(\|X;—Xi{|) <2e. Since ||7|| <1, ||Z|| <1. Hence, it also 
follows that | e(LX,) -E(LX,)| <2e. Also, since {||X;—Xji|} is a 
stationary sequence of independent real-valued random variables, we 
may apply the strong law of large numbers to conclude that 

a iin | - 
lim — >> || Xi — Xd| = E(||Xo — Xol|) < 2 

NM i=l 

almost surely. We know that 

1 eS ; pe 1 n a. i 

— D|lrx. — TRI] s — D |x. - Xi. 
NM jml N jml 1 

Therefore, lim sup ||n-! }o7_, T'X;—E(LXo)|| <<2e+0+2e=4e al- 

most surely. Since ¢ is arbitrary, the present theorem follows im- 
mediately. Q.E.D. 

It would be convenient if this same evaluation of the limit of 
nr, T‘X; could be made on the hypothesis that the X; form a 

stationary sequence. Using the notation of Corollary 4 and Theorem 
6, we should like to be able to say that X¥ = E(LX>| 8’), where @’ 
is the field of sets invariant under h. The following example will show 

wm 

wn 
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that this is not always true, even if ®’ contains only sets of probabil- 
ity 0 and 1. We shall use an ergodic transformation in the unit inter- 
val to generate our stationary sequence. 

13. EXAMPLE. Let h; be an ergodic m.p.t. in the Lebesgue measure 
space of the interval (0, 1/2). Define the map 4 of (0, 1) into itself by 

h(s) = s+ 1/2, Oo <r <= 1/2 

= 1/2, ; s = 1/2, 

= h,(s — 1/2), Lia. <3 < fT. 

Then h is ergodic and the only sets invariant under kh have measure 
0 or 1. Let ¥ be an arbitrary B-space and define T by T(x) = —x, all 
x€X. Let y be any nonzero element of ¥ and define the random vari- 
able X by putting 

X(s) = 9, 0<s< 1/2, 

=-y, 1/2<s<1. 

Then lim n—! pee T‘X(h*(s)) =lim nr, X(s)=X(s) #0 while 
L=0, so that E(LX)=0. Difficulties of this sort, arising from the 
spectral properties of h and T, are dealt with in a forthcoming paper 
by Beck. 

YALE UNIVERSITY 



A NOTE CONCERNING COMPLETELY REGULAR G;-SPACES'! 

L. J. HEIDER? 

i. Introduction. Let X denote a completely regular topological 
Hausdorff space. Let vX and 8X denote respectively the Hewitt 

Q-space and the Stone-Cech compactification space associated with 

X. For the space X, and similarly for other spaces, let C(X) denote 
the set of all real-valued functions defined and continuous on X. 
Culminating with the work of Shirota [11], a prolonged series of 

studies [2; 6; 7; 8; 12] has shown that, for arbitrary completely regu- 
lar spaces X and Y, an isomorphism of C(X) and C(Y), whether a 
ring of lattice or multiplicative semigroup isomorphism [5], deter- 

mines a homeomorphism of vX and vf. 
The homeomorphism of vX and vY implies, of course, that vX 

contains a dense subspace not only homeomorphic to Y, but also such 

that every function defined and continuous on this subspace may be 
extended continuously over all of vX¥. Any dense subset of vX with 
this extension property will be called an imbedded subspace of vX, 
and, with vX¥ homeomorphic to vY, an imbedded subspace of vX 
homeomorphic to Y will be called an imbedded image of Y. 

Within each space X attention will center at certain points. A G; 

point of a space X is a point p of X such that { p} is the intersection 

of a countable number of open sets of X, or, equivalently, such that 

C(X) contains a function f with {p} =Z(f), where Z(f) indicates the 
zero set of f in X. An isolated point is a G; point, and every non- 

isolated G; point p of X is such that C(X — { p}) includes a function 
lacking a continuous extension at p. For the sake of brevity, a point 

pb of X will be called a generalized G; point if it is either an isolated 
point of X or is such that C(X — {p}) contains a function lacking a 

continuous extension at ». A completely regular space of which each 

point is a generalized G; point will be called a generalized G; space. 
The main purpose of this paper is to describe the imbedded sub- 

spaces of vX. First, by example, note is made of the diversity of 

homeomorphic and imbedded images in vX possible for a single given 
space Y with C(Y) isomorphic to C(X). Next, the points of vX found 
in every imbedded subspace are characterized relative both to vX and 

Presented to the Society, April 20, 1956 under the title Generalized G5-spaces; re- 
ceived by the editors February 20, 1956 and, in revised form, March 1, 1957. 

1 This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 
2 The author is much indebted to Professor Melvin Henriksen and to Professor 

John F. Daly for their help in the preparation of this paper. 
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to an arbitrary imbedded subspace of vX. This characterization is 
then used to distinguish a subspace uX of X which, in certain cases, 
has a minimal property complementary to the maximal property of 
vX. The same characterization is also used to extend and unify the 
known conditions [1; 6; 10] under which the homeomorphism of vX 
and vY implies the homeomorphism of X and Y. Finally, since the 
point characterization used is based on the existence in C(X — {p}) 

of a function having no continuous extension at the point p, the con- 
ditions under which this occurs are analysed in new detail. 

2. Point characterization in vX. The work of this section is moti- 
vated by observations made in the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let X be the set of all positive, nonintegral, real 

numbers under the usual topology. Let Y be the same as X except 

that in addition to the integers also the number 1/2 has been deleted. 
Then Y is homeomorphic to X and C(Y) is isomorphic to C(X), but 

vX, in addition to an imbedded image of Y, contains both a non- 

dense homeomorphic image of Y and a dense homeomorphic image 
of Y that is not an imbedded image of Y. Noting also that p=1/2isa 
G; point of X, one concludes that an isomorphism of C(X—{p}) 
with C(X) does not imply that every continuous function on X — {p} 
has a continuous extension at p. 

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let Y be the open subinterval (0, 1) of the real 

numbers under the usual topology. Form $Y in the manner described 
in [4; 9] as a topologization of the collection of all dual ideals of open 
subsets of Y that are minimal in the collection of all finite, open, 
normal coverings of Y. Consider the function defined on Y by the 

formula f(y) =y. Let p be any point of BY such that /(p) =0, where f 

denotes the continuous extension to all of BY of the function f. 
Finally, let p* denote the point of BY which is the minimal dual ideal 

of open subsets of Y of the form U*={y€Y|(1—y)GU}, where 

U is any open set in the ideal determining p. Clearly p¥p*. 
Now let X =BY—{>p}. Then, as is easily surmised and will be con- 

. firmed in the next example, vX¥ =BY. From symmetry, it is clear that 

the homeomorphism mapping the point y of Y onto the point 1—y 
of Y can be extended to a homeomorphism of 8 Y onto 8 Y which maps 

the point p onto the point p*. It now follows that X has at least two 

distinct imbedded images in vX, one including » and excluding p*, 
and a second including p* and excluding p. 
The next example is of a different type, but justifies, in what fol- 

lows, a careful distinction between points p of X for which C(X — { p}) 

contains a bounded function lacking a continuous extension at p, and 
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a point p for which C(X —{p}) contains only unbounded functions 
lacking such extensions. 

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let Y be a completely regular space for which 

BY#vyY. Let p be a point of BY that is not in vY. Let X denote the 
subspace Y+{p} of BY under the relative topology. Then every 

bounded function in C(X — {p}) has a continuous extension at p but 

at least one unbounded function in C(X—{p}) lacks such an ex- 
tension. Moreover, the point p is a G; point in X. In fact, let po be 
any point of a space X such that every bounded continuous function 
on X—{po} has a continuous extension at fo, but such that some 

unbounded function f, continuous on X —{o}, lacks such an ex- 
tension. Under these assumptions, it is easily seen that for every 

positive integer N either f(p) > N throughout some deleted neighbor- | 

hood of ~» or that f(p) < —WN throughout such a neighborhood. As- 
sume that for each N, f(p)>WN in such a neighborhood. Then with 
1(p)=1 on X— { po} and forming g=1\/f in the usual manner, the 
function g is strictly positive on X —{p}. Finally, the function g™ 

with g—'(p) =1/g(p) for p¥ po, and with g—'(po) =0, is continuous on 

all of X and has fp as its unique zero point, thus establishing the | 

above statement. 
The diversity of homeomorphic images and of imbedded images 

in vX of even a single space Y with C(Y) isomorphic to C(X), as 
illustrated above, suggests that the imbedded subspaces of vX are 
best investigated on a pointwise basis, with special attention given | 

to G; points. This is done in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. (a) The points of vX included in every imbedded sub- | 
space of vX are exactly the generalized G; points of vX. 

(b) The Gs points of vX are exactly the Gs points of each imbedded | 

subspace of vX. 

(c) The generalized Gs points of vX are exactly the generalized G, | 
points of each imbedded subspace of vX. 

Proor. (a) Clearly the isolated points of vX are found in every 

dense subspace of vX. Secondly, a point » of vX for which there 
exists a function defined and continuous on vX — } p}, but lacking a 

continuous extension at p, must obviously be included in every im- 
bedded subspace. Finally, if the point p of vX is not a generalized G; 

point, then the deleted subspace vX — | p} of vX is itself an imbedded 
subspace not including the point p. 

(b) Let Y denote a subset of vX that is an imbedded subspace of 
vX. Then (a) states that every G; point of vX is a point of the subset 

Y, and it is clear that such a point remains a G; point in the topology 

of Y. 

19 
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Conversely, let po be a G; point of the imbedded subspace Y and 

let f be a continuous function on Y with Z(f)= {po}. Let 7 denote 

the continuous extension of f to vX, and let (Z(f))~ denote the closure 
of Z(f) in vX. Then, since it is known [3; 4] that 7(p) =0 at a point 

p of vX exactly when is in (Z(f))-= { po} , one concludes that p> as a 
point in vX is a G; point of vX. 

(c) It is clear that every generalized G; point of vX is found in 

each imbedded subspace of vX and remains a generalized G,; point 
in the relative topology of this subspace. 

Conversely, let 9 be a point in an imbedded subspace Y of vX 
that is a generalized G; point in the topology of Y. If fo is isolated in 

Y, it is clear that as a point of vX it is also isolated in vX¥. Hence 

assume that there is a function, defined and continuous on the deleted 

subspace Y— {po}, that does not have a continuous extension at po. 
Consider first the case where this function f is bounded. It must be 

shown that this function has a continuous extension to vX — { po}. 
This will be true if for each point p* of vX — Y, regarded as a minimal 
dual ideal of open subsets of Y, there exists a number (directed limit) 

j(p*) such that for arbitrary positive ¢ there is an open set U in the 

dual ideal determining »* such that |F(p*) —f(p)| <e for each point 

pof Yin U [4]. However, since vX is a Hausdorff space, there exist 
disjoint open sets U and Uy) of Y with po€ U> while U is in the ideal de- 
termining p*. Then there exists a function g continuous on Y with 

g(Po) =0 while g(p)=1 for all pEU. Then f-g is defined and con- 
tinuous on Y—{ 0} and, with (f-g)[po]=0, becomes continuous on 

Y with a continuous extension (f-g)~ to vX. Finally, the value 

(f-g)-(p*) of (f-g)- at p* clearly will serve as the desired value 
}(p*) of the directed limit indicated above. 

Now suppose that the point po of Y is such that every bounded 
function continuous on Y—{o} has a continuous extension at po, 

but that some unbounded function, continuous on Y—{ po}, fails 
to have a continuous extension at fo. Then, as noted in Example 2.3, 
the point po» is a G; point of Y and as in vX is a G; point of vX. 

3. Applications. In the studies of the isomorphisms of C(X) and 

C(Y) as determining a homeomorphism of vX and vY, frequent at- 
tention has been given to the question of when such an isomorphism 

determines a homeomorphism of X and Y, these latter spaces, of 
course, not being assumed to be Q-spaces [1; 6; 10]. The following 
theorem includes and extends the previous results on this question. 

THEOREM 2. If X and Y are completely regular, generalized G; 
Spaces, then a ring, lattice or multiplicative semigroup isomorphism of 

C(X) and C(Y) determines a homeomorphism of X and Y. 
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This theorem is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1. The fact 

that there are completely regular, generalized G; spaces that are not 
ordinary G; spaces is established by an example. 

EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Y be the set of all points within an open circle 
of unit radius. With the center point excluded, regard each radius of 
this circle as an open subinterval of the real line and ascribe to the 
points on such a radius the corresponding topology. For the center 

point take as neighborhoods the entire interior of the circle less those 
points that lie on a finite number of arbitrarily designated radii at a 

distance from the center equalling or exceeding a positive number 
likewise arbitrarily designated for each such radius. It is easily veri- 

fied that the set Y with this topology is a completely regular space 
in which each point, with the exception of the center point, is a G; 

point, while the center point is a generalized G; point but not a G; 
point. 

As a second application of Theorem 1, for an arbitrary completely 

regular space X let uX denote the collection of all generalized G; 

points of X. Considered as a fixed subset of vX, this subset is the 
unique maximal subset of vX included in every imbedded subspace 

of vX. This subset, under its relative topology, will be an imbedded 
subspace of vX exactly when as a subspace of X it is dense in X and 
is such that every function continuous on this subspace has a con- 

tinuous extension over all of X. When uX is an imbedded subspace 
of vX, it has a minimal property complementary to the maximal 
property of vX. This is understood in the sense that not only are 

C(uX), C(X) and C(vX) isomorphic, but also that for any completely 
regular space Y the isomorphism of C(Y) and C(X) implies the in- 

clusion relation »XCYCvX for every imbedded image Y of Y in 
vX. 

For any generalized G; space X, one has wX =X, so that in this 

case 4X has an imbedded image in vX and enjoys the described 
minimal property. However, for the space X =B Y— jp} described in 

Example 2.2 it is easily verified that uX has no imbedded image in 

vX. In fact, in this example wX coincides with the initial space Y, and 
the space Y, as allowing unbounded continuous functions, cannot 

have an imbedded image in the space BY — { p}, since the latter space 
allows only bounded continuous functions.’ 

4. Generalized G; points. The generalized G; points of a space X 
were defined in terms of the function space C(X). In the following 

3 The existence of such nonimbedded »X was first noted by M. Henriksen. 
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theorem, brief and incomplete note is made of characteristics of such 
points which distinguish them in terms of the topology of X. 

THEOREM 3. (a) A generalized Gs point p of a space X such that 
every bounded continuous function on X —{p} has a continuous exten- 

sion at p, but such that some unbounded continuous function on X — {p} 
lacks such an extension is, in fact, a Gs point of X. 

(b) A nonisolated point p of X has the property that every bounded 

continuous function on X — {p} has a continuous extension at p if and 

only if every finite, open, normal covering of X—{p} is obtained by 
deleting the point p from the sets in a finite, open, normal covering of X. 

Part (a) of Theorem 3 was established in Example 2.3. Here it is 
merely noted that, while a G; point p of the type described in (a) 
has the special properties that the first axiom of countability always 
fails at p and any continuous function f on X with Z(f)={p} has 

one-signed functional values in some neighborhood of ~, nonetheless, 

examples may be constructed showing that neither of these properties 

characterize such G; points. What such a characterization would be 
is left here as an open question. 

Part (b) of Theorem 3 is understood with relative ease when the 

space BX is regarded as a topologization of the set of all dual ideals 
of open sets of X that are minimal under the collection of all finite, 
open, normal coverings of X [4; 9]. Here it is merely noted that (b) is 
not equivalent to the statement: B(X — {| p}) =BX. Thus in Example 

2.1 with p=1/2, there are many bounded continuous functions on 
X- {p} lacking a continuous extension at p, while B(X — {p}) is 

clearly homeomorphic to BX. 
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ON ABSOLUTELY CONVERGENT DIRICHLET SERIES 

D. A. EDWARDs! 

1. Suppose that f(s)=f(o+it) is defined for all 20 as the sum 
of an ordinary Dirichlet series }’s_, a,n-* such that }>? |a,| <. 

Then, by characterizing the regular elements of a certain Banach 
algebra associated with the set of all such functions, Hewitt and 
Williamson [3] have shown that [f(s) |-' can be expressed as the sum 
of an ordinary Dirichlet series 

[f(s) | = hr b,n~* (o 2 0), 
n=1 

satisfying >°* |b,| < , if and only if f(s) is bounded away from 

zero in the half-plane 20. This discovery amounts to a determina- 
tion of the spectrum of the Banach-algebra element associated with 
f(s), and it thus makes available for the theory of ordinary Dirichlet 

series the well-known theorem of Gelfand on analytic functions of 
Banach-algebra elements (see §24D of [7]) and its generalization, the 
Silov-Arens-Calderén theorem (Theorem 3.3 of [1]). 

This paper is intended to show that the theorem of Hewitt and 

Williamson, together with a similar theorem for general Dirichlet 
series , one a,e~*, can be deduced by an elementary argument from 

a theorem due to Phillips (stated below, in a weakened form, as 
Theorem 1). The possibility of such an argument arises from the cir- 
cumstance that the Banach algebra considered by Hewitt and Wil- 
liamson (and likewise each of the algebras Ar introduced below) can 

be enlarged in a certain way without decreasing the spectra of the 

original elements. No attempt however will be made to examine the 
maximal ideal spaces of the algebras which occur (the reader who 
wishes to pursue the subject is referred to the writings [4; 5] of 

Hewitt and Zuckerman): the object here is to show what can be done 
without introducing new machinery. 

2. Let @ be the o-algebra of Borel subsets of the closed half-line 
[0, ©) and let & be the set of all complex-valued functions on 6 of 

the form 

a(E) = > irta(E) (EE ®), 
r=0 

Received by the editors December 10, 1956 and, in revised form, April 22, 1957. 
! The author is a Research Associate of the National Science Foundation. 
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where the a are totally finite countably additive non-negative 
measures on ®. For each a€ YY let the norm ||a/| be defined by 

N 

(1) llal| = sup 2 | a(Z,)|, 
n=1 

where the supremum is taken over all representations of [0, ©) asa 
finite disjoint union U*_, E, of sets E,€@. Each a€% has a unique 

decomposition into a sum of three components in Y: 

(2) a= a; + art az, 

where a, is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, 

Q@_ is atomic and a; is singular but nonatomic. & is a Banach space 
when the elementary operations are defined in the natural way, and 
if the product of a, BEA is defined to be their convolution a+BEUMY, 
namely the element of & given by 

(a+ 8)(E£) -{ a(E — £§)B(dé) (E € B) 
0 

where 

a(E — t) = a({n:n = 0, +7 € £}), 

then % is actually a commutative Banach algebra with a unit element 
e. For a fuller discussion of this algebra the paper of Phillips [8] and 

book of Hille and Phillips [6] may be consulted. A proof of the fol- 
lowing theorem has been sketched in [8] (a full account appears in 

[6]). 

THEOREM 1 (PHILLIPS).? Suppose that the singular nonatomic com- 

ponent of aEYA ts the zero element 0 of A. Then a has an inverse in ¥ 
if and only if 

inf f €a(dr) | > 0. 
i 0 720 | 

Now suppose that @ is purely atomic (a=a,2) and that a+B8=e, 
where 6 has the decomposition 8B =8,+ 82+; corresponding to (2). 
Then the decomposition of a+ is just the sum 

ao* By + ao* Bo + ao* Bs = a+ B = e. 

Clearly a2 +B;=a2+B3=0 and a2+8. But A has no divisors of zero. 

2 I am indebted to Professor E. Hille for drawing my attention to this theorem 
and for subsequently encouraging me to write this paper. I also thank the referee and 
Professor S. Kakutani for their criticisms and suggestions. 
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(This assertion is a consequence of the uniqueness theorem for 
Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and the fact that ff e-y(dd) (yEM) is 
analytic for ¢>0.) Consequently 6: =8;=80, and so B=; that is, B 
is also purely atomic. The Laplace-Stieltjes transforms corresponding 
to a and 8 may therefore be expressed as sums 

f e~*a(dr) = ei a,e >, f e~*B(du) = > b,c", 
0 0 n=0 n=0 

for ¢20, where >>> |a,| <<, Dos |bn| << and where {d,}, {un} 
are both sequences of distinct points in [0, «). One can evidently 

suppose that A»=u4o=0 and that a,+0, 6,4+0 (m=1, 2,-- - ). Sup- 
pose also that J is the set of non-negative integers. 

THEOREM 2. A purely atomic measure aCU has an inverse in U if 

and only if its Laplace-Stieltjes transform > ~.,a,e>™ satisfies the 
condition 

(3) inf] >> ane*| > 0. 
720} n=0 { 

In this case its inverse B is also purely atomic and the Laplace-Stieltjes 
transform > ~~. bne~* of B has the property that its exponents yp, all 
belong to the J-module generated by the set {rn: nEJ}. 

If f(s) = >o 5 ane (¢ 20) then for each 5>0 

oo 

| f(s) — ao] S >> | | Ow 
n=1 

4 
" s’E tal ee ¥ lal. 

0<A,<5 Anzé 

The first term on the right is 0(1) as 6 10. For fixed 5>0 the final 
term is 0(1) asa— ~~. It follows that f(s)—a» uniformly int asa =~, 

and hence that condition (3) cannot be satisfied unless a)+0. If 

ay)*0 then the argument just given shows that there is a o)>0 for 
which 

oo es) 1 
(5) Zz ane" | < pb | ap | eon < ry | ao| when o = apo. 

n=l n=l 

Then in the half-plane 2c» we have 

1 1 [ - . t ee ine © a (-1)*( 00" ¥ oe) | 
(6) f(s) ual ease pron pn 

n=l 
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the geometric series being convergent on account of the inequality 
(5). A straightforward absolute-convergence argument now allows us 
to rearrange the terms in (6) to obtain 

1 tC ] 
——— Cae *"* (o 2 ao), 
f(s) n=0 

where {vn: 2=0,1,2,--- } is a sequence of distinct points in the 

J-module generated by {rn: n=0, 1, 2,--- }. Since [f(s)]— is also 
equal to >>, b,e~*"* for ¢ 2ao, the final assertion of Theorem 2 now 

follows from the uniqueness theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes trans- 
forms. 

The special case of Theorem 2 in which }°*., a,e~>* is a Dirichlet 
series, i.e. the case in which the exponents satisfy 

(7) OSA <A1<---<A,T = 

will now be considered. 

THEOREM 3. If f(s) is the sum of a Dirichlet series >> ~ 9 a,e ab- 
solutely convergent for o =0 and if there exists a BEY such that 

f(s)g(s) = o( f (dn) ) =1 (o = 0) 
0 

then B is purely atomic and its Laplace-Stieltjes transform g(s) is also 
the sum >". b,e-*™ of a Dirichlet series absolutely convergent for 

o20. Such a g(s) will exist if and only if 

(8) inf | f(s)| > 0 

and then (if we assume that no b,=0) the exponents pu, will all belong 

to the J-module generated by the set {d,:n€J}. 

COROLLARY (HEWITT AND WILLIAMSON). If the function f(s) of Theo- 

rem 3 is the sum of an ordinary Dirichlet series >. *°_, a,n~* absolutely 

convergent for o=0 then g(s), if tt exists, is also the sum of an ordinary 
Dirichlet series p a b,n-* absolutely convergent for ¢=0. Again g(s) 

exists if and only if f(s) satisfies (8). 

This corollary is immediate, because the /-module generated by the 

set L= {log n:n=1,2,--- } is just L. 
In order to prove the theorem one has only to show that g(s), when 

it exists, is the sum of a Dirichlet series. Now the elements of the J- 

module A generated by {A,: »€J} can evidently be enumerated as 
follows: 
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O=m <<< --+- cH ow. 

Since, by Theorem, 2, each uw, GA, it follows that pa b,e-*" is a 
Dirichlet series for a suitable enumeration of the z,. 

3. In view of the fact that the J-modules used in the foregoing dis- 

cussion are subsemigroups of the additive semigroup R+ of all non- 
negative real numbers, the information provided by Theorems 2 and 
3 can be summarized as follows. 

For each subsemigroup I of R+, such that 0€T, let Ar denote the 
set of purely atomic measures in & that vanish on sets disjoint from 
lr’. Then Ar is a Banach subalgebra of A (closed with respect to the 
norm defined by (1)) and an element a€U%rCwA has an inverse in 
% if and only if it has an inverse in Ar. The spectra oa(a) and oap(a) 
of any a€ Ar, gua element of AY and Ar respectively, satisfy 

ou(a) = ox,(a) = Cl i f(s): => 0}, 

where 

f(s) = DS ae (co 2 0), 
n=0 

and where Cl denotes closure. 
It is clear that the usual theorems (already cited in §1) on analytic 

functions of Banach-algebra elements can be applied to the algebras 
Yr. Suppose for example that a€ Mr, that DDou;(a) is an open sub- 
set of the Gaussian plane and that F(z) is a complex-valued function 

defined and holomorphic in D. Then because Ar is complete there 
exists a BE Ar such that 

>> b,e-*n* = F( pe one) (¢ 2 0), 
n=0 n=0 

where }>*_ob,e-*™* is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 8. 

The discussion following Theorem 2 shows that even when f(s) 
possesses zeros in the half-plane «20 it may be possible to obtain 
for [f(s)]-! a Laplace-Stieltjes expansion absolutely convergent in 

the half-plane o = ¢ for some constant ¢>0. When this is the case the 
following theorem makes it possible to determine the greatest lower 
bound of the set of admissible values for ¢. 

THEOREM 4. Let aC Ur and let f(s)= Dano Gne™ (with o=0) be 
its Laplace-Stieltjes transform. If ¢>0 and f(s)=f(s+é) (for o=0) 
then f(s) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of an element &€Ur such 
that 
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ou(&) = oxp(&) = { ao} \s' 0) i f(s): >c- 5}. 
0<i<¢ 

Accordingly, & has an inverse in UX (and also in Ar) if and only if 

(i) ao+0, and 

(ii) there exists a positive 6<¢@ such that ¢>¢—6 implies that f(s) #0. 

The existence of an a€ Ur whose Laplace-Stieltjes transform is 
j(s) is an immediate consequence of the . that f(s) = dono dnc 

for ¢20, where 4,=a,e>*, so that ov | a,| < ©. Thus, in order to 
prove the theorem, what we have to show is that 

(9) Cl {f(s):¢ = ¢} = {ao} U A _{f(s):0 > & — 3}, 
0<b<e 

and we begin by showing that for each positive 6<¢ 

(10) Cl {f(s):o = &} CK {ao} U {f(s):o > & — 3}. 

Suppose that {s,} is any sequence in the “<0 + ine ¢ >¢@ for which 
lima so f(Sn) =lima.e f(On+itn) =Wo exists. If {o,} is unbounded then 

it contains a subsequence on,} diverging to © as r—o. But then 
we have, as in the proof of Theorem 2, 

wo = lim f(sa) = lim f(Sa,) = ao. 
n> 2 To 

However, if {on} is bounded (¢éS0,5¢< @ for n=1, 2,---) we 
shall see that there exists a point s’ in the strip ¢—8<o0<¢+46 for 
which f(s’) =wo, and this will complete the proof of (10). 

The series }>*.) a,e~ is uniformly convergent in ¢—6<a0<¢+6 

by Weierstrass’s M-test (because a | a,| <). f(s) is therefore in 

this strip an analytic uniformly almost periodic function in the sense 
of Bohr. Consequently if f(s)—wp failed to vanish in this strip we 
should have (by Corollar 1 to Satz 7 of Bohr [2]) 

inf | f(s) — wo| > 0, 

which contradicts the definition of wo. Accordingly f(s)—wo does 

vanish in the strip ¢—5<o0<¢+6 and so (10) is true. 

Since ao9ECl{ f(s): ¢2¢} it will now be enough, in order to prove 
(9), to show that 

E=  {f(s)io>¢—8} CCHf(s):¢ = @} 
0<i<e 

If 2o€E then either 2o€ { f(s): 24} or else we can find a sequence 

{om-+itm } such that OSo,7¢ (mo) and f(o,+itm)=20 for 
m=1,2,---+.Now for each integer V21 
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| 20 — f(F + itm) | lA 

x 

¥ | an| | omen — om 
n=1 

N 2 

Jo) lene] +2 Io 
n=1 n=N+1 

IA 

The final term here is 0(1) as N+. The preceding term is, for fixed 
N, o(1) as m— ~~. It follows that f(¢+it,)—>z0 as m—>~ and hence 

that z€Cl{ f(s): ce}, as required. 

Coro.uary. If f(s) and & are defined as in Theorem 4 then 

on(&) = {ao} U Cl {f(s):o = &} U [f(s):0 > 4}. 

An application of Satz 7 of Bohr [2] shows that this corollary re- 
mains true if we allow ¢=0. 

THEOREM 5. Suppose that f(s)= ) (2-9 a,e>™ (with Xo=0) is the 

Laplace-Stieltjes transform of an element aEUy such that agX~0, and 
let oo be the greatest lower bound of the numbers ¢ =0 for which the half- 

plane o>@¢ contains no zeros of the function f(s). Then there exists a 
series } ie b,e~***, absolutely convergent in the half-plane o>», satis- 

fying 

( > one) ( 7 bem) = 1 fora > a2, 
n=0 n=0 j 

and such that the exponents yu, all belong to the J-module A(CT) gener- 

ated by {Xn: nGJ}. If moreover ao>0 then >>? o | b,| e*n00 = 0, 

If ¢>a, then we have only to take 6=(¢—a )/2 to see that f(s) 
satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4. Consequently 

1 ) 

a = Dy berm (¢ 2 0), 
f(s) n=0 

where py | b.| < oo and where uaCGA (m=0, 1, 2, - - - ). If b, =b,e%"* 
then we have 

(11) ( > > one) ( a bne-m) = j for o = 4. 
n= n=0 

This argument works for each ¢>do, and it is not difficult to show 
that the series p en b,e-#"* is the same for each such choice of é. 
Consequently the equation (11) holds whenever o>», and the series 

, oe b,e~** is absolutely convergent throughout this half-plane. 

Now suppose that o> 0 and that, if possible, }>2_, | b..| etn < , 
We have just seen that g(s) = }>°.y b,e-*™* satisfies 
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f(s)g(s) = 1 for o > oo. 

But f(s) and g(s) are continuous throughout ¢ 2a» and so this equa- 
tion holds for ¢2¢o. But now, because g(s) is bounded in the half- 
plane 2a,» it must follow that f(s) is bounded away from zero in 

the same half-plane. But by hypothesis we have, for arbitrarily small 
6>0, 

0 € {f(s):¢ > oo — 8}. 

Putting ¢ =o in Theorem 4 we arrive immediately at a contradiction, 
and therefore conclude that }>2. | b,| e-#0= «. 

The task of determining o» for any given series is of course rarely 

an easy one. 

Note added November 20, 1957. In conversation, Professor R. Arens 

has pointed out that my use of Theorem 1 is unnecessary, because a 
more natural proof of the first part of Theorem 2 is contained in his 

paper [9]. The reader should however be warned that the fourth 
sentence on p. 504 to [9], though apparently relevant here, is, as it 

stands, incorrect (counterexample: the absolutely convergent series 

f(s) =1+ D2, 2-"p7*, where p;=2, p, =the nth prime, has no zeros 
for OSS ~, yet inf.z» | f(s)| =0). 
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ON TURAN’S INEQUALITY FOR ULTRA- 
SPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS 

K. VENKATACHALIENGAR AND S. K. LAKSHMANA RAO 

0. Introduction. Some years ago P. Turan noticed the interesting 
inequality 

0.1) Ax(2) = [Pa(@)]? — Payi(z)Pa(z) 20, mn 21,]2| $1, 

where P,(x) is the Legendre polynomial of order m and the above 
inequality has been extended in recent years to the case of some other 
orthogonal polynomials as well as the ordinary and modified Bessel 

functions [1; 2]. B. S. Madhava Rao and V. R. Thiruvenkatachar 
[3] deepened the inequality (0.1) by showing that 

d 2 
0.2 — A,(x) = — ———-| — P,(x) | 3 0. 
a dx? (*) n(n + As ( | 

The inequality (0.1) has also been generalized to the case of ultra- 
spherical polynomials P® (x) in the form 

(0.3) A,a(x) = [F(x |? — Fasia(x)Fa-1a(x) 2 or < 0, 

according as |x| <¥orJ>1, where F,.(x) =P%(x)/P®(1). V. R. 
Thiruvenkatachar and T. S. Nanjundiah [4] and A. E. Danese [5] 
have obtained series of positive functions for A,(x) and its analogue 
in the case of the ultraspherical, Laguerre and Hermite polynomials. 

In the present paper we deepen the above results on ultraspherical 
polynomials by determining the signs of the first and second deriva- 

tives of A® (x) = [P& (x) ]?—P®,(x)P® (x) for various values of \ 
and x. We notice first of all that dA®(x)/dx can be represented 
as a numerical multiple of the Wronskian P®,(x)dP® ,(x)/dx 
—P® (x)(dP® ,(x)/dx) and express it also via the Christoffel- 

Darboux formula as a series of functions of constant sign. The sign 

of dA® (x) /dx for various values of \ and x follows easily from this. 

We determine the sign of (A—1)x(dA® (x) /dx) for a general value of 
nm and X and show that (d?/dx?)A®(x)20 according as A>1 or 

1/2SX<1, thus extending the result of B. S. Madhava Rao and 
V. R. Thiruvenkatachar to the case of ultraspherical polynomials. 

For integer values of ” we obtain a series of positive functions for 

(d?/dx?)A® (x). Next we show that (1—x?)A®(x) decreases steadily 
in (0, 1) when 1<AS3/2. From the signs of dA®(x)/dx, 
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d*A (x)/dx? we prove the concavity of A,,(x) for0<A 31/2 and also 
arrive at inequalities for A, (x) in the range | |x| $1, which are not 
only simpler but also cover a wider range of \ than the corresponding 

inequalities given by O. SZasz [2]. Finally we determine an integral 
representation for A,(x). 

i. Expressing dA‘’(x)/dx as a Wronskian. We append below the 
well known relations satisfied by the ultraspherical polynomials [6] 
for frequent use in the following. 

a1) 0-2) 2 - (ante? ° = = ——ae oe  Loaemes 
dx? dx 

+ n(n + 2d)y = 0, y = 

(1.2) nP°” (x) —22(n+aA-— 1) xP (x) + (n+ 2A\—2 Po” .(x) 

d’ (A) r (A+r 
(1.3) ; P, (x) = 2(T(A + 7)/T(A)) Pa (x), 

ax" 

(A) d (A) d (A) 
(1.4) nP, (x) = x—P, (x) —— Pr_i(x), 

dx dx 

d d a) 
(1.5) (m+ 20)PO'(x) = — Poya(x) — x — Po’'(x), 

dx dx 

d d a) 
(1.6) (m+ d)PO'(x) = — PO(x) — — Pr»), 

dx dx 

d ) (A) X 
(1.7) (1 — x?) rm P, (x) = — nxP, (x) + (m + 2A — 1)Pa_ilx 

x 

d 
(1.8) (1 — x*) — Po'"(x) = 

dx 
-_— 

Differentiation of 

(1.9) A(x) = [(PO(we]} = P(e) P(x) 

yields 

d ) 
(1.10) — A. (2) = a. (s) — & (=) 

dx 

where 

d _— 
ah @ Fe) — Fe) — Psd) — Pe) 

dx 1 ax 

+ D)xPO (x) — (2 + 1) Plz) 

5), 

IV i) 

IIA 
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and 

(A) A) d d 
Bo (x) = P(x) — Pori(x) — Pe’ (x) — PP”(). 

dx dx 

We have then 

a) ») | 
| Pavi(t) Pau) | 

r) () : | 
(1.11) an (x) +B, (x) =| d w a os 

= ie ae a) 
dx +1(2) dx i(#) | 

Also 

) (A) 
Na, (x) — (w+ 2A)B, (x) 

i 
| : (A) d os.) a d (a) 

= 2(n+A)P, (x) — Pa (x) — mPa—i(x) — Pnass(x) 
° dx dx 

@) d 
— (a+ 2n) Poy s(x) — P(x) 

dx 
' 

a,. @ a, a) d aw 
= 2(n+ r)Pa (x) — Pa (x) — (w+ 2A — 1) Pa—-i(x) — Pasi(x) 

dx dx 

0 d 
— (n+ 1) Po? (x) a6 PY? (x) 

dx 

fa) d a.. @) d wa 
- (2X — 1) ; Pr+i(%) —_ P,-1(x) — P,~1{%) — Payi(X) ° 

dx dx ) 

The first three terms together are found to vanish on using (1.4), 

(1.5), (1.6) and we get 

() ; (A) (A) O) 
na, (x) — (n+ 2d)8, (x) = — (2A— 1) [an (x) + Ba (x)], 

} 80 that there follows the relation 

(1.12) (n + 20 — ay (x) = (n+ 1)Bs (2). 

Solving (1.11) and (1.12) for a® (x), B&’(x) and using (1.10), we have 

| ptt ~ pe | 
1—A\ 
—|d aw d |. 
+2] — Pasi(x) — Pa—r(x) | n °w +1( ) yw i(x) | 

d 
(1.13) — As) = 

dx 
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From (1.3) and (1.13) we can also express the first derivative of 

4” d @) a aw dad’ 4 
A,,(x) = | P, @) | - —— Pasi(%) — Pa-s(2) 

dx’ dx’ 

as a constant times the Wronskian of P®*”? (x) and P&*”,(x). 

2. Series of functions of constant sign for dA®(x)/dx. Using (1.2) 
in succession we can write 

(2.1) Para(x) = aye Poo a(x) + baPooa(x) + cnPoa(2), 

where 

4(n + A)(n + A — 1) 

- n(n + 1) 

(n + A)(m + 2A — 2)(m + 2A — 3) 

n(n + 1)(n + A — 2) 

(2.2) 

fo = — 

Hence the determinant 

@) a 
Pavsls) P,_1(x) 

5,(x, y) = ae 
! Po? (y) Pr-1(y) 

can be written in the form 

| ane” PO a 2) + BaP (x) + cPrs(x) P(x) 
2) a) @) @) 

| any P._a(y) + b,Pn-1(y) + CnPn—s(y) P,-1(y) 

2 2. (A), (A) 
= a,(x Nea Ys )Pr—1(x) Pa-1(y) ay ow a € 2 y) 

and so we get 

(2.3) 5,(%, ¥) + Cnbn—o(x, y) = @ ae -y ) po Y (x) P i ” (9). 

On observing that 

| Peea(x) P,~1(x) 
5,(x,y) | 

= a) d (A) 
yor yx “om Pa+i(X) x a P,-1(%) 

dx 

we obtain from (2.3), the relation 

(n + d) + d) d a” (x) 4 n—2 + hd an danced . tm ( Fp 
— x) C, ————— n—2(X) = — 2a,%| P,-1(%) f°, 

‘f<k & 1—r dx 
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which can be rewritten in the form 

d ( 2\—2 2A — 3) d 
a9 2am - ST SCR Sa 

dx n(n + 1) dx 

8(n + A — 1) @) 2 
= = ————_ (1 — J)z/ P,_ ; so ( )x[P.—1(x)] 

Solving this difference equation for dA™ (x) /dx we obtain 

d 8A — 1)T 2\— 1 £ Ow - ( )T(a+ ) " 

(2.5) dx (n + 1)! 

as ((mt)/2] (m9 — 2k + 1)(n — 2R+A4+1) ._ @ . 
. [ P,—241(x) } ’ 

bor I'(n — 2k + 2d + 1) 

which is the desired series expansion. Differentiation of (2.5) gives a 

series for (d?/dx*)A® (x) which has however no particularly elegant 
form. In the case of Legendre polynomials (A=1/2), (2.5) becomes 

d —2e {+1)/2) 
am hg) en encinnanees 
dx ( n(n + 1) = 

Differentiating this we see that 

(2n — 4k + 3)[P,-2e4:(x)]?. 

ad 
— A,(x 7a (x) 

=? {(n+1)/2] 

n(n+1) ken 

which is the same as identity (0.2). From (2.5) it follows that 

(2n — 4k + 3) Pa—aes1(x)[Pn—2e4a(x) + 2xPh_on1(2)] 

d a 
(2.6) sgn |= at «| = sgn (A — 1)x (A > 0) 

x 

which amounts to the following property of A® (x). 
The Turdn expression A° (x) is an increasing (a decreasing) function 

for positive (negative) values of x when \>1. This is to be reversed when 

0<A<1. 
From this we see that 

when A > 1, a” (x) = a0) >0 for all values of x; 

when 1/25 <1, Ao (x) 2 al) 20 for |x| <1; 

when 0 <A 1/2, a?(x) s a%(1) <0 for |x| 21. 
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3. Sign of (A—1)xdA® (x) /dx for a general index n. For a general | 
index (which will be restricted in a way later on) we take P® (x) as 

a solution of the differential equation (1.1) which remains regular at 
x=-+1 (or at x=—1) either of which is a regular singular point of 

the differential equation. We stipulate that the value of the function 
as well as its slope at x = +1 are positive. Defining A®’(x) as in (1.9) 
we can again derive the relation (1.13) as before. Multiplying this 

last relation by (1—x?)+"/2 and differentiating the result, we get 

d 2r41/2 @ a) | 
—|(i-~+2z) —A, (x 
ak dx ) 

| (a) ( r 
ee Pr+i(x) Fait) 

a= d 2 2 d d 2 h+1/2 d () . } 
ore “la —“s)° < Prete) | “| —x)” Pra) | | 

| dx dx dx dx 

Simplifying the second row of the determinant by means of the 
differential equation we are led to 

d 2rx41/2 @ «| 

(3.1) a i a | 
2. A—1/2 \ (A) 

= 441 —A)(1 — 2x) Pi41(x)P,-1(2). | 

Hence the extrema of (1 —x?)'+"/2dA (x) /dx occur only at the zeros 
of P® (x), P® (x). The solution P® (x) as defined above cannot have 

zeros on the real segment (1, ©). It increases from a positive value 
at x=1. If it attains a maximum value at a point x; (>1), we have 
the conditions (dy/dx),,=0, (d*y/dx*),,<0 and from the differential 

equation we notice a contradiction if m(m+2X) is positive. Hence | 
P® (x) is increasing in x> 1 and consequently does not vanish for any 
x on (1, «). Let us denote by 

(a): a1, a2, a3, °° 

(8): Bi, Be, Bs, -- - 

the zeros in (—1, +1) of Pr},(x) and P’,(x) respectively. From 

(1.13) we have 

d @) A-1 a) d ~) 
sgn | — A, (x) = sgn | —— P,-1(x) — Pasi(x) ; 

dx _ n+Xr dx — 

From (1.7) we may write 

d m 
(1 — a?) | — Presta) = (n + 2r)Po’(a) 

x m=a 
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and hence 

E a) re — 1)(n+ oe Ls 
sgn | — A, (zx) = sgn ; 

dx faa (m + A)(1 — a’) 

Using the relation 2(n+A)aP® (a) =(n+2A—1)P™ ,(a) which follows 
from (1.2), we get 

Cite 
sgn E AC | = sgn [(A — 1)(m + 2A)(m + 2A — 1)/a]. 

x ra 

In a similar way we observe that 

d (A), 
sgn rm A, (x) = sgn [(A — 1)n8/(n + 1)]. 

x z=8 

Combining the above two facts we see that whenever n21 and 
A>0 

d w 
sgn| x— A, (x) = sgn (A — 1). 

dx z=a,8 

Thus at all possible extrema of (1—x*)'+/2(dA%(x)/dx), 

(A—1)x(dA® (x) /dx) is positive and hence 

d 
(3.2) sgn | a — car al) | =+1, forn21,A>0. 

x 

For positive integer values of m this is the same as (2.6). 

4. Sign of (d?/dx*)A%(x). Differentiating (1.13) which also holds 

for general ” we get 

| Pre) Pa-a(2) 

| @ a? w es aaa | Peale) Pale) 

i @) 1—A 
—- A, (x) nas 
dx? na+hz 

Replacing the second row elements by means of the equations 

# w 
Po? (x) . Po (x) + (n + 2+ 1) : P(x) — Praii(x) = x —P, (x n — P, ; 

dx? m dx? dx 

@ w @ a d w 
— P,-1(x) = x — P, — —1)—P, («x Pos) = 2 Pa'(a) = (n — 1) — PPG) 

(these follow on differentiating (1.5) and (1.4)) and replacing the 

first row elements by means of (1.7) and (1.8) we get 
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a? (a) =m 

bee oe An ( ) wr ‘ 
dx? n+hXr 

d ) (A) d (A) 
(n+2r)xP. (x) —(1—22) = PS (x) nxP. (x)+(1—2*) — P, (2) 

x ax 

n+1 n+2— 1 2 

d d? A) d Or) 
fm (x) Tera s) — - Pa (x) x 78 P,, (x)—(n—1) ; P,, (x) 

x* ax 

a form in which the right hand side involves only algebraic combina- 
tions of P® (x) and its first and second derivatives. After simplifying 
this determinant we arrive at the equation 

(n+1)(n+2A—1) d gw a < @) | 
— P, (x) 

2(a — 1) qa = 

d «a () . ad? , 
(4.1) + (2A —1)x {| (= Pat @)) — P, (x)—P, 2) | 

dx dx? 

A) d d ( 
— P, (x)— P, (x)?. 

dx f 

If 

d d d (A) 
(4.2) Dr (z) = AR) =(= Poa) | - — Pryi(x) — Pr-a(2), 

dx dx dx 

we can easily see that D®’ (x) =4\2A@+”(x) and 

d aw 
— D, (x = (x) 

d d? ) d ) 
= 2 {=| (= P(x )) “~ ] Gb i (=) ; 

dx dx 

We may therefore write (4.1) in the form 

(n+1)(n+2X-—1) @ Rae 

2(a — 1) dx? * 
(4.3) 

d @) d (A+1) 
= 2}—P, (x) 4 onan — 1)x 2 aa), 

dx dx 

Either of (4.1) and (4.3) is an extension of (0.2) to the case of ultra- 

spherical polynomials. When 1 is a positive integer we may replace 
the last term on the right side of (4.3) by means of the series (2.5) 
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and so arrive at the following series for d*A® (x) /dx? 

(n+ 1)(7 + 2A — 1) d (A) 
r An (x) 

2(A — 1) dx? 

d '(n + 2A 
=2 | = Pe (a) F + (2A — 1)- bie 16\7x? 

x ! n. 
(4.4) 

(m/2)1 (mn — 2k) Mn — 2k+X4+ 1). aan 1 
| a+ at Dt op, 

bus) I'(n — 2k + 2d + 2) 

From (3.2) it follows that AxrdAS*”(x)/dx>0 for n=2, A> —1/2. 
Using this in (4.3) we deduce that 

d* fri (A> 1), 2 (A 
(4.5) sgn — A, (x) = 

dx? =). anasra<t 

Hence A‘ (x) is a convex function of x for \>1 and a concave func- 
tion of x for 1/2<A<1. 

5. Decreasing nature of (1 —x?)A®(x). From (3.1) we know that 
A” (x) satisfies the differential equation 

a? ; d @) 
(5.1) | — x7) ——-(2A4+ la—4+ 41 -— ») | (x) 

dx? dx 

= 4(1 — a) [PO(x)]’. 

If (1—x?)A® (x) is denoted by y, we get 

( a 2 d 
3 1 a) — oe oe, 

| dx dx 
(5.2) 4. 

jay = 2) ae) — ae = a) — 2) — = —x) —A, (x) —4x—A, (x) — 2A, (zx). 
dx? dx? dx 

We find from (5.1) and (5.2) that y satisfies the differential equation 

g a 3) . (4d 6) | — x?) —— (2A —3)e— —- - y 
(5.3) _ dx - 

= (4. — 6)x AL (x) + 4(1 — (1 — # [PP 

Now y(0) =A®(0) is positive when A>0 and y(1)=0. When A>1, 
dy/dx is negative for all x>1 and hence y decreases for x>1 when 

\>1. We shall now see that y steadily decreases even in (0, 1) when 

1<\ 3/2. On using (2.6) we have (dy/dx),-0=0. From (5.3) we 

have (d*y/dx*),-0= (4A—6)A® (0) +4(1—A) [P&’(0) }? and so when 
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1<A\ 33/2, (d*y/dx*),~o is negative. Hence when 1 <A <3/2, y reaches 
a maximum at x=0 with the maximum value =A” (0) and decreases 
in the neighbourhood of x =0. Also (dy/dx).-1 = —2A®(1) is negative 
when A>1/2 and so y(x) is decreasing in the neighbourhood of 

x =1 also when A>1. If y(x) is not steadily decreasing in (0, 1) it must 
reach a minimum value at some point x=a<1, then increase to a 
maximum at some point x=8 between a and 1 and then decrease 

again. We show that this possibility cannot occur when 1 <A S3/2. 
From the conditions for minimum, we have at x=a, (dy/dx) =0 and 
(d?y/dx?)>0 and from the differential equation (5.3) we get 

2 d*y S .. 
(l1-—a) = (4d — 6)y(a) + (4A — 6)a A, (a) 

de 

+ 4(1—A)(1— a) [Py (a)] 

The left hand side is positive while the right hand side is negative. 

We conclude that y cannot have a minimum anywhere in (0, 1). 
Therefore y(x) must steadily decrease in (0, 1) when 1<X 33/2. It is to 
be expected that for large values of \, y(x) decreases first to a mini- 
mum and then attains a maximum in (0, 1) before decreasing again 

at and near x=1. 
Eliminating (1—x?)d?A® (x) /dx? in d?y/dx? by means of (5.1) we 

obtain 

d’y 

dx? 

d ) (A) 2 
= (2h — 3)e— AL (x) + (4a — 6) Ao (x) + 401 — ») [PO '(aJ’. 

Using (3.2) we notice that sgn d*y/dx?= —1 when 1<\ 53/2. 

6. Inequalities for A, ,(x). Let 

() () (a) r) (A) 
Anr(z) = [Px '(x)/Py(1)) — [Poes(a)/Pee(t)] -[P2(@)/Pea(t)]. 

From the following well-known relations (see (4), (5)) 

2 (A) 2 
(1—x)D, (x 4n 2 17 

(6.1) A,a(x) = @) =—(1-*2x — (x) 
Rar Rar 

where k,,,=(n+2n) [P® (1) ]?, and the conclusions of the previous 
section, we have 

(a) A,,a(x) is steadily decreasing in (0, 1) for 0 < A < 1/2; 

a? 
(b) sgn —A,,,(x) = — 1 when 0 <A S 1/2, 

dx? 
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showing the concavity property of A,,(x). From (a) we can im- 
mediately deduce the well known inequality viz., the Turan expres- 
sion A,,(x) >0 in |x| <1 when 0<AS1/2. From (6.1) and the con- 

cluding results of §(2) we can prove Tur4n’s inequality in full for 
A>0. 
We have seen in (3.2) that 

d 
(3.2) sen| @— <a.) | = +1 forn21,A>0 

x 

and in (4.5) that 

; Po (+1 A>1 
(4.5) sgn — A, (x) = ‘ ag2 

dx? ot tten<t 

From the identity D® (x) =4\2A2*?(x) it therefore follows that 

d aw , a 
(6.2) sgn Ax > D, (x) = +1 (#22,r’A> — 1/2), 

a? +1 (A > 0), > (A) 
(6.3) sgn — D, (x) = { 

dx* —1 (—1/2<A< 0). 

These show the monotonic increasing-decreasing behaviour and the 
convexity-concavity property of D® (x) for various values of A, and 

enable us to write the following chain of inequalities: When 

>0, DOO s DO'(~ s DP OA — x/a) + DO '(a) x/a 

Oi. « 
s D, (a ) , 

when 

~1/2<r<0, D0) = D(x) = DY '(0)(1 — x/a) + Do'(a) x/a 

IV x a. D®’ (a) 0 IIA IIA 

Taking a=1 and multiplying the above inequalities by (1 —x?) we get 
the following inequalities for A,,(x) in the range | xc| <1, for n=2. 

A,.(0)(1 — x?) S A, a(x) S | a.acovc —x)+ = -|a — x?) 

< (1 — x*)/(2 1 > 0), 6.4) ede x*)/(2X + 1) (A > 0) 

— x? x 
mais \= +1 + Ana(0)(1 — »\ (1 — x*) S Ana(x) 

IA A,.(0)(1 — x?) (—1/2<A <0). 
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These are simpler than the inequalities for A, ,(x) in O. SZasz’s paper 
[2] and are at the same time an improvement over the corresponding 

ones in [4]. 

7. Integral representation for A,(x). From (3.1) we have 

) A—1/2 (A) d 1/2 @ ; ‘ 
(7.1) —| (1-2) — A, (x) |+ 41 —A)(1 — 2) A, (x) 

dx dx 

= 41 — ai — 2) [PS a)’. 

If we denote [(1—x?)’-/2A™ (x) ]/x by f(x), then 

A+1/2 d ) d O) A 
(1 — x’) —A, (x) = — [x(1 — 2 )f, (x)] + (2A 4+ 1)2°f, (x). 

dx dx ? 

Hence from (7.1) we get 

9 
(A) . d «a A 

— | x(1 — x)f, (x) | + (2A 4+ 1) — f, (x) + 6af, (x 
dx? dx 

=41-a\(1-x) [Py 

which may also be written in the form 

d 2 —\+3/2 d ) 9 
“| a —x)" = (a) | = 4(1 — r)x[PL(a)]’. 
dx dx 

For Legendre functions (A=1/2) this becomes 

d d 
(7.2) («1 — x?) s [A,(x) :l) = 2x[P,(x)]?. 

x dx 

Hence x?(1—x*)(d[A,,(x)/x]/dx) is an increasing (a decreasing) func- 
' tion for positive (negative) values of x and vanishes at x= +1. From 

(7.2) we have in succession 

d 2 z 
— (A,(x)/x) = | t[P,,(t) |?dt, 
dx x2(1 — x?) J, 

and 

z du u . 
(7.3) A, (x) = 2x f —f t[P,,() |?dt, 

, ur(1 — uw?) J, 

the latter giving a positive integral representation for A,,(x). Using the 
relation 
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d 2 

| (1 — 2%) |= Pa 

% (1 — x*)[P,(x)]? + ee = — 2x[P,(x)]? 
dx n(n + 1) ¥ : 

we may also write A,(x) in the form 
4 ‘ 

| a- |= Po] 
} = % | 2 2 (7.4)  A,(x) “f [P.O] ~ wie +1) \e dt. 
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
IN THE WIDE SENSE! 

LESTER E. DUBINS 

Introduction. Doob [3, p. 29],? has shown that if Q@=[U, u, ulisa 
probability space (i.e. U is a o-field of subsets of a set U and wisa 
countably additive non-negative measure defined on U, normalized 

by the condition u(U)=1) and Up is a o-subfield of U, and y is an 
n-dimensional random variable mapping U into an n-dimensional 
Euclidean space X, then y possesses a conditional distribution in the 

wide sense relative to Up. More specifically, he proved the existence 
of a function, p, of two variables Y and w, where Y ranges over the 
Baire subsets of X, and w ranges over U, which satisfies the following 

three conditions: (i) p(Y, w) is, for each fixed w, a probability meas- 
ure defined on the Baire subsets of X; (ii) p( Y, w) is, for each Y, a 
function measurable relative to Uo; and (iii) /4p(Y, w)du(w) 

=u(Af\y—'(Y)) for each A EU and each Baire subset Y of X. This 
result of Doob’s is known to be false if one lets X be an arbitrary set 
with a distinguished o-field of measurable subsets. It is our purpose 
(Theorem 1, below) to show that Doob’s result does hold, at least if X 

is any locally compact, Hausdorff space whose one point compactifi- 

cation is metrizable. 
The idea behind this generalization is the following observation. 

If p( Y, w) exists with properties (i), (ii) and (iii) above then by (i) 
p(Y, w) determines for each fixed w, a unique element P(w) in the 
dual of C(X) where C(X) is the Banach space of all continuous real- 
valued functions on X which vanish at infinity. Furthermore from 

(ii) it follows that (g, P(w)) is for each g in C(X) a function measur- 

able relative to Up where (g, P(w)) is the value of the linear functional 
P(w) at the vector g in C(X). And from (iii) it follows that 
fag, P(w))du(w) = fag(y(w))du(w) for each ACU, and each g in 

C(X). This last is equivalent to fa(g, P(w))du(w) = f4(g, §(w))du(w) 
for each A CU and each g in C{X) where for each fixed w in U, j(w) 

is the probability measure which lives at the one point y(w). Thus P 
is nothing other than the conditional expectation of fj relative to Uo. 
Here P and 9 are Banach space valued random variables. Thus if y 

possesses a conditional distribution in the wide sense relative to Up 
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then # possesses a conditional expectation relative to Uo, say P, such 
that P(w) is a probability measure for almost all w. The Riesz-Von 
Neumann-Markoff theorem implies that the converse also holds. 
Thus the problem of the existence of a conditional distribution in the 
wide sense relative to Up» for y is equivalent to the existence of a con- 

ditional expectation P for § such that P(w) is a probability measure 

for almost all w. Whenever one has a Radon-Nikodym type theorem 
one also has conditional expectations. Dieudonné [2] and Dubins 
[4], among others, have investigated Radon-Nikodym type theorems 

for random variables with values in a Banach space. It follows from 

a Radon-Nikodym type theorem in [4] that integrable random 

variables with values in the dual of a separable Banach space possess 
conditional expectations relative to any o-subalgebra Uo. Thus two 
further questions arise. The first is: what restriction must be imposed 
on X to insure that C(X) is separable? The answer is both easy and 

well known: if X is a locally compact Hausdorff space then C(X) 

is separable if and only if the one point conpactification of X is 
metrizable. This latter condition is equivalent to X being a o-com- 

pact, metrizable locally compact space. Equivalently X must be a 

second countable locally compact Hausdorff space. The second ques- 
tion is: Is it true that if C(X) is separable then for almost all values 
of w, P(w) is a probability measure (where P is the conditional ex- 
pectation of # relative to Uo)? In the event X is compact metric then 
an affirmative answer follows because of the Helly theorem, that the 

probability measures are then a compact convex set in the weak star 
topology, and the fact that a weak star compact convex set in the 
dual of a separable Banach space is the intersection of a countable 

number of half spaces which are open in the weak star topology. In 
the event that we merely assume that the one point compactification 

of X is metrizable, the probability measures form a convex set but 
not a compact set in the weak star topology. This difficulty can be 
overcome by showing that even in this case the probability measures 
are the intersection of a suitable countable collection of half spaces. 

The details now follow, but first we mention parenthetically that the 
theorem below follows easily from Doob’s result alluded to above and 

the fact that the field of Borel subsets of a complete separable metric 
space is isomorphic to the field of Borel subsets of a Borel subset of 
the real line via an isomorphism which is induced by a point function 

(see [9]). We prefer to present the proof below for some of the ideas 
employed seem to be of independent interest. 

Main result. 

THEoreEm. Let Q=[U,U, u] be a probability space and Uo a o-sub- 
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field of U. Suppose X is a locally compact Hausdorff space whose one 

point compactification is metrizable, and let y be a measurable trans- 
formation of U into X (i.e. y'(Y) Gu for each Baire subset Y of X). 
Then there exists a function p of Y and w for which (i), (ii) and (iii) 
above hold. 

Lema 1. Let S be the dual of a real separable Banach space B, and 

let § be a function mapping U into S such that, for each x in B, (x, §(w)) 
is a U-measurable function of w, and f(x, §(w))du(w) exists. Then 
there exists a function, P, mapping U into S such that, for each x in B, 

(x, P(w)) is a Uo-measurable function of w, and for each ACU, 
fa(x, P(w))du(w) exists and is equal to [4(x, §(w))du(w). 

Any such function P is called the conditional expectation of ¥ relative 
to Uo and is designated by E[}| Uo]. 
We omit the proof of Lemma 1 for it follows immediately from 

Corollaries 1 and 2 of Theorem 5 in [4] in much the same manner as 

the existence of the conditional expectation of a real valued integrable 
random variable follows from the usual Radon-Nikodym theorem 

(see [3]). 
The following lemma is well-known and is stated here for ease of 

reference. 

LEMMA 2. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space, and let C(X) 
be the Banach space of all continuous real valued functions on X which 

vanish at infinity. Then C(X) is separable if and only if the one point 
compactification of X is metrizable. 

Proor OF THEOREM. Let S be the dual of C(X), and let 7 be the 
mapping of U into S defined by the condition that for each w in 

U, §(w) is the probability measure on X which lives at the point 

y(w). By Lemma 2, S is the dual of a real separable Banach space. 
It is easy to verify that the hypotheses of Lemma 1 hold. Therefore 

there exists a function P which maps U into S such that for each 

g in C(X), (g, P(w)) is a UWo-measurable function of w, and for each 
AEUs 

Ff @ Peoranw = f s(o(wan(w). 
A A 

We will now show that for almost all w, P(w) is a probability measure. 
Let K be the set of positive measures of total variation less than or 

equal to 1. Since K is a bounded weak-star closed subset of S it is 
weak star compact. It can be shown, (see [4]) that, since S is the dual 

of a separable Banach space, K is the intersection of a countable 
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number of weak star open half spaces G; where G; is the set of all 
measures v such that (g;, v) <1 for some g; in C(X). Let A; be the set 
of w such that (g;, P(w)) 21. Clearly A,xEUpo. Suppose u(A,)>0 for 
some 7. Then 

(1/u(A,)) (gi, P(w))du(w) = 1. 
Ay 

Hence (1/u(A,))fa,(gi, 5(w))du(w)=1. But 7(w)EKCG;. Hence 
(gi, 3(w))<1 for all w. Therefore (1/u(A,)) fa(gi, §(w))du(w) <1. 

This is a contradiction. Thus A; is a set of measure zero for all i. 

Therefore for almost all w, (g;, P(w)) <1 for all 7. Hence for almost all 
w, P(w)€Gz: for all 7. Thus we’ve shown that for almost all w, 

P(w)EK. We will next show that P(w) is a probability measure for 
almost all w by showing that the total variation of P(w) is 1 for almost 
all w. Let H, be the set of v in S such that fdv<1—1/n. Let B, be 

the set of w such that P(w)€H,. We first observe that B,@ Up: for 
there exists a uniformly bounded sequence g, in C(X) which converges 
to 1 everywhere. Hence /g.(Z)dv(Z)—fdv for each v. Hence the map- 
ping v—>fdv is a linear functional h on S with the property (g:, 2) 
—(h, v) for each v in S. Therefore h is measurable relative to ®, where 
@ is the o-algebra of subsets of S determined by the linear functionals 
gin C(X). Since H, is in the o-algebra determined by 4h, it is in the 

o-algebra ®. But P-' of each element of @ is in Uo. Hence B,CGUv. 
Suppose u(B,,) >0 for some . Then, for this n, 

(h, P(w))du(w) $1—-—- 
u(B,) J 5, n 

Hence 

. f tim (ge, (a) Jaw) si- = . 
u(B,)Js,L ¢ n 

By the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue 

1 1 
lim WB.) J P(w))du(w) = 1 — = . 

Hence 

tim —~ [ (gs, 9(w))du(w) <1 -—- 
r u(B,) J 2, n 

But (ge, 9(w)) = ge(y(w)) converges to 1 everywhere and is uniformly 

bounded. This is easily seen to be a contradiction. Hence u(B,) =0 
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for all m. Thus for almost all w, the total variation of P(w) is >1—1/n 

for all ». This completes the proof that for all w not in a null set 
N, P(w) is a probability measure. The remainder of the proof is easy, 

namely, choose a fixed probability measure and change P on this 
set N so that P(w) is this fixed probability measure for all w in N. 
Then by the Riesz-Markoff theorem (see [7, p. 247]), for each w, P(w) 
determines a unique probability measure (in the usual abstract sense) 

defined on all Baire subsets Y of X. Let P(w) also designate this 
probability measure. We define p by p(Y, w) = P(w)(Y). To confirm 
that p satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) one may use standard 
measure theoretic techniques. This completes the proof. 

REMARK. If X were only assumed to be locally compact Hausdorff 

then C(X) need not be separable. In this event the conditional ex- 

pectation of 7 with respect to Up need not (as far as is known) be a 
point function, but would certainly be a generalized random variable 
(see [4]). Thus with only technical modifications in the proof of the 

theorem above, it can be shown that y still possesses a generalized 

conditional distribution in the wide sense relative to Uo. That is, it 
can be shown that there exists a g-algebra homomorphism h defined 
on the weak star measurable subsets of the dual of C(X) into the sub 
measure ring IW» of Q determined by Up such that f4h=J45 for each 
AGM. 
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DERIVATIONS IN PRIME RINGS! 

EDWARD C. POSNER 

We prove two theorems that are easily conjectured, namely: (1) In 
a prime ring of characteristics not 2, if the iterate of two derivations 

is a derivation, then one of them is zero; (2) If d is a derivation of a 
prime ring such that, for all elements a of the ring, ad(a) —d(a)a is 
central, then either the ring is commutative or d is zero. 

DEFINITION. A ring R& is called prime if and only if xay=0 for all 
a€R implies x =0 or y=0. 

From this definition it follows that no nonzero element of the 

centroid has nonzero kernel, so that we can divide by the prime ?, 
unless px = 0 for all x in R, in which case we call R of characteristic p. 
A known result that will be often used throughout this paper is 

given in 

LemMaA 1. Let d be a derivation of a prime ring R and a be an element 
of R. If ad(x) =0 for all xER, then either a=0 or d is zero. 

ProoF: In ad(x) =0 for all xER, replace x by xy. Then 

ad(xy) = 0 = ad(x)y + axd(y) = axd(y) = 0 

for all x, yER. If d is not zero, that is, if d(y) #0 for some yE R, then, 
by the definition of a prime ring, a=0. 

The following lemma may have some independent interest. 

LemMA 2. Let R be a prime ring, and let p, q, r be elements of R such 

that pagar =0 for all a in R. Then one, at least, of p, q, r is zero. 

ProoF. In pagar=0, replace a by a+; using pagar = pbgbr=0, 
we find pagbr+ pbgar =0, for all a, b in R. If now pa=0, then, for all 

bin R, pbgar=0, so that p=0, or else gar=0. But if pa=0, then 

pat=0 for all ER, so that p=0 or gatr=0 for all ¢ in R; again r=0, 
or else ga = 0. So p=0 or r=0 or ga is zero whenever pa is zero; replace 

a by agar; since p(agar) =0 for all a€ R, we see that p=0 or r=0 or 
gagar =0 for all a€R. Similarly, p=0 or r=0 or gagaqg=0 for all 
aER. Assuming therefore that p¥0, r¥0, replace a by a+0 in 

gagag=0 to find as before that gagbq+gqbgaq=0. In this equation, 
replace 6 by agb to find 
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(gaqgaq)bq+qaqbgag =0, (gaq)b(gaq)=0, for all bER, for all aER. 

So gag=0 for all aER, g=0 if p¥0, r¥0. 

THEOREM 1. Let R be a prime ring of characteristic not 2 and d, d; 

derivations of R such that the iterate d,d, is also a derivation; then one at 
least of d,, dz is zero. 

PROOF. d,d2 is a derivation, so 

d,d2(ab) = did2(a)b + ad,d2(b). 

However, d;, d2 are each derivations so 

d,d2(ab) = d,(d2(ab)) = di(d2(a)b + ad2(d)) 

= d,dx(a)b + d2(a)d,(b) + d,(a)d2(b) + add2(d). 

But d,d.(ab) =d,d2(a)b+ad,d2(b), so 

(1) d2(a)d,(b) + d,(a)d.(b) = 0 for alla, bE R. 

Replace a by ad,(c) in (1). 

d(ad,(c))d,(b) + d,(ad;(c))d2(b) = 0 

for all a, b, cER. 

d2(a)d,(c)d(b) + aded,(c)d,(b) + dy(a)di(c)d2(b) + ad;(c)d2(b) = 0. 

Now a(d2(di(c))d:(b) +4,(di(c))d2(b)) =0, since d2(d;(c))d,(b) +d, 

| 

-(d,(c))d2(b) =0, which is merely equation (1) with a replaced by | 

d,(c). We are left, then, with 

(2) do(a)d,(c)d,(b) + d;(a)d;(c)d.(b) = 0 for all a,b, cE R. 

But d;(c)d2(b) = —d2(c)d,(b) by (1) with c replacing a. Then (2) be- 
comes d2(a)d;(c)d,(b) —d,(a)d2(c)d,(b) =0; factoring out d,(b) on the 

right, we have (d.(a)d,(c) —d,(a)d2(c))d,(b) =0 for all bER, for alla, | 
cER. Lemma 1 is just what we need to tell us that d,(a)di(c) 
—d,(a)d2(c) =0 for all a, cE R, unless d; is zero. But (1) with c replac- 

ing } tells us that instead d,(a)d,(c)+d,(a)d2(c) =0 for all a, cER. 
Adding these last two equations, we find that 2d,(a)d,(c) =0, 

d,(a)d,(c) =0, (since R is not of characteristic 2), for all a, cER, or 
else d; is zero. Using Lemma 1 again with d,(a) replacing a, we find 

that d, is zero or else d.(a) =0 for all aE R, i.e. d,=0 or d2=0. 
In order to prove Theorem 2, we find it necessary to prove the fol- 

lowing lemma. 

Lemma 3. Let R be a prime ring, and d a derivation of R such that 

ad(a) —d(a)a=0 for all aEG R. Then R is commutative, or d is zero. 
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Proor. (a+6)d(a+56) —(d(a+6))(a+6)=0 for all a, bE R; sub- 

tracting ad(a)—d(a)a+bd(b)—d(b)b=0 from this, we arrive at 
ad(b) +bd(a) —d(a)b —d(b)a=0 for all a, bE R. Write this as 

ad(b) — d(a)b = d(b)a — bd(a). 

Add to this ad(b) +d(a)b =d(ab) to find 

(3) 2ad(b) = d(b)a — bd(a) + d(abd) for all a,b € R. 

In (3), replace b by ax 

2ad(ax) = d(ax)a — axd(a) + d(a*x), 
or 

2ad(a)x + 2a*d(x) = d(a)xa + ad(x)a — axd(a) + 2ad(a)x + a*d(x), 

since d(a*) = 2ad(a); or 

(4) a*d(x) = d(a)xa + ad(x)a — axd(a) for all a, x € R. 

In (3), replace b by xa, and find similarly 

(5) d(x)a? = ad(x)a + axd(a) — d(a)xa, for all a, x € R. 

Add (4) and (5). 

(6) a*d(x) + d(x)a* = 2ad(x)a for all a, x € R, 

or 

(7) a(d(x)a — ad(x)) = (d(x)a — ad(x))a for all a, x € R. 

Replace in (7) a@ by a+d(x); we find that d(x) commutes with 

d(x)a —ad(x), for all aE R, for all x in R; this says that the square of 

the inner derivation by x is zero, for all x€@R. Let R not be of charac- 
teristic 2. Then Theorem 1 says that d(x) is central, for all x in R; 
let a be an element of R, and A denote inner derivation by a. ad(x) 

=d(x)a, or Ad(x)=0 for all xER. Theorem 1 again shows that 
d=0 or, if not, then A is zero, every a in R is central, R is commuta- 
tive. But if R is of characteristic 2, (6) says that for all xER, d(x) 

commutes with all squares of elements of R. Let R be a prime ring of 

characteristic 2, and let e€ R commute with a’, for all aER. 

(8) a’e = ea? for alla € R. 

Replace a by a+6 and use ea*=a*e, eb? =b’e. 

(9) (ab + ba)e = e(ab + ba) for all a,b € R. 

In (9), replace 6 by ae and commute e and a’; then a*e?+aeae =ea*e 
+eaea; a*e* =ea*e, so 
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(10) aeae = eaea for alla€ R. 

In (9), replace b by e; then ae?+eae=eae+e'a, 

(11) e” is in the center of R. 

Consider (ae+ea)*=aeae+eaea+ae*a+ea’e. But aeae+eaea=0 by 
(10), ae?a+ea’e = e*a?+e7a?=0 by (11) and (8). We have 

(12) (ae + ea)? = for alla€ R. 

Let x, y now be elements of R with xy=0. By (9), (xy+yx)e 
=e(xy+yx), so 

(13) xy = 0 implies yxe = eyx. 

Now x*y=0, so (13) becomes also yx*?e = eyx?; yx?e = yex® since e com- 

mutes with all squares. Thus 

(14) xy = 0 implies (ye + ey)x? = 0. 

But (ax)y=0 for all aE R; then we can replace x by ax in (14), to 

obtain (ye+ey)axax =0 for all a© R, whenever xy =0. Lemma 2 now 

says x=0 or ye+ey=0; in fact, since x(yv) =0 for all ve R, Lemma 2 

even says x=0 or yue+(ey)v=0 for all vER. Since ye=ey if «+0, 
then x=0 or yoe+yev=0 for all vER, y(ve+ev) =0 for all vER. 
Lemma 1 applied to the inner derivation by e shows that either 

x=0, y=0, or e is central. But by (12) (ae+ea)(ae+ea) =0, for all 
aCR; putting x=ae+ea, y=ae+ea, we find that for all aER, 

ae+ea=0, or e is central. That is, for all aE R, ae+ea=0, ¢ is central 
if e commutes with all squares in R. 

For all xER, then, d(x) commutes with all squares in R, d(x) is 

central for all xEGR. Let d(b) =0; for all aE R, d(ab) =d(a)b+ad(b) 
=d(a)b; d(ab) is central, so d(a)b is central for all a in R if d(b) =0. 
Now if d is not zero, so that d(a) #0 for some aC R, we have d(a)bx 
=xd(a)b; d(a) is central so xd(a)b=d(a)xb, whence d(a)(bx+<xb) =0 

for all xER, if d(b) =0. But as previously remarked, no nonzero ele- 

ment of the centroid of R has nonzero kernel; since we are assuming 

d(a) #0, and since d(a) is central, we have proved that 6 is central 
whenever d(b) =0. But for all cER, d(c?) =d(c)c+cd(c) =2d(c)c=0, 

so c? commutes with all x in R, for all cE R. Referring back to the 
conclusion of the previous paragraph with x for e shows x central for 
all xER, if d is not the zero derivation. 

The following lemma may also be of independent interest. 

Lemna 4.? Let A be a Lie ring, I an ideal of A, d an element of A such 

2 An oral communication from Professor Kaplansky. 
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that dx-x=0 for all xEI. Then for all aE R, (da-x)x=0 for all xEI 
(i.e. the set of d satisfying dx-x=0 for all xEI is an ideal of A). 

Proor. Let R, denote right multiplication by 2. We want to prove 

d(R.R2) =0 for all aE A, xEI. The Jacobi identity for a Lie ring may 

be written as R,,=R,R.—R,R,. Furthermore, since J is an ideal, it 

contains ax, and x+<ex, for all aE A, so that (d-ax)ax=0, (d(x+ax)) 
-(x+ax)=0 for all a@@A. From these two equations, and from 
dx-x=0, we get dx-ax+(d-ax)-x=0 for all a€A, xE]I, or, in the 
other notation, d(R:R.z+R.-R,) =0. But from 

d(R,Raz + R,:R:) = d(R.(R.R- - R.R,) + (RR: = R.R,)R:) 

= d(R-R.R, — R:R. + RoR; — R:RoRz) = d(R.R. — RR), 

d(R.R2— RR.) =0 for all a€ A, xEI. By hypothesis, d(R?) =0, so 
that d(R,R?) =0 for all aE A, xEI. This is exactly what we had to 
prove. 
We are now ready for Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime ring and d a derivation of R such 

that, for all aE R, ad(a) —d(a)a is in the center of R. Then, if d is not 

the zero derivation, R is commutative. 

Proor. Let A be the Lie ring of derivations of R and J the ideal of 

A consisting of inner derivations. Let, for a€&R, I, denote inner 
derivation by a. Let [d,, d2| for d,, dx€A denote the (commutator) 

product of derivations in A. We are assuming [(d, [.), Ia] =0. By 

the preceding lemma, for all x€R, that is, for all J,E€/, 
[({d, I-|Za]Za]=0 for all a€R. That is, a(ad(x) —d(x)a) —(ad(x) 
—d(x)a)a is central for all x, aER, 

(15) a*d(x) + d(x)a? — 2ad(x)a is central for all x, a € R. 

Commute (15) with a. 

(16) 3ad(x)a? + a*d(x) = 3a*d(x)a + d(x)a’. 

Suppose R is of characteristic 3. Then for all aE R, I,3d=0. Theorem 

1 says that d is zero, or else every a’ is in the center of R; if this is the 

case, then for all a, bE R, (a+b)'—a*—b* =a2b+aba+ba?+b*a+bab 
+ab? is central; replace a by —a to find a*b+-aba+ba?— (b*a+bab+ab?) 

central for all a, b©& R; adding these last two and dividing by 2, we see 
that a2b+aba+ba? is central, for all a, bE R. Replace b by ab: 
a*b+a°ba + aba? = a(a*b+aba+ba?) is central; if a2b-+aba+ba? is not 

zero, given a, for some }, then, since it is central, we can divide by it, 
whence a would be central. So assume that R has the property that 
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for all a, bE R, a2b+aba+ba?=0. This reads, since RF is of character- 
istic 3, as a(ab—ba) —(ab—ba)a=0 for all bE R, [2 =0; by Theorem 
1, a is central, R is commutative. 

Suppose now that R is of characteristic different from 3. Write 
d(x) =x’. In (16), replace x by a: 3aa’a?+<a'a’ —3a’a’a —a’a*=0, or 
a*a’ —a’a* = 3a*a'a — 3aa’a? = 3a(aa’ —a’a)a. Since aa’ —a’a is central 
by the hypothesis of this theorem, we find 

(17) aq’ — a’a® = 3(aa’ — a’a)a’, for alla E R. 

Furthermore, (aa’ —a’a)a=aa'a—a’a?. But (aa’ —a’a)a =a(aa’ —a’‘a) 
=a’a’' —aa’a; adding these last two, we obtain 

(18) 2(aa’ — a’a)a = a?a’ — a’ a’. 

In (16), replace x by ax’. 

3a7x"a? + atx” — 3a8x"a — ax’’a*® + 3aa’x’a? + aa’ x’ 

— 3a’a’'x'a — a’x’a® = 0. 

However, 
— 

3a?x"'a? + atx” — 3a*x"’a — ax’'a? 

= a(3ax'’a? + a*x” — 3a?x'’a — x’’a*) = 0, 

as is seeen from (16) by replacing x by x’. So 

(19) 3aa’x'a? + a®a’x’ — 3a7a'x’a — a’x'a® = 0 for all x, aE R. 

Multiply (16) on the left by a’. 

(20) 3a’ax’a? + a’a®x’ — 3a’a*x'a — a’x'a® = O. 

Subtract (20) from (19): 

3(aa’ — a’a)x’a? + (a’a’ — a’a*)x’ — 3(a2a’ — a’a”)x'a = 0 

for allx,aE R. 

Using (17) and (18), we arrive at, after dividing by 3, 

(aa’ — a’a)(x’a? + a®x’ — 2ax’a) = 0 forallxz,a€ R. 

If aa’ —a’aX0 for some a, then for that a, and all x, 

(21) xa? + ax’ — 2ax’a = 0. 

Replace x by ax in (21): 

ax’a? + a®x’ — 2a°x’a + a’xa? + a2a'x — 2aa'xa = 0; 
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= | since 

. ax’a? + a'x’ — 2a*x’a = a(x'a? + a*x’ — 2ax’a) = 0 

e by (21), we have 

, (22) a’xa? + a?a’x — 2aa’xa = 0 for all x € R. 

| Now in (21) replace x by a: a’a*+aa’ —2aa’a=0. Multiply this on 
2. | the right by x. 

(23) a’a*x + a®a’x — 2aa’ax = 0 for all x € R. 

" Subtract (23) from (22). 

(24) a’(xa? — a®x) — 2aa’(xa — ax) = 0 for all x € R. 

| Replace x by ax in (24). 

(25) a’a(xa? — a®x) — 2aa’a(xa — ax) = 0 forallxeE R. 

Multiply (24) by a on the left. 

(26) aa’(xa® — a®x) — 2a?a’(xa — ax) = 0 forallxE R. 

Subtract now (25) from (26): 

0, (aa’ — a’a)(xa® — a*x) — 2a(aa’ — a’a)(xa — ax) = 0 forallxE R. 

Since aa’ —a’a 0, 

R. (27) xa? — a’x — 2a(xa — ax) =0 =~ forall x € Rif aa’ — aa € 0. 

So xa?+a?x —2axa=0, a(ax—xa) =(ax—xa)a, I2=0. That is, a is 

central by Theorem 1 or else aa’ =a’a, if R is of characteristic differ- 
ent from 2. So when R is of characteristic not 2, aa’ =a’a for allaGR: 
Lemma 3 now finishes the proof. Let R finally be of characteristic 2. 
(27) says aa’=a’a or else a? is central, for all aE R. If aa’ Xa’a for 

some a € R, a? is central and not zero. For if a? = 0 then (a?)’ 
R. =aa’+a’a=0, aa’=a’a. Then a is not a divisor of zero, since if 

ya=0, ya?=0, y=0. Let x€ R; we shall prove that aa’ commutes 
with x*. Either (axa)? is central, or (axa)(axa)’=(axa)’(axa). If 

R. (axa)? is central, axa?xa is in the center of R. Then ax°a is in the center 
of R, since a? is; call it c. Then aca=a*c is in the center of R, and 

equals a*x*a?. So a*x*a? is in the center of R, and so is x?, whence x* 
commutes with aa’ if (axa)? is central. On the other hand, if x? is not 

central, then xx’=x'’x and (axa)(axa)’=(axa)’(axa). Then (axa) 

-(a’xa+ax'’a+axa’) = (a’xa+ax’a+axa')axa, or 

axaa'xa + axa*x’a + axa?xa’ = a’xa*xa + ax’a*xa + axa’axa. 
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Now a? is central, whence 

ax(aa’ + a’a)xa + (a(xx’ + x’x)a + ax?a’ + a’x?a)a? = 0. 

But xx’+x’x=0, and aa’+a’a is central so that 

(aa’ + a’a)ax*?a + (ax?a’ + a’x?a)a? = 0. 

Since a@ is not a right zero divisor, 

, / 2 , ‘9 . 
(aa’ + a’a)ax® + (ax?a’ + a’x*a)a = 0, | is 

ax?(aa’ + a’a) + (ax?a’ + a’x’a)a = 0, = 

ax?aa’ + ax?a’a + ax?a’a + a’x*?a? = 0. 

Thus ax*aa’ +a’x*a*? =0; a? is central so ax*aa’+a’a'x?=0; a is not a al 
left divisor of zero so x*aa’+aa’x?=0, for any x such that x? is not lo 

central, hence, for all x€R, as promised; otherwise aa’=a’a. Re- di 

course to the latter part of Lemma 3 shows a? central and aa’ central Ca 
or else aa’ =a’a. But in the former case, a-aa’ =aa’-a;: since a is nota al 
zero divisor, aa’ =a’a, for alla© R. Lemma 3 completes the proof. a 
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NONCOUNTABLE NORMALLY LOCALLY 
FINITE DIVISION ALGEBRAS 

IACOPO BARSOTTI 

A (commutative) field F is regular (see [1] of the bibliography) if it 

is not finite, and if in addition it is true that the direct (= Kronecker 
=tensor) product of two normal (=central) division algebras, of 
finite orders, over F is not a division algebra unless their orders are 
relatively prime; algebraic number fields and p-adic fields are ex- 
amples of regular fields. A division algebra & over a field F is normally 

locally finite if any finite subset of 2% is contained in a normal (over F) 

division sub-algebra of %& of finite order; in [1], such algebras were 
called “of type 1.” A subisomorphism of an algebra & over F is an 
algebra-isomorphism of %& into A, and it is proper if it is not onto. If 
% is a normally locally finite division algebra over the regular field F, 
without a finite basis over F, a characteristic sub-algebra of A is any 

normally locally finite division sub-algebra D of A, with countably 
infinite basis over F, having the property that any normally locally 
finite division sub-algebra of %, with finite or countable basis over F, 

is isomorphic to a sub-algebra of D. It was proved in [1] that any & 
of the previous type has a characteristic sub-algebra, unique but for 
isomorphisms; it was also proved that there exists a normally locally 

finite division algebra over the regular field F, with infinite non- 
countable basis, and with a given characteristic sub-algebra 9, if 

and only if D admits proper subisomorphisms; [1] contains a rather 
involved proof of the fact that any D admits proper subisomorphisms 
if F is not countable, and thus establishes the existence of normally 

locally finite division algebras, with infinite noncountable basis, over 
any noncountable regular field; this seems to be the only known 

example of such algebras. We shall present here a very simple proof 
of the same result, and will, at the same time, dispense with the 
condition of noncountability of F. 

(1). Lemma. Let UA, B, € be normal division algebras, of finite orders 

>1, over the (certainly infinite) field F, and suppose AXBXE also 

to be a division algebra; let m be an element of AXB but not of A. Then 
there exists ad€BXG, not zero, such that d-'mdEAXSH. 

In the previous statement, as in the rest of this paper, the identity 

Received by the editors April 3, 1957. 
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elements of the direct factors of a direct product of algebras are as- 
sumed to be coincident. 

ProoFr (being a modification, due to D. Zelinsky, of a proof by the 
author). Let c be an element of €, but not of F, and let 5 be an ele- 
ment of 8 such that mb+bm; such 6} exists because the commutator 
(=centralizer) of 8 in AXB is A, and mEA. Set x = bc ~0, so that 
also 1+x+0; if the lemma is false, we have xy = mx, (1+x)z=m(1+x) 

for suitable elements y, z of &XB; subtracting, we obtain m=z 
+x(z—y). If y=z, then m=z=y, xm=mx, bm=mb, a contradiction; 

if y¥z, then bc=x=(m—z)(z—y)-'CAXSB, also a contradiction, 
since c€¢ F, Q.E.D. 

For the convenience of the reader, we repeat here a portion of the 
statement of (6) of [1]: 

(2). Lemma. Let & be a normally locally finite division algebra, with 
countably infinite basis, over the field F; a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition in order that A admit a proper subisomorphism is that there 
exist a factorization 

Y= BoxBirx-:-:-: 

of A as a direct product of normal division algebras of finite orders >1 
over F,an mE Bo, and a sequence hy, he, - - - of elements of A, such that, 
after setting A:,=BoXBiX -- - XBi, the following conditions be satis- 
fied: 

(a) h;EA,; 
(b) hiss=hic; for a c;EBi X Biss: 

(c) there exists no 2:1CUi1 such that h;2z;.=mh;. 

We can now prove: 

(3). THEOREM. Let U be as in (2); then A admits a proper subiso- 
mor phism. 

Proor. By (29) of [1],' Mo cannot be transformed into itself by 
every inner automorphism of %,; hence there exist an mCW%o, and 

an hyC%;, with 4,0, such that h7'mh,;EAo. We shall now proceed 
to build the sequence {hi} of (2) by induction: assume the fy, - - - , h; 

to have been found; by (1) (after replacing & by W;1, B by Bi, € by 
Bis1, m by hy'mh,), there exists a c;€B;XBji41, not zero, such that 

Go (hy mh ccsEA;. Then hiii1=hjc; satisfies the conditions of (2), 
Q.E.D. 

1 This is the little theorem with a distinguished career, first proved in [2], which 
later came to be known as the Cartan-Brauer-Hua theorem (see for instance [3, Chap- 
ter VII, §13]); the proof given in [1] is the first elementary proof for the finite case. 
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(4). CoROLLARY. Let & be as in (2), and assume F to be regular; then 

there exists a normally locally finite division algebra over F, with infinite 
noncountable basis, having UA as characteristic sub-algebra. 

On the other hand, if F is not regular, the concept of characteristic 

sub-algebra loses meaning; however, from (3), and from a slight 
modification of the construction used to prove the sufficiency of (3) 
of [1], we still obtain: 

(5). COROLLARY. Let F bea field such that there exists a normally 

locally finite division algebra A with countably infinite basis over F; then 

there exists a normally locally finite division algebra over F, with infinite 
noncountable basis, having A as a sub-algebra. 

Remark. An examination of the proof of (3) of [1] discloses that 
all the normally locally finite division algebras, with infinite non- 
countable basis over F, whose existence has been established in this 

note, have a basis of cardinality Ni; the existence of normally locally 
finite division algebras over F, with a basis of cardinality >Nu, is 
still an open problem, at least when F is regular. 
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JORDAN DERIVATIONS OF PRIME RINGS' 

I. N. HERSTEIN 

1. Given any associative ring A one can construct from its opera- 
tions and elements a new ring, the Jordan ring of A, by defining the 

product in this ring to be ao b=ab+ba for all a, 5G A, where the 
product ab signifies the product of a and 6 in the associative ring A 
itself. 

If R is any ring, associative or otherwise, by a derivation of R we 
shall mean a function, ’, mapping R into itself so that 

(1) (F+sl=r+3’, 

(2) (rs)’ = r's + rs’ 

for all r, sER. 
By a Jordan derivation, ', of an associative ring A we shall mean a 

derivation of the Jordan ring formed from 4A; that is, for all a, DEA, 

(a o b)’=a’ 0 b+a 0 Db’. Writing this out in terms of the associative 
operations of A, a Jordan derivation, ’, of A is an additive mapping 
which satisfies (ab +ba)’ =a’b+ab’+)’a+ba’ for all a, DEA. 

In this paper we show that for a rather wide class of rings, namely 

prime rings of characteristic different from 2 (i.e. 2x =0 implies x =0) 
a Jordan derivation of A is automatically an ordinary derivation of 

A. The converse is, of course, trivially true. In the last part of the 
paper we modify the definition of a Jordan derivation in such a way 

that the definition given above is still the definition if the ring has 

characteristic different from 2, but which, in characteristic 2, (except 
for a very special case) enables us to obtain the result that a Jordan 
derivation, irrespective of the characteristic, is an ordinary deriva- 

tion whenever the ring is a prime ring. 

For most of this paper all rings considered will be of characteristic 

not 2; for such rings A a Jordan derivation, ’, can be defined by 

(1) (a+b) =a +0’, 

(2) (a?)’ = aa’ + a’a 

for all a, DEA. 
If a mapping * satisfied (a+b)* =a*+5* and (ab)*=b*a+ba%, it 

would certainly be a Jordan derivation but it would, in general, not 

Received by the editors April 8, 1957. 
1 The research for this paper was supported, in part, by an ONR grant to Yale 

University and in part by an NSF grant to the author. The idea of a Jordan deriva- 
tion was first raised in a conversation by Professor Irving Kaplansky. 
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be a derivation. Let us call such a mapping a reverse derivation. Since 
our aim is to show that Jordan derivations are, for prime rings, co- 
incident with ordinary derivations, one of our first aims will be to 
show that reverse derivations do not, in general, exist in prime rings. 
We begin with a lemma which holds in any arbitrary associative 

ring, namely, 

Lemma 1.1. Let A be any ring; fora€A let T(a)={rEA | r(ax —xa) 
=0 for all x€ A}. Then T(a) is a two-sided ideal of A. 

ProoF. Clearly T(a) is a left ideal of A. There remains but to show 

that if we&T(a), xCA, then ux€T(a). But then, for all rEA, 

u(axr —xra)=0. Thus u}{ (ax—xa)r+x(ar—ra)} =0. Since u€T(a), 
u({ax —xa) =0, and so we have that ux(ar—ra)=0 for all rE A. But 
then ux€T(a), whereby the lemma is proved. 
We recall a ring A is said to be a prime ring if xAy = (0) for x, yEA 

implies that either x=0 or y=0. Equivalently, a prime ring is one 
where the right annihilator of a nonzero right ideal is merely (0). 
We now have 

LEMMA 1.2. If A is a prime ring and if aGA 1s not in Z, the center of 
A, then T(a) =(0). 

ProoF. Since a@Z, for some bE A, ab—ba ¥0. If T(a) ¥(0), then 

since 7(a)(ab— ba) = (0), the right ideal T(a) would be annihilated by 

a nonzero element, which, by the definition of a prime ring, excludes 
the possibility that T(a) ~(0). So T(a) =(0). 

2. Reverse derivations of prime rings. In this section we dispose of 
the possibility of the occurrence of reverse derivations in prime rings 
with 

THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a prime ring and suppose that * 1s a nonzero 
reverse derivation of A. Then A is a commutative integral domain and * 

is an ordinary derivation of A. 

Proor. Let a, b, cE A. Thus 

(1) (a(bc))* = (bc)*a + (bc)a* = c*ba + ch*a + dca*. 

Also 

(2) ((ab)c)* = c*(ab) + c(ab)* = c*(ab) + ch*a + cha*. 

However, a(bc) = (ab)c, so the results of (1) and (2) must be equal. 
Thus, on comparing them, we obtain 

(3) c*(ab — ba) = (bc — cb)a* for all a, b, cE A. 
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If, in (3), we put b=c we see that 

(4) b*(ab — ba) = 0 for alla € A. 

But then b*€7(b). Hence if 6*#0, T(6) must be different from 

(0). By Lemma 1.2 this yields that DZ, the center of A. That is, if 

bEA is such that 6* 0 then DEZ. 
Suppose now that b€A is such that 6* =0. Since * is not the zero 

mapping, there is an a@€A so that a*+0. By the paragraph above, 

aGZ. Also (a+b)*=a*+b*=a*+0, so, again, a+b€Z. Conse- 
quently it follows that b©Z. Thus if b*=0 or if b* +0 the net result 

is that b|€Z. Thus A=Z, so A must be commutative; since it is a 
prime ring, it must then be a commutative integral domain. But then 

(ab)* = b*a+ba* =ab*+<a*b, so it is an ordinary derivation of A. 

3. Jordan derivations of prime rings. The aim of this section is to 

establish that any Jordan derivation of a prime ring of characteristic 
#2 is a derivation. We assume throughout this section that A is a 
prime ring of characteristic ~2. 

LemMA 3.1. If ’ is a Jordan derivation of A then for all a, bEA, | 

(aba)’ =a'ba+ab’a+aba’. 

ProorF. Since (a?)’=aa’+a’a when we linearize this by replacing a 

by a+) we obtain | 

(1) (ab + ba)’ = a’'b + ab’ + B’'a + bo’ §6foralla,DE A. 

Consider W = (a(ab+ba) +(ab+56a)a)’. On the one hand, using (1) | 
we see that 

W = a’(ab + ba) + a(ab + ba)’ + (ab + ba)’a + (ab + da)a’ 

a’ab + a’ba + a(a’b + ab’ + b’a + ba’) + (a’b + ab’ + b’a + ba’)a 

+ (ab + ba)a’ 

a’ab + 2a’ba + aa’b + a2b’ + 2aba’ + 2ab’a + daa’ + b’a? + ba’a. 

On the other hand, 

Ww { (a% + ba?) + 2aba}’ = (a?)'’b + a2b’ + b’a? + b(a)’ + 2(aba)’ 

= a’ab + aa’b + ab’ + b’a? + baa’ + ba’a + 2(aba)’. 

Comparing the two expressions, so obtained, for W we arrive at 
2(aba)’ = 2(a'’ba+ab’a+aba’), and since the characteristic of A is not 

2, (aba)’ =a’ba+ab’a+aba’, which is the contention of the lemma. 
We linearize the result of Lemma 3.1 by replacing a by a+c and 

so arrive at 



a)’ 

at 
not 

and 
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LemMA 3.2. For all a, b, cE A, (abe+cba)’ =a'bc+c'ba+ab’c+cb’a 
+abe’ +cba’. 

We now turn to the key 

LEMMA 3.3. For all a, bE A, ((ab)’ —a’b—ab’)(ab—ba) =0. 

Proor. Consider W =(ab(ab)+(ab)ba)’. Using Lemma 3.2, with 
c=ab we obtain 

W = (ab)(ab)’ + (ab)ba’ + ab’(ab) + (ab)b’a + a’b(ab) + (ab)’ba. 

However, 

W | ((ab)? + aba)’ = ((ab)?)’ + (ab?a)’ 

(ab)(ab)’ + (ab)’(ab) + a’b?a + a(b*)’a + ab?a’ 

(ab)(ab)’ + (ab)’ab + a’b?a + abb’a + ab’ba + ab?a’ 

by Lemma 3.1. 
Comparing the two expressions so obtained for W, we see that 

ab’(ab) + a’b(ab) + (ab)’(ba) = (ab)’(ab) + a’b?a + ab'(ba). 

Transposing and collecting terms, it follows that 

((ab)’ — a’b — ab’)(ab — ba) = 0. 

On linearizing the result of Lemma 3.3 we reach 

lI 

I 

LEMMA 3.4. For all a, b, cEA 

(1) {(ab)’ — a’b — ab’} (cb — bc) + {(cd)’ — cb — cb’} (ab — ba) = 0 

and 

(2) {(ab)’ — a’b — ab’} (ca — ac) — { (ca)’ —ca- ca’} (ba — ab) = 0. 

Suppose that ab=ba. The first identity in the statement of Lemma 

3.4 then reduces to ((ab)’—a’b—ab’)(ch—bc) =0 for all cE A. Thus 

(ab)’—a’b—ab’ET(b). If bEZ, by Lemma 1.2, T7(b) =(0) and so it 
would follow that (ab)’—a’b—ab’=0. Similarly, using the second 
identity in the statement of Lemma 3.4, if a@€Z it would follow that 
(ab)’ —a’b—ab’ =0. So suppose that both a, b€Z. If A=Z, that is, 

if A is commutative, then since (ab+ba)’=a’b+ab’+b’a+ba’, 
2(ab)’ = 2(a’b+-ab’) for all a, bE A and so (ab)’ =a’b+<ab’. So we sup- 

pose that A ~Z. Then there is a c@ A, c¥Z. From the above, since 

c€Z, a+cEZ, and since bec=cb, b(a+c)=(a+c)b, (cb)’=c'b+cb’, 
(cb+-ab)’ = ((c+a)b)’ = (c+a)’b+(c+a)b’ =c’'b+cb’+a'b+ab’. Thus 
we conclude here also that (ab)’=a’b+ab’. We have proved 
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Lemna 3.5. If a, b€ A and if ab=ba then (ab)’ =a’'b+ab’. 

LEMMA 3.6. If a, bE A and if ab=0 then 0=(ab)’ =a'b+abd’. 

Proor. If ba=0 then ab=ba=0, which, by Lemma 3.5, implies 

that 0 =(ab)’=a’b+ab’. 
So we suppose that ba~0. By Lemma 3.4 

(1) ((ab)’ — a’b — ab’)(ca — ac) + ((ca)’ — c’a — ca’)(ba — ad) = 0. 

If we multiply (1) from the right by }, since ab=0, it reduces to 

(2) ((ab)’ — a’b — ab’)ach = 0 for alle € A. 

Since ba ~0, b¥0. Since we are in a prime ring (2) implies that 
((ab)’ —a’b—ab’)a=0. That is, since ab=0, 

(3) (a’b + ab’)a = O. 

Now (3) holds for all 6 so that ab=0. If ab=0 then for all rE A, 

a(brb) =0. Using brb for b in (3) we have that (a’(brb) +a(brb)’)a =0. 
By Lemma 3.1, (brb)’ =b’rb+br’b+5rb’, so a(brb)’ =ab’rb. Our rela- 
tion then becomes (a’brb+ab’rb)a=0 for all rE A. That is, 

(a’b+<ab’)rba =0. Since we have assumed that ba+~0 and since we 
are in a prime ring, we are now forced to conclude that a’b+ab’ =0. 
This is the statement of Lemma 3.6, which is now thereby proved. 

Coro iary. If a, bE A and tf ab=0 then (ba)’=b’a+ba’. 

Proor. By Lemma 3.6, a’b+ab’=0. But (ba)’=(ab+ba)’=a’b 
+ab’+b’a+ba’ =b’a+hba’. 

LEMMA 3.7. If a, b©A and if ab=0 then for all cE A, ((ba)c)’ 

= (ba)'’c+(ba)c’. 

Proor. By Lemma 3.2, (cab+bac)’ =c’ab+b'ac+ca'b+ba'c+cab’ 
+bac’. Since ab=0, this reduces to 

((ba)c)’ = b’ac + ba’c + bac’ + c(a’b + abd’) 

= b’ac + ba'c + bac’ by Lemma 3.6 

= (ba)’c + (ba)c’ by the corollary to Lemma 3.6. 

Let V= {ac A| (ax)’ =a’x+ax’ for all x€ A}. As we have seen by 

Lemma 3.7, if ab=0 then ba€ V. 
For the sake of convenience of writing we introduce the symbol, 

for a, b€ A, of a® to mean a= (ab)’ = (ab)’—a’b—ab’. 

We note: 

(1) atte = @ + a‘, 
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JORDAN DERIVATIONS OF PRIME RINGS 

(2) a’ = — 5. 

Property (2) is merely a restatement of the fact that ’ is a Jordan 

derivation of A. Our aim is to show that a°=0 for all a, DEA. 

LEMMA 3.8. If t€ V and t@Z and tf ut=tu then uC V. 

Proor. By Lemma 3.4 

(1) a*(bc — cb) + c*(ab — ba) = 0. 

If t=cEV then = —b‘'=0 for all b€ A. Thus, in this case, (1) re- 
duces to 

(2) a°(th — bt) = 0 for all a,b € A. 

We linearize (2) with regard to } and obtain 

(3) a*(tc — ct) + a*(th — bt) = 0 for all a, b,c € A. 

If ut=tu, putting b= in (3) we have 

(4) a“(ic — ct) = 0 for all a,c € A. 

Thus a“€ T(t). Since t GZ, by Lemma 1.2, T(t) = (0), and so a*=0 
for all aE A. Thus u*=0 for all-.a@€A, from which it follows that 
uc V. 

LEMMA 3.9. If aE A and a?=0 then ac V. 

Proor. Since a?=0, for all rE A, a-ar=0. Thus, by Lemma 3.7, 
(ar)a€& V. If a=0 it is clearly in V. If we assume that a0, then 

ara #0 for some r€A, by the primeness of A. But a(ara) = (ara)a=0. 
Since ara ~0, (ara)? =0 and since A is a prime ring, araG@Z. Thus by 
Lemma 3.8 with t=ara€ V and u=a we obtain that aE V. 

Lema 3.10. If c, dE V then b*(cd—dc) =0 for all a, bEA. 

Proor. As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, since c, dE V, b*(cd—dc) 
+b%(ac—ca)=0. Since dE V, b¢=0 and so 6%(cd—dc)=0 for all 
a, b€A results. 

Suppose that “CA satisfies u2=0. By Lemma 3.9, uC V. If, in 
addition x?=0, x is also in V. Thus by Lemma 3.10, 6*(ux—xu) =0 

for all a, BCA. If we multiply this from the right by u, using u2?=0 

we obtain 

(1) beuxu = 0 for alla, b€ A. 

Now, for any c, d@€ A, c*(cd —dc) =0, so, for any rE A, ((cd —dc)rc*)? 

=0. In (1) let u=(cd—dc)rc4 and let x=(ab—ba)sb*. (1) then be- 

comes 
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(1)’ b*(cd — dc)rc*(ab — ba)sb*(cd — dc)rc* = 0 for all v7, s € A. 

Thus {6%(cd—dc)rc#(ab —ba) } s{ b*(cd —dc)rc*(ab — ba) } =0, for all 

r, s©A. Since A is a prime ring we must have that b*(cd—dc)rc* 
-(ab—ba) =0 for all r© A. Thus, since A is a prime ring either b*(cd 
—dc) =0 or c4(ab—ba) =0 for all a, b, c, dE A. 

In particular, putting d=b, b*(cbh—bc) =0 or c(ab—ba) =0 for all 

a, b, cEA. 
However, by Lemma 3.4, b%(bc—cb)+c(ab—ba) =0. Since, from 

the above, one or the other of the terms on the left hand side of this 
equation must always be 0, we can conclude that each is separately 0 
for all choices of a, 6, c. In consequence we have that b*(bc—cb) =0 

for all a, b, cE A. Thus, for any a€A, b*CT(b). If bEZ then T(d) 

= (0) by Lemma 1.2; so, in that case 6*=0 for all a€@ A. On the other 
hand, if b€Z, since ba=ab for all aE A, 6°=0 by Lemma 3.5. So 
for all b and a in A, 6*=0. That is, for all a, |€ A, (ab)’ —a’b—ab’ =0. 

Thus we have proved 

THEOREM 3.1. If A is a prime ring of characteristic different from 2 

then any Jordan derivation of A is an ordinary derivation of A. 

4. Jordan derivations in prime rings of characteristic 2. If one 
glances through the proofs of the lemmas leading up to Theorem 3.1 
one notices that the fact that the characteristic is not 2 is used only in 

two places, namely in the proof of Lemma 3.1 where we showed that 
(aba)’ =a’ba+ab’a+aba’ and in the proof of Lemma 3.5 when we 
needed to dispose of the case in which A was commutative. 

If we redefine a Jordan derivation of any ring to be: 

(1) (a+ b/=a+0'; 

(2) (a?)’ = aa’ + a’a; 

(3) (aba)’ = a’ba + ab’a + aba’ 

then if the characteristic is not 2 we have not added any restriction 
in assuming property (3) for it is a consequence of (1) and (2). But 
now, with this new definition, and the remark of the paragraph above 

we have 

THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a prime ring of characteristic 2. Then if A is 
not a commutative integral domain, any Jordan derivation of A is an 

ordinary derivation. 

YaLe UNIVERSITY AND 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 
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A THEOREM ON CONTINUED FRACTIONS 

IRVING REINER 

1. Introduction. Let [a:,---, a,] denote the simple continued 

fraction whose successive quotients a;, - --, a, are elements of a 
field K. Following the procedure of Milne-Thompson,! define the 
formal numerator P and formal denominator Q of this continued 
fraction by means of 

» COs <aPre 1 o/\1 0 1 o/\o/ \os 

For brevity, we write [a;, - - - ,a,]~P/Q. 
Now let K be a skew-field, and let R= K [x] be the ring of poly- 

nomials in an indeterminate x with coefficients in K, where we assume 

that x commutes with all elements of K. For fi, - - - , fa€R, define 
[fi, -- - ,fn]~P/Q where (as above) 

2% 2 1 tT. VSI P 

o.. Gad ate 1 o/\1 0 1 0/\o Q 

Next let f—f* denote any homomorphism of (R, +) into itself 
which leaves K elementwise fixed, and satisfies (af)*=af* for all 
a€K, fER. We shall prove: 

THEORE™M. If f,, - - - , fxGR are such that [f,, - - - , fe) ~P/Q where 
P, QEK, then also [ff, - - - , ff |~P/OQ. 

Thus, any identity of the form [f,, - - - , fi] ~P/Q, P, OEK, de- 

pends only upon the additive structure of R, and not upon its mul- 
tiplicative structure. This result will be basic in a future paper on the 
automorphisms of GL,(R).? 

2. Several lemmas will be needed for the proof of the theorem. 

Lema 1. Let [f,, - -- , fal~P/Q, where fi, - - -, faGR. Suppose 
that f,, frais + - > fs (s2r) satisfy 

0 poten EDK DCD 
1 0 1 0 bd 

Set e=dc—, fi... =dfssic, fir2=Cfer2d, - - -. Then 

Presented to the Society April 6, 1957; received by the editors March 18, 1957. 
1 Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society, 1933. 
*1. Reiner, A new type of automorphism of the general linear group over a ring, to 

appear in Annals of Mathematics. 
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where t is either b or c, depending on the parity of n—s. 
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(4) 
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eG a ed 

which readily implies (4). 

LemMMA 2. Let fi,---, faER, fi€K, fraGK, n>1. Define 
[fi te » fn|~P:/Qi, 1<isn. If both P; and Q, lie in K, then there | 
exists a run of consecutive elements f,,---, fs (1<rSs<n) such that | 
(3) holds. 

Proor. Suppose that for every run of consecutive elements 
fr» ++ +, fe which lie in K, we have [f,,---, f.|J~a/b with a0. 

We shall obtain a contradiction. Using (2), we have 

P; = fiP isi + Qi+1, 0; = P ish, 1 = i > ii 1, 

Consequently 

(5) If deg P; S deg Qi, and if f; € K, then deg Pi, < deg Qi4:. 

Since deg P; Sdeg Qi, and f, EK, (5) shows that deg P2.<deg Q». | 
If also foGK, we have likewise: deg P;<deg Q3. We may continue 
this process until we reach the first of the elements fj, fo, - - - which 

lies in K, say f,; then deg P,<deg Q,. Let s be chosen so that f,, ---, 
f-EK, fesrxEK. By the supposition at the beginning of the proof, 

we have [f,, - - - ,f.|~a/b with a¥0. Setting 

Gad G dG 2 

we have at once 
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P, _ aP,,1 + CO.41, 0, = bP ass + dQ, 41. 

Since deg P,<deg Q,, surely deg P,41>deg Q,4: is impossible. Hence 
deg P.41Sdeg Qy41. 

We may therefore continue this process of descent, eventually ob- 

taining deg P,, Sdeg Q,. However, P,=f,, Q,=1, and f,@K, so we 

have reached a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now prove the theorem stated in §1, by induction on k. The 

theorem obviously holds for k=1. Suppose it proved for 1<k<n—1, 

where n= 2, and suppose that [fi, - - - , f4]~P/Q, where both P and 
Q lie in K; we shall show that [ff, - - - , ff |~P/@Q. 

To begin with, assume that f,G@ K. Then (2) implies 

Gd Cte ee 1 0 1 o/\o/ \a -f/\ 07 

By the induction hypothesis this remains valid when each f; (1 Sin) 
is replaced by ff; hence (2) also remains valid under this replacement. 

Secondly, assume that f,€ K. Since the result follows trivially from 

the induction hypothesis when f, =0, we need only consider the case 
where f, ~0. Equation (2) may then be written as 

Ga TM de OT od 

xT do) 

provided that 7 is even, with an analogous result for odd n. By the 
induction hypothesis, this remains valid under the substitution 
f-—f*, which again implies the desired result. 

We are thus left with the case where n22, fi¢K, faG@K, and 

lf. -- +, fn]~P/Q with both P and Q in K. By Lemma 2, there 
exists a run of consecutive elements f,, - - - , fs (s2r) satisfying (3). 
Keeping the notation of Lemma 1, equation (2) implies the validity 
of (4), with #0. Upon multiplying the successive quotients 
fa,-*-+-+,f1 in (4) by ¢ or ¢~! (according to the method used in the 

preceding paragraph), equation (4) reduces to an equation of type 

(2). This new equation of type (2) remains true under the substitu- 
tion f—f*, as a consequence of the induction hypothesis. Therefore 
also (4) remains true under f—f*; as above, we deduce that the 
original equation (2) remains correct under the substitution f—/*. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 



LOGARITHMIC SEQUENCES 

JOSEPH MILKMAN 

Introduction. M. Augustin-Louis Cauchy in his famous Cours 

d’ Analyse de l’ecole Royale Polytechnique (Part I, Analyse Algébrique, 

Chapter 5, page 109), published in 1821, gives a beautiful proof that 
the only continuous solution of the functional equation f(x) +f(y) 
=f(xy), where f(x) is defined for all real numbers x, is the function 

f(x) =alnx. Cauchy’s proof reduces the equation to the Cauchy 

equation f(x)+f(y)=f(x+y). In 1905 G. Hamel in the Mathe- 
matische Annalen proved that the discontinuous solutions of Cauchy’s 
equation are totally discontinuous. In 1919 in the Transactions of the 
American Mathematical Society B. Blumberg proved that the only 
measurable function satisfying Cauchy’s equation is the function Ax, 
hence the only measurable solution of f(x) +/(y) =f(xy) is a In x. In 
the past thirty-five years there have been a number of papers on 

these functional equations where the domain of the independent vari- 

able has usually been the real number system. In 1946 P. Erdos 
proved by analytic number theory techniques that if f(m) is additive 
and f(m+1)=f(m) then f(m) =c In m (Ann. of Math. vol. 47 (1946)). 

This implies “If f(m+1)>f(m) and f(m)+/(n)=f(mn) hold for all 
positive integers m and n, then f(m) =c In m,” a result for which the 

author obtained a more elementary proof in 1950 (Proc. Amer. Math. 
Soc. vol. 1, no. 4). In a problem of designing a computating mecha- 
nism the author considered the monotone solutions of f(x)+/(y) 

=f(xy) where the domain of the independent variable is the finite set 
of integers 1, 2, ---, m. This led him to the notion of logarithmic 

sequences, the subject of this paper. 
DEFINITION. Logarithmic Sequence. A logarithmic sequence is a 

set of m real numbers a;, i=1, 2, - - - , m such that 

(1)0 Sa; 31, 

(2) a. + a1 < a, + a, if kl < 4s, 

(3) ag + a: = a, + a, if ki = rs, 

n is called the order of the logarithmic sequence. 
NOTATION. ~;: For rSm and sSn form all the different products 

rs. The sequence fy, po, ps, - - « , P is the sequence of all these distinct 

products arranged in increasing order of magnitude. 
s;: Corresponding to the logarithmic sequence a;, 7=1, 2,---,m 

and p;=rs,i1=1, 2,---,t we define s;=a,+a,. 

Presented to the Society April 16, 1955; received by the editors March 24, 1955 
and, in revised form, February 24, 1956. 
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The s,; are monotonically increasing. 

Ag: Ai = Sun — 5: >0 fori = 1,2,---,#—1. 

MinA(a) denotes the smallest A; for a given logarithmic sequence 
dj. 

1 DEFINITION. Maximizing Sequence. mj, mz, - - - , m, is a maximiz- 

ing sequence if it is a logarithmic sequence and min A(m) = min A(a) 
for all logarithmic sequences aj, a2, - - - , Gn. 

PROPERTIES OF LOGARITHMIC SEQUENCES OF ORDER 1. 

1. a;<a2<a3--- <a, for p;=i when i=1, 2,---, m and s; 
=a,+a; by definition a;+a,;<a,;+a2.< --- <aj;+a,. 

} 2. minA(a) S(2—s,)/(t—1) for s;>s; for i=1, 2, ---,¢#—1, 

$= an +a, S141=2, 
: 

s>s5=a,+a4,20 fori > 1, 

| 2 IV Se= 5, +4,+A24+ ooo Ags, 

2— 52% Ar t+ Act - +> + Ass 

3. minA(a) S(s,—s,)/(p—g)- 
4. If ay, G2, - - - , ke, - > *,@, is a logarithmic sequence of order n 

then a1, @2, - - - , a is a logarithmic sequence of order k: 
5. Ai>A:>As> --- >An-s. 

Proor. For k<z there is an r such that 2a;=s, and 

Ox41 + Oe-1 = Sy-1, 

f Zan > Ge41 + Ge-1, 

Api > Ax. 

6. If Pibi = P-Pj = some Ps then Si— Sj =Sp— Se =Ajt+Ajir eee 

+Aj-1. 
7. If mis a prime t(m) =i(n—1)+2n. 

8. Ava =Ay_2=An_s for 5,=2Gq, S¢-1=Gn+Gn_; and Sp-2=2ay-1. 
9. In the system of linear inequalities A;>0 for i=1, 2, -- -,#—1, 

the inequalities i=1, 2, - - - , m—1 are superfluous. 

ProoF. If i<m let ),=2i and p,=2(i+1) then s,=a,+a; and 

St = Ge + Gini, St — Se = Gigs — a; = Ay = Ay + Angi + ++ - + Av. 

Hence if 

P n/2Si<n, Ai = Ae + Agi t- +++ Ari, ken 

. if 

n/4 = i< n/2, A; A. + Ace a i oe Ai-1, k = n/2 
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if 

n/2°>si<n/2™"', A; = Apt Anit-:---+ Ars, &2 2/2”. 

10. Let the logarithmic sequence a, a2, - - - , a, be represented by 
the position vector a=(a:,---, @,) in m-dimensional Euclidean 

space. If a and 0b represent logarithmic sequences then ka 
= (ka, kao, - - - , kan) forO<k<1 and (ma+nb)/(m-+n) for all m>0 
and ”>0 represent logarithmic sequences. The set of points L repre- 
senting logarithmic sequences is convex, connected and dense in it- 
self. 

11. If pi, po, ps, - - - , Px are all the primes less than or equal to n, 

then a1, @p,, Gp. °**, @p, determine the logarithmic sequence 

aq, a2, a3, = Tas » An- 
12. If 

| d2| | A: | 
| | 
as| | As 

a=\- |, A=| - m= a, = 0 
| |. 

| Gn | | An-1 

and 

1 0 0 0 

1 0 

3 0 | 

A= 

se Bice § i 

2 one BOT 

then in matrix notation a=AA and A=A~—a. 
13. If pi, po, +++, pe are the primesS<m, a,=0 and s;="4p, 

+foidp,+ -** +p, for 7=1, 2,---, ¢—1 then the rank of the 

matrix 

fui Pag °° Ph | 

ro eet * Che 

R= | 

Teed °° * TaCe—1) 
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is k and 

| Ai ap, | 
| | | 
iA a 

Aum|- 4—R\"”| 

: | 
Aisi | ap, 

where AR has rank k. ; 

PROPERTIES OF MAXIMIZING SEQUENCES ™,, Mo, * - +, Mn. 
1. m,=0 and m,=1. 

Proor. Assume m, <1 and let \=1/m,>1. 
The sequence ym is a logarithmic sequence. 

si(Am) = Asi(m), 

Ai(Am) = Am) fori = 1,2,---,¢—1 

min A(Am) = \ min A(m) > min A(m) 

contrary to the assumption that m was a maximizing sequence. Hence 
m,=1. 

0 < mM; Mm, < i. 

(m_ — my) + (m: — m) < (m, — m) + (m, — m) when kl < rs, 

(my. — my) + (mi — m) = (m, — m) + (m, — m) when kl = rs. 

Therefore m;—m, is a logarithmic sequence. 

si(m — m) = sm) — 2m, 

As;(m — m) = As;(m), 

min A(m — m,) = min A(m) or m — m, 

is a Maximizing sequence and m,—m,=1=m,. Hence m,=0. 
2. Ai=A2+A; for Ai=se and s4=25e. 

3. Dt A;=2, 7-1 A;=1 and hence )'A;=1. 

4. minA(m) of a maximizing sequence of order »Smin A(m) of a 

maximizing sequence of order k if »>k. This is a consequence of 
property 4 of logarithmic sequences. 

5. If ai, do, -- +, @, and by, be, - - - , bs are maximizing sequences 
and A;,(a) =min A(a), then A;,(a) =A;(b) for at least one k for which 
A.(a) = min A(a). 

ProoF. A;(a+)/2 =(A;(a) +A;(b))/2>A;(a) for all i except those 
for which A;(a) =A;(b) =A,(a). The inequality cannot hold for all i 
since a is a maximizing sequence. Hence there must be a & such that 

A.(a) = A,(6) = min A(a) = min A(d). 
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THEOREM I. A maximizing sequence of order n exists for every natural 

number n. 

Proor. Let L be the set of points a=(q, dz, - - - , @,) in m dimen- 

sional Euclidean space for which a is a logarithmic sequence. The set 

L is bounded since it lies inside the rectangle 0 Sx;<1. Let L be the 
closure of L. If x=(x1, x2, - - -, Xa) is in ZL then s;(x) =x,+-x, (when 
pi=rs) is a continuous function of x in L for i=1, 2,---, ¢. Ai(x) 
= $i41(x) —Ssi(x) is a continuous function of x in L for i=1, 2,---, 

t—1. Let min A(x) be the minimum of A;(x) for fixed x and variable 7. 
Min A(x) is a continuous function of x on L, a closed bounded set. 
Hence there is a point m in L at which min A(x) is a maximum. We 

will show that m is in L and hence is a maximizing sequence. 
m is a limit point of logarithmic sequences. There exists a sequence 

of points, belonging to L, l‘=(I, 4, - - - , 4) with m as a limit. 

Si<h<---<hs1 fori =1,2,3,---, 

Sm Sm:S Sm, 3 1. 

Suppose m,=m,4;, then s,(m)=m,+m and 5,4:(m)=m,41+m. 
A,(m)=0 and hence min A(m) <0 contrary to m being a maximum 
point for min A(m) since log, 1, i=1, 2, - - - , m is a logarithmic se- 

quence with min A>0. Therefore 

0S m < m2 < m3 < +++ < Mp. 

R+i<k+d it bb <rs. 

Hence m-+m,Sm,+m, if ki<rs or s,:(m)Ss2(m)Ss3(m)S --- 

Ss,(m). Suppose s;(m) =5sj4:(m) then A;(m)=0 and min A(m) $0 

which is impossible. Therefore m.+mi<m,+m, if kil<rs. Finally 
LAh=+4 if kl=rs implies m.+m,=m,+m, if kl=rs and hence m 

is a logarithmic sequence and therefore a maximizing sequence. 

LEMMA. A maximum minimum point of a finite set of hyperplanes 

can be determined in a finite number of operations, if the set of hyper- 
planes has a maximum minimum point. Furthermore the maximum 
minimum potnt lies in a level intersection of a subset of the hyperplanes. 

Proor. Let L;= 7-1 ax; +c, 4=1, 2,---,m be ma linear func- 
tions of the p variables x, x2, - - - , x, or the point X =(x, x2, - - - ,X») 
in p-dimensional Euclidean space. Min L;(X) denotes the function 

of X whose value is the smallest number of the set L;(X), L2(X), -- -, 
L,(X). We wish to determine a point X for which Min L;(X) is a 
maximum. Geometrically this is the problem of having given m opaque 

hyperplanes L=L,;(X) in p+1 dimensional space and considering 
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the L axis as the up and down axis, to find the highest point an ob- 

server below all these hyperplanes can see i.e. the highest point in 
the closed convex region bounded by L= Min L,(X). To find this 
point we will start at an arbitrary point of Min L;(X) and determine 

a path, consisting of a finite number of line segments which are al- 
ways going up and lead us to our destination.' 

Select any point X'=(xj, x}, - - - , x}) in p dimensional Euclidean 

space. Let our linear forms be labelled so that L,(X*') = Min L,(X"). 
Any ray / starting at X' may be expressed in the normal form: 

xj=xj+b;s with 5°? b7=1, s20. Along | we have L,(X)= >? ax} 
+albjs +c; and dL,/ds = >°? aib,. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
dL,/ds is a maximum when );=a/j/( (a)? /2, Let 1, denote the ray 

x;=x}+als/( >> (ai)*) "2. If af =0 for j=1, 2,---, p, ie. Ly=c, then 
X' is a maximum point (there may be a p—1 dimensional manifold 

of such points). If aj~0 for some j and the ray /, does not contain 
any points for which L,(X) =L,(X), 1#1, then L;(X)>LZ,(X) at all 
points on /; and there is no point for which Min L;(X) is a maximum. 

If the ray /, does have points for which L,(X) =L;(X), i#1, let X? 

be the point on /; corresponding to the smallest value of s for which 
this condition is satisfied. Denote by L.(X) the (or one of the linear 
functions) L;{X) for which L,(X*) = L,(X*) S$L,(X*) for i>2. X? lies 
in the p—1 dimensional manifold 7, on which L;(X) = L.(X), deter- 

mined by the equations 

= S; i=1,2,---,p-—1, 

4 j op P 
Lp = 7. (a) — a2); + C1 — C2) /(a2 — a). 

1 

In this manifold 

P j P j P P 
ae 5 @\Sj; — a >> o28; + cide — C20} 

1 1 

—a 

Any ray / in m starting at X? may be written in the normal form: 

s3=+b;s, 50? =1, s20, j=1, 2,---, p—1. Along J, 

dl, —* ene, - ares 
—_= z. c3b; where cj = ————- 
ds 1 ay— ai 

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality dZ,/ds is a maximum for }; 
=c;/( >-G)"?. We denote by ip the ray s;=x3+c,;s/( 0d)". If c;=0 

1 Suggested by Professor J. F. Paydon, U. S. Naval Academy. 
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for 7=1,2,---,p—1 or 7 is the level intersection of L=L,(X) and 
L=L,(X), we investigate the question; “Is there any ray starting at 
X*, along which J; and all other LZ; for which L,(X?)=L,(X°), 

labelled as Le, L3, - - - , Ly are increasing functions?” If the answer 
is in the negative X? is a point for which min L;(X) is a maximum. 
Let x;=x7+)it be any ray emanating from X? then along this ray 

dL ;/dt= > 5.1 a4b;, t=1, 2,---, k. A question equivalent to the 
above is, “Are the inequalities 

bp - 
(1) om ab; > 0,i1=1,2,--- & consistent?” 

j=1 

The consistency of such a set of inequalities may be determined by 

applying the existence theorems of Dines or Carver (L. L. Dines, 
Linear inequalities, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. (1930) p. 393). If the 

system (1) is consistent a set of b; satisfying (1) may be found by the 
method of Dines (L. L. Dines, Systems of linear inequalities, Ann. of 

Math. vol. 20 (1919) pp. 191-198). Using the 5; that satisfy (1) we 
can find a point P# X? on the ray x; =x; +5; such that L;(P) $L,(P) 
fori=1,2,---,kandj>k. Min L,(P)>Min L;(X:2). We now repeat 
the above procedure starting at P as we did starting at X'. 

If c;#0 for some j, then there is a gradient ray /,. If there is no 
point X* on /, for which L,(X*) = L.(X*) = L;(X*) for some 1>2 then 
there is no maximum value of Min L,(X). If there is such an X® let 
it be the one corresponding to the smallest value of s on J2. We call 

L;(X) the (or a) linear function for which L,(X?*) = L.(X*) = L3(X?) 

=L{X*) for «>3. Proceed as above in the manifold z2 in which 
L,(X) =L.(X) =L3(X) and determine J, etc. 

Continuing in this way if X* exists, the manifold z,; in which 
L,(X)=L,(X)= --- =L,(X) (assuming these r—1 equations are 

independent, if not we take a smaller r) is determined by x;=5;, 
t=1, 2, 3,---, p—r+1 and the x;, j=p—r4+2, p—r+3,---,p 

obtained by substituting x;=s;,i=1, 2,---, p—r+1 in the r—1 

equations L,(X)=L.(X)= - - - =L,(X) and solving for x;. Any ray 
in 7,1 emanating from X” has the form 

(2) s; = x, + ds =1,2,---p—-r+i,s20, 5b; =1. 

Let 
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where A; is the cofactor of the ith element in the last column of D. 
Along the ray (2). 

dl, 
-= > c;b; where c; 

ds i 

dL 2 2 
. is a maximum for b; = c; (x é) 

Axa; 
3 

ie 
ll 

5 

for j=1, 2,---, p—r+1. We denote by /, the ray 

y= steel ZA)" 

and proceed as we did for /, above. 

Since only a finite number of linear functions L; are given, there 

exist a finite number of level intersections of a subset of the Hyper- 
planes L=L;. Hence if Max L;(X) exists, its maximum points will 
lie in a level intersection which will be reached in a finite number of 
operations as indicated above. 

COROLLARY. If the inequalities (1) are replaced by 

v . 

(12) > ab; = 0 a eee 
j=l 

and there exist no solutions (bi, be, - - - , by) of (1') other than the trivial 
solution b;=0, then X* or more generally X°* is the only point which 

makes min L;(X) a maximum. For this implies that there is no direction 

we can go from X* without some L;(X) decreasing for i=1, 2,3,---, 
r—1. 

The following theorem due to Carver is useful in showing that (1') 
has no nontrivial solutions: “A necessary and sufficient condition that 
the system )°?_,ajx;20, i=1, 2,---, m admit a solution 

(x1, X2, - - * , X,) which does not annul all the left members is that 
the adjoint system of linear equations pe aly;=0, j7=1,2,---,m 

admit no solution (y1, yo, - - - , ¥m) with all the y;>0. (Dines, Convex 
extensions and linear inequalities, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 42 
(1936) p. 353). 

THEOREM II. A maximizing sequence of order n can be obtained in a 
finite number of operations. 

Proor. Express p;, i=1, 2, ---, ¢ as a product of the k primes 
™m, °° +, We If pp=myry - - + wt then s;=ra,,+sar,+ -- - +a, 

Choosing a:1=0 we can determine A;=dja,,+dia,,+ --- +dfar,. 
By setting the expression for a, in terms of a,,, - - - , dx, equal to one, 
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=0 

x 

1 

2x 

x+1 

2 

0 

1/2 

y 

1 

y+ 1/2 

3/2 

2y 

y+1 

2 

Ai 

Ae 

A; 

As 

As 

Ai 

Ae 

A; 

A, 

As 

As 

A; 

As 

1 by property 1, Min A 

n = 3, t = 6, m, = 0, mz. = 2/3 and m; = 1, Min A = 1/3. 

PROOF. m,=0, my=1=2m,2. Let ms=y 

As=As when y=5/6 yields the unique maximizing sequence for if 

y>5/6, Ar<1/6 and if y<5/6, A,<1/6. 

we can eliminate one of the a,,; from the A; and obtain A; as a linear 
combination of k—1 of the a,,. Consider the system of linear inequal- 
ities A;>0O in terms of the R—1 variables a,,. By Theorem I and the 
Lemma we can determine a solution of this set of (¢—1) inequalities 
for which min A; is a maximum. 

COROLLARY. For every n there exists a maximizing sequence of order 

n all of whose elements are rational numbers. 

MAXIMIZING SEQUENCES OF ORDER 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, AND 7. 

Il ba 

PROOF. m,=0, m3;=1, t=6. Let m.=x then 

x 

1—<x 

2x — 1 

i-zx 

i-—<x 

A3;=A, for x=2/3. If x>2/3, Ay<1/3. If x<2/3, A;<1/3. Therefore 
x =2/3 yields the only maximizing sequence for n= 3. 

n= 4,1 = 9, m, = 0, mz. = 1/2, ms = 5/6,m=1; mindO=1/6. | 

1/2 

y—1/2 

i-y 

y— 1/2 

ond 

2y — 3/2 

et 

i—-y¥y 
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n = 5,/ = 14, min A = 1/16. 

m, = 0, m2 = 7/16, mz = 11/16, my, = 7/8, ms = 1. 

PROOF. m,=0, ms=1, let mza=x, my=2x, ms=y. 

s,=0 4i:=x=4:+ A; 

$S2s= 2 As=y—x=AptAyy>x 

. eal As = 2x — y = Ag+ Au, y < 2x 

Sq = 22 Ay = 1 — 2x = Az + As, x < 1/2 

Ss = 1 A,s=x+y-1,y>1/2 

S=xt+y As = 2x — y= A; 

$7 = 3x A; = 2y — 3x 

$3 = ly As=x—2y+1 

ss=1+x% 4s=x+y-1 

So = 2x+y Aio = 1 — 2x = Az + As 

Su =it+y An = 44 —y-—1,x> 3/8 

Sig = 4x Ais = 1.— 2x = A; + As 

$i3 = 1+ 2x Aiz = 1 — 2x = A; + As 

Su = 2 

Let Ly=x+y—1, Le=x—2y+1, Lgs=4x-—y-—1 and L4=2y—3x. 
L,=L;=L, when x=7/16, y=11/16. Applying the corollary to 

Lemma we consider 

(1') 4%, — 2%2.20, 44: -—4%220, —3x,+ 2x22 0. 

{ 1 —2 

| 4-1 

| ~—3 3| 

has rank 2. 
The equations y,+4y2—3y3=0 and —2y:—y2+2y3=0 are equiva- 

lent to y2=4/7y3 and y:=5/7ys3 which obviously has a definite solu- 
tion. Hence by Carver’s theorem (1!) has no nontrivial solution and 

x=7/16, y=11/16 determine the unique maximizing sequence. 
Similarly we can show that for 

n = 6,¢ = 18, min A = 1/23. 

m, = 0, m. = 9/23, ms = 14/23, mg = 18/23, ms = 21/23, m, = 1. 

And for 
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se = 7,¢ = 25, min A = 1/42. 

m, = 0, mz = 5/14, m3 = 4/7, my = 5/7, ms = 5/6, me 13/14, m, I 

These examples suggest the conjectures: For every 7 there is a unique 
maximizing sequence. The min A of a maximizing sequence is the 

reciprocal of an integer. 

UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY AND 
THE Jouns Hopkins UNIVERSITY 
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THE DEFINITION OF UNIVERSAL TURING MACHINE 

MARTIN DAVIS 

In [1], the author has proposed a definition of the notion, “uni- 

versal Turing machine.” The definition in [1] is open to the objection 
that a Turing machine may qualify as universal, although many 
computations (runs) are required to produce a single answer. In the 

present note, we propose an alternative definition which is free of 
this objection. However, it then turns out that whereas a Turing 
machine which is universal in the new sense also is universal in the 
sense of [1], it is easy to construct a Turing machine which is uni- 
versal in the sense of [1], but not in the new sense. 
We shall say that a Turing machine Z is universal (1), if it is uni- 

versal in the sense of Definition II.6 of [1]. 
DEFINITION 1. For each (simple!) Turing machine Z, we write 

@2(a) =6 if there exists a sequence a=a}, Qe, - - - , &, = of instan- 

taneous descriptions! such that a;—ajis(Z), t=1, 2,---, n—1, 
where 8 is terminal.’ If no such sequence exists, for a particular in- 
stantaneous description a, then ®z(a@) remains undefined. 

DEFINITION 2. A Turing machine M is universal (11) if there exist 
recursive? functions g(a) (defined on the set of instantaneous de- 
scriptions, but with numerical values) and p(z, x) (defined on the set 

of pairs of non-negative integers, but with instantaneous descriptions 
as values) such that* 

U ( min T(z, x, ») = g(Pur(o(z, x))). 
v 

To encode the computation of an arbitrary partially computable 
function Wz(x) via a Turing machine M which is universal (II), we 
let 29 be a Gédel number of Z and note that (by the normal form 
theorem) : 

¥2(x) = U ( min T (Zo, x, »)) 

= g(Pa(p(z0, x))). 

Received by the editors July 17, 1956. 
1 For terminology, cf. [2]. 
? Here, in order to make our references to recursive functions refer to numerical 

functions it would be necessary to make use of Gédel numbers of instantaneous de- 
scriptions in the familiar manner. 

5 Equality of partial functions is to be taken as including the equality of their 
domains of definition. 

1125 
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THEOREM 1. If M is universal (11), then M is universal (1). 

Proor. Let M be universal (II). Using the notation of [1], and 
writing “gn” for “Gédel number of,” we have: 

Un 4#|V T(n, x, yt 

{: 

= {x| g(@u(o(n, x))) is defined} 

{x| D(p(n, x)) is defined} 

{ «| p(n, x) © Dy} 

{x| gn p(n, x) € Su}. 

Hence, M is universal (I). 

That the converse of Theorem 1 is false follows at once from the 

fact that a Turing machine M may be universal (I), although ®y/(a) 
is a constant on Dy, its domain of definition. 

The present encoding has the three properties listed below Defini- 

tion I1.6 of [1]. This is easily seen using Theorem V.3 of [1]. 

U( min T(n, x, »)) is defined f 
yu 
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PROPRIETES DIFFERENTIELLES AFFINES DES RESEAUX 

PAVEL DRAGILA 

1. Introduction. Les réseaux conjugués ont été étudié d’abord dans 

l’espace S; au point de vue projectif. Ainsi Dupin, au commencément 
du XIX-me siécle, a introduit la notion de tangentes conjugués d’une 

surface quelconque de notre espace et puis il a étudié aussi les lignes 

conjuguées des surfaces. Environ dans la méme époque Monge a com- 
mencé |’étude des congruences des droites. Un peu plus tard Wein- 
garten, Ribaucour et Darboux ont étudié les propriétés géométriques 
projectives des diverses classes des réseaux, dans l’espace 53, et puis 
aussi dans l’espace S,. L’étude des propriétés projectives des réseaux 
a atteint l’'apogé, au commencement du XX-me siécle, par les travaux 
de Wilcynski, Bianchi, Bompiani et surtout de Tzitzeica. Un petit 
nombre de géometres, parmi lesquels nous citons Guichard et Bianchi, 

ont étudié les réseaux et les congruences encor au point de vue 
métrique. 

L’étude des propriétés différentielles affines des réseaux est résté 
jusqu’a présent peu développé, dans quelques travaux sporadiques, 
ou interviennent les considérations affines 4 coté des celles projectives 
et métriques. 

Dans les livres devenus classiques de Tzitzeica, Fubini-Cech, Lane 

ne se fait aucune mention sur la possibilité d’étudier les réseaux au 
point de vue affine; ni dans le livre bien connu de Blaschke ne men- 
tione rien de propriétés affines des réseaux. 

Malgré ce scepticisme général, nous montrerons dans ce qui suit, 

qu’il est possible et méme trés nécessaire d’étudier systématiquement 

les propriétés différentielles affines des réseaux. 
D’abord il est évident que la connaissance des propriétés affines des 

réseaux nous donne la possibilité de découvrir des nouvelles propriétés 

projectives et aussi de sésiser des nombreuses fautes faites par 
plusieurs géométres. En second lieu nous verrons encor que la con- 
naissance des propriétés différentielles affines des réseaux nous con- 

duit tout naturellement 4 des nouveaux problémes de nature projec- 
tive. 

Nous commencerons notre étude par l’énumération des quelques 
définitions affines anciennes, qui semblent étre déja oubliées. 

2. Anciennes définitions. La premiére définition purement affine 
des réseaux, dans l’espace S; fut donné par Peterson, qui a étudié la 

Received by the editors January 14, 1957. 
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correspondance des deux surfaces S, S par parallélisme de leurs plans 

tangents aux points homologues. I] a montré qu’on peut choisir le 
méme systéme de coordonnées curvilignes sur les deux surfaces S, § 
de maniére que les paramétres directeurs des tangentes aux courbes u 
et v vérifient les relations 

4. Vu Sa 2 

a ee fe =e Ze 

Il a énoncé ensuite, dans son travail [2, p. 24] le théoréme suivant: 

991 deux surfaces x, y, z et X, Y, Z se trouvait dans une relation telle 
que les normales aux points correspondants soient paralléles, alors 

par chaque point d’une surface passent deux directions qui sont 

paralléles (ou deux courbes dont les tangentes sont paralléles) aux 
directions correspondantes sur l’autre surface. Ces deux directions, 

sur chaque surface, sont conjuguées et par conséquent, constituent 
sur les deux surfaces les réseaux auxquels nous avons donné le nom 
de base de la relation.” 

Ce résultat fut publié par Peterson d’abord en langue russe [1] et 
seulement plus tard son mémoire fut traduit en francais [2]. 

Sous cette forme général le theoréme de Peterson est fausse, ce que 
nous démontrerons en detail dans un prochain travail. 

Nous nous bornerons actuellement de remarquer que, en dehors du 

cas étudié par Peterson, il y a encor des couples de deux surfaces 
S, 5 dont les plans tangents aux points homologues sont paralléles 
et porr lesquelles les paramétres directeurs des tangentes aux courbes 

u, re rectivement v des deux surfaces S, 5 vérifient le syst®me d’équa- 
tions 

Il faut donc modifier l’énonce du theoréme de Peterson de la 

maniére suivante: S’il est possible d’établir une correspondance 

ponctuelle entre les deux surfaces S, 5 de maniére que les tangentes 

aux courbes u, respectivement v de la premiére surface soient paral- 
léles avec les tangentes aux courbes u, respectivement v de la deuxiéme 

surface, alors les lignes u,v forment sur les deux surfaces des réseaux 
conjugués. 

3. C’est Guichard qui a donné pour la premiére fois une caractér- 
isation affine des réseaux dans l’espace S,. Nous citons d’aprés [4, 

pp. 5-6]: 
yoolent %1, X2, °° +, Xn, X11, X21, °° +, X, 2n fonctions de deux vari- 

—————— 
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ables définissant les coordonnées de deux points M, M’. On dit que 
les deux points décrivent des systémes paralléles si l’on a les relations 

Ox} Ox; Ox; Ox; 
a B 

Ou ou dv Ov 

La condition de compatibilité montre que les quantités x sont solu- 
tions de l’équation de Laplace 

da 0g 

07x Ov Ox Ou Ox 
a a saan i esmemnancee « 

Oudv a—-Bou a-—f8B dv 

I] résulte de la que les réseaux sont les seuls syst?mes qui admettent 
des paralléles.”’ 

La conclusion tirée par Guichard est fausse aussi bien que le 

théoréme de Peterson. I| faut donc modifier la définition des réseaux 

dans l’espace S, de la méme maniére que nous l|’avons déja fait pour 
les réseaux dans 53. 

4. Une autre caractérisation affine, un peu plus moderne, des 

réseaux fut donné par Ms. A. Myller, en généralisant le transport 
paralléle de Levi-Civita dans notre espace habituel. On considére a 

cet effet la famille des plans tangents a une surface, le long d’une 
courbe de transport u, et puis les tangentes au deuxiéme systéme des 

courbes v de la méme surface, menées aux points de rencontre de ces 

courbes avec la courbe u. En imposant la condition que la tangente 
a la courbe v, dans le point M(u+Au, v), soit paralléle au plan tangent 
a la surface, au point infiniment voisin M(u, v), on obtient 

Tu te] 
-— r(u + Au, v) = 0, 
Ov T» 

dans laquelle nous désignons par 

le vecteur normal a la surface et par 

i) 
—r(u + Au, v) 
Ov 

le vecteur tangent A la courbe v de la surface. En effectuant les sub- 
stitutions et les calculs nécessaires, nous trouvons la relation 
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: | 
a | (x + Zuvdu) + | re F XusAu) Xe Vo Yo 2 

Zu Xu 
aa (Vo + Vurhu) = 0 

Zp X, 

c’est-a-dire 

Xu Vu Zu 

| % Ye % | = 0, 

Pie De he 

qui caractérise les lignes conjuguées. 

Cette définition est correcte et nous voyons que parmi les anciennes 
définitions c’est la seule qui réste valable. 

5. Les transformations tangentielles. Nous commencons |’étude 
des propriétés affines des réseaux dans l’espace habituel S;. Con- 
sidérons a cet effet une surface quelconque S, rapporté 4 un systéme 

completement arbitraire des coordonnées curvilignes x, v. Il est mani- 
feste que, quelque soit la surface consideré, on peut toujours former 
un systéme d’équations 

Tur = ary + br, + cr, 

(1) uu = Ou + by, + crs, 

= defy + bor, + Cor 

de maniére que les coordonnées de la surface vérifient ce systéme. 
Considérons un point M variable sur la surface S et ses deux trans- 

formées tangentielles M,(r'!), M2(r?) suivant les courbes u et 2, 

(2) rl=rt+ pn, r=r+ qn, 

“ e e | 

p et g étant fonctions arbitraires mais continues et dérivables de 

et v. Il est aisé de voir quand M se déplace sur la surface S, les deux 

points M,, M, décrivent en général des nouvelles surfaces S,, Se, rap- 
portées au méme systéme des coordonnées curvilignes u,v. 

I] peut se présenter aussi des cas de dégeneressance quand |’un des 

deux points M,, M2 décrive une ligne ot méme il reste fixe. 
Nous allons voir que ces transformations tangentielles joueront un 

rol d’importance capital dans nos récherches suivantes. 

6. Nouvelles définitions des réseaux et de quelques classes de 

réseaux. Considérons de nouveau le point M variable sur S et sa 
transformée tangentielle M, 

rl=r+t pr. 
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et calculons ensuite la dérivée de r' par raport a », 

r, = %+ Polu + Pruv- 

En tenant compte d’équations (1) on obtient 

ry = (ap + po)ru + (1 + bp)r. + cpr. 

Posons maintenant la condition que le vecteur r}, qui répresente 

la tangente 4 la courbe v sur la surface S;, soit paralléle au plan tan- 
gent de la surface S au point correspondant M. Nous obtenons 

cp = 0, 

c’est-a-dire 

c=0, 

ce qui signifie que le point M décrit un réseau sur S. 
Il est aisé de vérifier, dans ce cas, que le vecteur r2, défini par 

r = (1 + aq)Tu + (bq + Qu)Tv, 

qui répresente la tangente 4 la courbe wu de |’autre transformée tan- 
gentielle, la surface S:, est paralléle aussi au méme plan tangent de la 

surface S. Nous avons ainsi trouvé une nouvelle caractérisation affine 
et découvert une propriété remarquable des réseaux. 

7. Considérons ensuite le point M, qui décrit un réseaux sur S, et 
ses deux transformées tangentielles plus particulieres 

ri=r+ pn, r2=7-+ pr. 

Calculons les dérivées partielles 

rs = (ap + po)ru + (1 + OD)rD, rr (ap + 1)ru + (0p + pu)re, 

et puis posons la condition que le vecteur r} soit paralléle au vecteur 

r, et en méme temps le vectuer 72 soit paralléle au vecteur r,,. 
On aura alors 

s+ ng pp tue 
p p 

d’ov il résulte 

Nous avons ainsi définit les réseaux aux invariants égaux. 

8. Considérons en fin le point M quit décrit un réseau sur S, la 
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transformée tangentielle du premiére ordre M, 

rli=rt pr, 

dont le vecteur r} est paralléle au vecteur r,, et ensuite la transformée 
tangentielle du deuxiéme ordre MM), ,défini par la relation 

12 1 1 
r =r+t+ pn. 

En faisant les substitutions et les réductions nécessaires on obtient 

r2=r+ pret p(1 + dp). 

Posons ensuite la condition que la droite M My soit paralléle avec 
la droite M,M2. Nous obtenons ainsi la relation 

1+bp=—-1 

d’oi il résulte 

p= —2/d- 

En tenant encor compte de la relation initiale 

ap+p,=0 

nous trouvons 

ore 
b? b 

c’est- 4-dire 

ab — 6b, = 0. 

Nous avons ainsi donné une nouvelle définition des réseaux 4 un 

invariant nul. 

9. En posant encor la deuxiéme condition que la droite M Mua, 

définie par l’autre transformée tangentielle du deuxiéme ordre 

rl=rt pret p(l t+ ap)ru 

soit aussi paralléle avec la droite M,M2, nous trouverons les réseaux 

dont tous les deux invariants sont nuls. 

10. Nouveaux problémes de nature projective. Aprés avoir connu 

les propriétés caractéristiques affines des réseaux et des diverses 
classes de réseaux, nous pouvons donner des définitions correspon- 
dantes projectives et ensuite de poser des nouveaux problémes de 

nature projective sur les réseaux. 
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Nous nous occuperons, dans ce qui suit, en spécial des problémes 

de nature projective sur les réseaux, qui sont correspondants des ceux 
de nature affine, que nous avons déja étudié. Considerons pour cela 
sur une surface quelconque S, rapportée 4 un systéme arbitraire de 
coordonnées curvilignes u,v, un point variable M et ses deux trans- 
formées trangentielles M@,, Me, définies par les mémes relations bien 
connues (2). Au lieu des vecteurs paralléles 4 un plan ou paralléles 

entre eux, nous considérons actuellement des vecteurs qui percent le 
plan, respectivement des couples de vecteurs qui s’interséctent. 

Déssignons par P, Q les deux points dans lesquels les deux vecteurs 
ri, rz pércent le plan tangent 4 la surface S et cherchons ensuite quels 
sont les plus générals systémes des lignes u,v sur cette surface, pour 

lesquels l’un des deux points P, Q reste dans un plan ou sur une sur- 
face développable, et trouver alors la surface sur laquelle se déplace 
le second point. 
Supposant que le vecteur r} est concurant avec le vecteur r,, on 

peut poser le probléme de chercher si les lignes u,v sur la surface for- 
ment toujours un réseau conjugué, ou bien il y a encor d’autres sys- 

témes de réseaux qui satisfont les mémes conditions. 
Un autre probléme, qu’on peut poser, est de chercher si le vecteur 

fF, est concurant avec le vecteur r, dans tous les cas quand les deux 

vecteurs i. r, sont concurants. 
Supposant que les deux vecteurs 7,,7} s’interséctent dans le point 

K et les deux vecteurs r,, 72 dans le point L, considérons les familles 

des droites KL et puis MK et ML; cherchons s’il est possible d’établir 
une liaison entre les propriétés géométriques de ces familles de droites 
et les propriétés des lignes u, v de la surface. 

Il est évident qu’on peut chercher de résoudre des problémes sem- 
blables aussi pour le cas des transformées tangentielles du deuxiéme 

ordre et méme d’ordre superieur. 
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INVARIANTS OF THE ANTI-AUTOMORPHISMS 
OF A GROUP 

J. RICHARD BUCHI AND JESSE B. WRIGHT 

1. Introduction. The background for this paper is provided by 
Klein’s work presented in the Erlangerprogram [1], and more recent 

developments of these ideas as well as their application outside the 
field of geometry [2; 3; 4; 5; 6]. 

Klein deals with the Euclidean space A as a fundamental structure. 

Its group of automorphisms Go(A) consists of the similitudes. Let 
G(A) denote any group arrived at by adjoining to Go(A) new trans- 
formations of the set A. The basic problems then are of the following 

type: Given an extension G(A) of Go(A), find invariants of G(A) which 
characterize it. 

Analogous problems can be formulated in the theory of abstract 

groups [2]. Now the fundamental structure itself is an abstract group 
A. Its automorphism-group Go(A) may be extended to a group 
G(A), by adjoining new transformations of the set A. The group- 
multiplication of A, the characterizing invariant of Go(A), is not in- 

variant under G(A). The basic problems, stated above for geometry, 
take the same form in group theory, namely, what are characterizing 
invariants for G(A). 

A study of this type has already been made in the case G(A) 
taken to be the holomorph H(A), i.e., the group of transformations 

obtained by adjoining to Go(A) the translations of A [4]. The present 

paper deals with the case G(A) =G,(A), the group consisting of the 
automorphisms and anti-automorphisms of A. Characterizing in- 
variants of G,(A) are investigated. 

In a group A on a set A one can define two multiplications p(x, y) 

=x-y and q(x, y)=y-x. The automorphism group Go(A) consists of 
the automorphisms of the operation p, while the anti-automorphisms 
are those transformations T of the set A which interchange # and gq. 

It follows that the set {p, q} is invariant under all transformations 
belonging to the group G;(A) consisting of the automorphisms and 

anti-automorphisms of A. Furthermore, this invariant characterizes 

G,(A), i.e., every transformation T of the set A which keeps the set 

{p, q} invariant belongs to G,(A). However, there are simpler charac- 
terizing invariants for G:(A), namely relations whose arguments 
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range over the set A. For example G,(A) clearly is the group of 

automorphisms of the 6-term relation B defined as follows: 

B(x, y, 2, U, v, w) (xy =zAwm=w)V (yx =z/A m= vw). 

Theorem 1 shows that even a 3-term relation will serve to character- 
ize G,(A). 

THEOREM 1. The automorphisms and anti-automorphisms of a group 

A constitute the group of automorphisms of the relation 

a(x,y,z):ay=2V yr =z 

i.e., the relation a is a characterizing invariant for G,(A). 

The significance of this theorem is that it shows how to replace the 

rather complex relation 8 by a simpler relation @ which is a character- 
izing invariant for the same group of transformations. It is natural to 
ask whether this result can be further improved. The relation a@ is a 

disjunction of two equations. The question is whether there is a rela- 
tion expressible in the form of a single equation, which characterizes 

the group G:(A) of automorphisms and anti-automorphisms. The 
answer is negative, it is possible to prove. 

THEOREM 2. There is no finite or infinite set of relations expressible 
as equations between words, which would constitute a system of in- 
variants characterizing the group Gi(A) of automorphisms and anti- 
automorphisms. I.e., there is a group Ay and a transformation T on Ao 

such that every equation between words which in every group A is in- 
variant under G,(A) is also invariant in Avy under T, and such that T is 
not a member of Gi(Ao). 

In algebra one prefers to deal with operations rather than relations. 
An operation on the set A, which characterizes Gi(A), is given in 

§3. However, such an operation is neither definable explicitly by a 
word, nor is it definable implicitly as a solution of an equation of 
grouptheory. This follows as a corollary to Theorem 2. 

2. Proors. Theorem 1 states: If A is a group and T is a transforma- 

tion of the set A having the property that for all x, yEA, T(x-y) is 

either equal to Tx-Ty or equal to Ty-Tx, and T-'(x-y) is either 
equal to 7-'x- T-"y or equal to T—1y- T-'x, then T must be an auto- 
morphism or an anti-automorphism of A. In this form the theorem 

was independently obtained by W. R. Scott [8]. As his proof appears 
in this journal, our proof of Theorem 1 will be omitted. 

Let us define a semi-automorphism of a group A to be a mapping 
which preserves e and the functions Sx=x~! and s(x, y) =xyx. Let 
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G,(A) and G,(A) denote respectively the group of automorphisms 
plus anti-automorphisms, and the group of semi-automorphisms. The 
proof of Theorem 2 now proceeds as follows: first a complete descrip- 

tion of all equations invariant under G, in all groups A is given. It 
then can be seen easily that, in the abelian case, all these equations 
are invariant also under G:. The proof is completed by displaying 
abelian groups Ao for which G.,(Ao) is not contained in G,(Ao). 

An equation of grouptheory will be called reduced if it is either the 
equation e=e or then is of the type aiaz2 - - - a, =e, whereby every a; 
is of the form x or x~', x being a variable, and none of the pairs 
4;2;4; and aa, is of the form xx—! or x—'x. Clearly, to every equation 
f=g one can find a reduced equation =e, such that (f=g)(h=e) 

holds in all groups. It follows that every relation expressible by an 

equation f=g can also be expressed by a reduced equation h=e. In 
describing the equational invariants of G; and Gz, it therefore is 
sufficient to deal with reduced equations only. This procedure will be 

followed in the sequel. Furthermore, the following notations will be 
used: Let x be a variable, then [x] stands for x! and [x~"] stands 

for x. Let w be a word of grouptheory, i.e., an expression G2 - - - Gn, 
whereby every a; is of the form x or x~!. Then w* stands for the word 
G, +--+ @a;, and [w] stands for the word [a;]|[a2] - - - [a,]. The 
symbol “ ~” is used to denote syntactic identity of words. 

L1: If g=e and h=e are reduced equations such that (g =e)<>(h=e) 
is true in all groups, then / results by a cyclic permutation of the con- 

stituents of either g or [g*]. 
To prove this one best uses Gédel’s completeness theorem for first 

order predicate calculus. It says that in L1 one can replace “true in 
all groups” by “provable in first-order group theory.” Although the 

validity of the resulting meta-group-theoretic statement is fairly 
obvious on intuitive grounds, its proof is rather lengthy and there- 

fore it is omitted. 
Next we define a reduced equation g=e to be regular; in case g* 

results from g by a cyclic permutation, and to be regulars in case [g| 

results from g by a cyclic permutation. 
L2: If the reduced equation g =e in all groups A is invariant under 

G,(A), then it is either regular, or regulars, or g is e. 
Proor. Suppose g=e is reduced and invariant under G, and g is 

not e. Then g=e is invariant under Sx=x~"', i.e., (g=e)<>(([g] =e) 
holds in all groups. Therefore by L1, [g] results from g or [g*] by 
cyclic permutation. Consequently g* or [g| results from g by cyclic 

permutation, i.e., g is regular. Q.E.D. 
The next step is to investigate the invariants under G, of regular 
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equations. For this purpose the structure of regular equations has 
to be described. This is done in LA. 

L3: Let g be a word of length n, and let P be the cyclic permuta- 

tion of m objects through m places. If Pg~g, then there is a word w, 
such that g~ww - - - w and m is a multiple of the length / of w. 

ProoF. Let g be the word a; - - - a,. The equation 

(1) Gi ~ Gin, for all integers i, 

clearly defines a function i—a; of the integers into the set } a1, ey oe 
which is periodic with period nm. Because Pg ~g, it follows that the 
function i—2a; is also periodic with period m, i.e., 

(2) a; ~ dipm, for all integers 7. 

Let / be the largest common divisor of m and m. Then, /=pm-+qn for 
some integers p and g. Therefore, by (1) and (2), the function i—a; 
is also periodic with period /, i.e., 

(3) ai ~ ait, for all integers 7. 

Let w be the word a; - - - a;. Because / divides n, g is of the form 
ww - - - w. Because / divides m, m is a multlple of the length / of w. 
Q.E.D. 

L4: If the equation g=e is regular:, then the word g must be of the 
form gig2, whereby both g; and g. are symmetric words, i.e., g:=g? 
and go=g>. 

If the equation g=e is regulars, then the word g must be of the 

form v[v]v[v] - - - v[v], whereby v is some word. 
Proor. Let g=e be regular;. Then there is a number 7 such that a 

cyclic permutation of g through 7 places yields g*. It may be assumed 
that 7 is less or equal to half of the length of g, so that g is of the 
form a; - - - ajb, - - - 6; whereby iSj. The cyclic permutation of g 
through 7 places then yields }; - - - bja, - - - aj, while g* is the word 

b:- + - bya; - - - a;. Because these two words are identical it follows 
that b; - - - b; is identical with b; - - - bi, and a; - - - a; is identical 
with a; - - - a;. Therefore g is of the form gige, whereby both g, and ge 
are symmetric. 

Next let g=e be regulars. Then there is a number i such that the 
cyclic permutation P through i places takes g into [g], i.e., Pg = [g]. 
It follows that PPg~P|g|~[Pg]~[[g]]~g, ie., PPg~g. By L3, 
there is a word w of length /, such that g is of the form w - - - w and 
21 is a multiple of /, say 2i=s-l. Suppose first that s is even. Then i 
would be a multiple of /, and therefore, Pg would be identical to g. 

Because Pg is identical with [g], it would follow that g and [g] are 
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identical, which is impossible. Consequently s must be odd, and 
therefore it follows from 2i1=s-l, that ] is even, and w is of the form 
WW2, whereby both w; and w, are of length //2. Thus, the situation is 
as follows: 

= aa, whereby a ~ wywowiwe - - - WW, , 

Pg v bb, whereby b ~ wowiwew, - - - WoW, 

lg] ~ cc, whereby ¢ ~ [w:][we][w:][w2] - - - [ws] [we]. 

Because Pg = [g] it follows that w.~ [w,], and therefore 

g = w[w:]w,[w,] - - - w, [wz]. Q.E.D. 

LS: If the equation g=e is regular, then in all groups A it is in- 
variant under G2(A). 

If the equation g=e is regular2, then in all abelian groups A it is 
invariant under G;(A). 

Proor. Suppose g=e is regular;. Then by L4, g=e must be of the 

form gig2=e, whereby g; and g2 are both symmetric. It is easily seen 
that every symmetric word is provably equal to an expression com- 

posed from s(x, y) =xyx and Sx=x""', furthermore, gig2=e is provably 

equivalent to g: = S(ge). It follows that there are expressions E, and E; 
in e, S and s, such that (g=e)<«>(E, = E,) holds in all groups. Because 
E, and E, are defined from e, S and s, the equation E;=E, must be 

invariant under the automorphism group G.(A) of e, S and s. It fol- 
lows that g=e is invariant under G,(A). 

Suppose the equation g=e is regular2. Then by L3 it must be of 
the form v[v]v[v] - - - v[v] =e. In every abelian group A this equation 

is identically satisfied, and therefore invariant under G2(A). Q.E.D. 
if Lo: There are abelian groups A» for which G.(A>) is not contained 
in G,(Ap). 

Proor. Let Ao be a Boolean group, i.e., a group which satisfies 
the equation x?=e identically. In this group Sx =x and s(x, y) =y. It 
follows that G.(Ao) consists of all transformations of the set A» which 

keep e fixed. On the other hand, because Apo is abelian, G;(Ao) consist 
of all automorphisms of Ao. Clearly G.(Ao) is not contained in 

Gi(Ao), when Ao has more than two elements. (For other examples see 
Dinkines [7].) Q.E.D. 

By L2. and LS. it follows that, for abelian groups A, if an equation 

is invariant under G,(A), then it is also invariant under G,(A). Be- 

cause of L6, this yields that the equations invariant under G,(A) 
cannot characterize G,(A). This concludes the proof of Theorem 2. 

— 
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3. Remarks. Since by Theorem 1, a and 8 have the same group of 
automorphisms in any A, they may be said to be equivalent in 
Klein’s sense [1]. This suggests that a stronger sort of equivalence 
may be established by finding a definition of 8 in terms of a. That 

this is possible will be shown elsewhere by use of the following 
stronger form of Theorem 1: If two groups (A, -) and (A, +) have the 
same a, then they must either be identical or anti-groups of each 
other. From this it also follows that the a-theory is an abstraction 

({4]; [5]) of group theory, and that every concept of group theory 
which is invariant under anti-automorphisms is definable in terms of a. 

The notion of an anti-automorphism applies to any algebraic sys- 

tem A=(A, -) consisting of a set A and a binary operation x-y. 
While the relation @ will still be a characterizing invariant for the 
group G;(A) consisting of all automorphisms and anti-automorphisms 

of A, this will in general not be the case for a. However, our proof for 
Theorem 1 as well as W. R. Scott’s makes use of the associative-law 

and both cancellation-laws only. Therefore, if A is a cancellation-semi- 
group, then a is a characterizing invariant for G,(A). The following 

example shows that cancellation-semi-groups still do not exhaust all 
systems (A, -) for which Theorem 1 holds: Let A be any set and let 

x-y=x. Then A=(A, -) violates one of the cancellation-laws, how- 
ever, Gi(A) and the group of automorphisms of a@ are identical, they 
both consist of all transformations of the set A. 

In connection with Theorem 2 it should be noted that it is a state- 
ment about invariants which are “uniformally” defined for all groups 

(general invariants in the sense of Baer [2]). In particular groups it 
may well happen that the anti-automorphisms may be characterized 

by an equational relation. Thus, as it is shown by F. Dinkines [7], 
there are many groups in which the semi-automorphisms are exactly 
the automorphisms and anti-automorphisms. For these groups the 

equations x =e, z=xyx clearly constitute a system of characterizing 
invariants for the group of automorphisms and anti-automorphisms. 

As a corollary to Theorem 2 it follows that there is no word w in 
grouptheory, such that in every group A the operation wz defined 

by w is a characterizing invariant for G,(A). However, there are other 
ways of uniformly defining operations by the use of expressions in 

grouptheory. For example consider the function f7z(a, 6, c) which 
takes the value c or e according to whether a(a, b, c) holds or does not 

hold in A. One can recover the relation a(a, b, c) from f, Sx =x—! and 
e, by defining: a(a, b, c), if and only if, (cHe/f(a, b, c)=c) 

V(c=e/ASa=b). It follows that (e, S, f) is a system of characterizing 
invariants for G:(A). 
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Theorem 2 belongs into meta-group theory, i.e., it is a statement 

about a first order functional calculus Fle, -, —!] with extralogical 
primitives e, -, and —', and extralogical axioms corresponding to con- 

ventional group-axioms. The statement may become false if a differ- 
ent formalization of grouptheory is used, for example the rather non- 

conventional formalization F le, . 1 fl with an additional primitive 
f and an additional axiom, f(x, y, 2) =n((xy=z\V/ yx =z) /\n=2) 

V (xy ¥s/\yx¥2/n=e). 
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HALF-HOMOMORPHISMS OF GROUPS 

W. R. scoTT! 

Let G and G’ be multiplicative systems. A half-homomorphism of 

G into G’ will mean a mapping a—a’ of G into G’ such that for all 

a, bEG, (ab)’ =a'b’ or b’a’. An anti-homomor phism is a mapping such 
that always (ab)’=b’a’. The terms half-isomorphism, etc., are de- 
fined similarly. 

It will be shown that any half-homomorphism of a group G into a 

group G’ is either a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism 
(Theorem 2). The corresponding theorem for nonassociative rings 
(with the added requirement that (¢+0)’=a’+5’) was proved by 
Hua [1] (see also Jacobson and Rickart [2, Lemma 1]). For half- 

isomorphisms, it is sufficient to assume that G and G’ are cancellation 

semigroups in order to obtain the analogous result (Theorem 1). 
Examples are given to show that Theorem 1 is false for semi-groups 
and for loops. 

THEOREM 1. Every half-isomorphism of a cancellation semi-group 

G into a cancellation semi-group G’' is either an isomorphism or an anti- 
isomorphism. 

Proor. The proof will consist of six steps.” 
(1) If xy=yx, then x’y’ =y’x’. 
Proor. By proper choice of notation, (xy)’=x’y’. Hence (x(xy))’ 

=x'*y’ or x’y’x’, while (x?y)’=x’*y’ or y'x’®. If (x*y)’¥x’*y’, then 
x'y'x’ = y'x’? and x’y’ =y’x’. If, on the other hand, (x*y)’ =x’*y’, then 
(x*y-y)’ =x'*y’? or y’x’*y’, but (x*y?)’ =((xy)*?)’ =x’y’x’y’, and so in 
either case, x’y’ = y’x’. 

(2) If (xy)’=x’y’, then (yx)’ =y’x’. If (xy)’ =y'x’, then (yx)’ =x’y’. 
ProoF. Let (xy)’=x’y’. If yx =xy, then (yx)’ = (xy)’ =x’y’ =y’x’ by 

(1). If yx xy, then the assertion follows since the mapping is 1-1. 
The case where (xy)’ =y’x’ is similar. 

(3) (xyx)’ =x'y'x’.§ 
ProoF. If xy= yx, then (3) follows from (1). If xy yx, then by (2), 

either (i) (x?y)’=x’*y’ and (yx*)’=y’'x’?, or (ii) (x*y)’=y’x’? and 

Presented to the Society, November 23, 1956; received by the editors July 13’ 
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(yx?)’=x’*y’. In either case, since x*y¥#xyxyx?, we must have 
(xyx)’ =x’y'x’. 

(4) If the theorem is false, then there exist x, y, z©@G such that 
(xy)’ =x'y’ ¥y’x’ and (xz)’ =2'x’ ¥x’2’. 

Proor. Let A be the set of x©G such that (xy)’=x’y’ for all 
y€G, and B the set of xGG such that (xy)’=y’x’ for all yEG. If 

A=G, then the mapping is an isomorphism; if B=G, it is an anti- 
isomorphism. If there exists an x€G such that xG@A and xB, then 
(4) is evident. Therefore, it may be supposed that A<G,B<G, 
AUB =G. Then there exist x, y, u, v€G such that (xy)! =x'y’ #y’x’ 

and (uv)’=v'u'’ #u'v'. Thus by (2), xGA, yEA, uCB, vCB. If 
xuCA, then 

x'v'u’ = x'(uv)’ = (x(uv))’ = ((xu)v)’ = (xu)'o’ = x'u'r’, 

so that v’u’ =u’'v’, a contradiction. Next note that u’y’ = (yu)’ =y'u" 
If xuEB, then 

yx’ ul = y'(xu)’ = (y(xu))’ = (xu)’y’ = x’u'y’ = x’y'w’. 

Hence y’x’ =x’y’, again a contradiction. This proves (4). 
Now deny the theorem and let x, y, z be as in (4). 
(5) 2'x'y’ =y'x's'. 

Proor. CASE 1. yz#zy. Then (y(xz))’=vy’z’x’ or 2'x’y’, while 
i Daf ((yx)z)’ =y'x’z’ or 2’y’x’. But the cancellation law shows that (yxz)’ 

=y’z'x’ is impossible, as is (yxz)’ =2’y’x’. Hence (5) follows. 
CAsE 2. yz=zy. Then by (1), (yz)'’=y’2’=2’y’, and (x(yz))’ 

=x'y's' or y’2'x’, ((xy)z)’ =x'y's’ or 2’x’y’. Hence (xyz)’ =2'x’y’ is im- 
possible, so that (xyz)’/=x’y’s’. Again (y(zx))’=y’x’s’ or x’z’y’, 

((yz)x)’ =y’2'x’ or x’y’2’. Hence (yzx)’=y'x’z’ is impossible, and 
(yax)’ =x'2'y’ =x'y's’ =(xyz)’. By (2), since (x(yz))’=x’(yz)’, also 
(yax)’ = (yz)’x’ =y’2'x’. Hence x’y’z’ =y’'2’x’. Now (y(xz))’ =y’2’x’ or 

Sof uff 2'x’y’. Since yxz¥yex and (yzx)’ =y'2'x’, 

(yxz)’ = 2'x’y’, ((yx)z)’ = y'x’2! or 2’y’x’. 

But 2’y'x’ #2'x'y’, hence z2’x’y’ =y’x’z’, and (5) holds. 

(6) The theorem is true. 
Proor. Deny. Then by (3) 

((xyx)2)’ = x’y'x’s’ or 2'x'y'x’, 

((xy)(x2))’ = x’y'2'x’ or 2'x’x’y’. 

But x’y'x's' #x'y'2'x’, and 2'x'y'x' ¥#2'x'x'y’. Also by (5), x’y’x’s’ 
=x! 2! x! y! 2! x'x'y’, 2! x'y'x!’ =y'x'2' x! #x'y'2'x’. This is a contradiction, 

and therefore the theorem is true. 

ee 
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THEOREM 2. Every half-homomorphism of a group G into a group G’ 
is either a homomorphism or an anti-homomor phism. 

Proor. Let N be the kernel of the given half-homomorphism. It 

follows easily that N is a normal subgroup of G. Let o be the induced 

mapping from G/N into G’: (xN)o =x’. Then a is a half-isomorphism 
of G/N into G’. By Theorem 1, ¢ is either an isomorphism or an anti- 
isomorphism. Hence the given half-homomorphism is either a homo- 
morphism or an anti-homomorphism. 
EXAMPLE 1. An example will be given of a semi-group S and a half- 

automorphism of S which is neither an automorphism nor an anti- 
automorphism. Let the elements of S be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, let 21=3, 
45=6, 54=7, and let all other products be 8. Then S is associative 
since any product of three elements is 8. Let 6’=7, 7’=6, and 7’ =i 

otherwise. It is easily verified that this mapping is a half-automor- 

phism, and that (21)’=2'1’+1'2’, (45)’=5’4’ #4’5’. Thus the map- 
ping is neither an automorphism nor an anti-automorphism of S. 

It is perhaps worth noting that a unit element may be adjoined to 
S, and the half-automorphism extended to the enlarged semi-group. 
EXAMPLE 2. An example will be given of a loop L and a half- 

automorphism of L which is neither an automorphism nor an anti- 

automorphism. Let L be the loop with elements 1, 2,---, 8, and 
multiplication table: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1/1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
4.\.2 3 & 1 6 5 4 7 

3|3 7 1 8 2 4 5 6 
ae oa eee oe ae 
Sis 1 2 6 3 7 8 4 
6 | 6 5 4 7 8 1 2 3 
7\7 8 6 5 4 3 1 2 

8 | 8 4 5 3 7 2 6 1 

Let 7’=8, 8’=7, and 7’ =i otherwise. It may then be verified that the 
mapping is a half-automorphism of L. However, (24)’=2'4’ ¥ 4'2’, 

(56)’=6'5’ # 5’6’. Hence the mapping has the desired properties. 
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A NOTE ON REPRESENTATIONS OF INVERSE 
SEMIGROUPS 

G. B. PRESTON 

It is known [1; 2] that every inverse semigroup S has a faithful 
representation as a semigroup of (1, 1)-mappings of subsets of a set 

A into A. The set A may be taken as the set of elements of S and the 
(1, 1)-mappings as mappings of principal left ideals of S onto prin- 

cipal left ideals of S. If EZ is the set of idempotents of S then there is 
also a representation of S, not necessarily faithful, as a semigroup of 
(1, 1)-mappings of subsets of E into E [2]. If eG E denote by S, the 

subsemigroup eSe of S. In this note we give a representation of any 

inverse semigroup S as a semigroup of isomorphisms between the 
semigroups S,. The representation is faithful if (a more general con- 

dition is given below) the center of each maximal subgroup of S is 
trivial. 
We recall that an inverse semigroup [3] is a semigroup S in which 

for any aC S the equations xax = x and axa =a have a unique common 
solution x€S called the inverse of a and denoted by a~! [5; 6]. This 
implies that the idempotents of S commute and that to each a€S$ 

there corresponds a pair of idempotents e, f such that aa~'=e, aa 
=f,ea=a, af =a. The idempotents e, f are called respectively the left 

and right units of a. For any two elements a, DCS, (ab)-'=b-—'a" 
(see [3]). Throughout what follows S will denote an inverse semi- 
group and £ will denote its set of idempotents. If eC E then S, will 

denote the subsemigroup eSe of S. 

Lema 1. If e, fEE then Se\S;= Sey. 

Proor. By Lemma 1 of [4] and its left-right dual Se\Sf = Sef and 
eS(\fS =efS. Hence since S,=eS(\Se and S;=fS(\Sf, it follows that 

SANS; = ef SO\ Sef = Sez. 

Received by the editors March 9, 1957. 
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LEMMA 2. If a is an element of S with left unit e and right unit f then 
S, is isomorphic to S;. 

Proor. We show that the mapping a: s—sa,=a~'sa, where 
s€S,, is an isomorphism of S, onto S;. 

Let a~'sa=t; then since af=a and fa-'=a™", ft=t=tf and so 

t€S;. Hence a maps S, into S;. Now let t be any element of S;. Then 
a repetition of the above argument with a~' replacing a shows that 
ata“'=s€S,. Thus, since sa, =a~'sa = a—‘ata~'a = ftf =t, the mapping 
Q@q is onto S;. 

If a—'sya =a—'sea for 51, ss€S, then aa~'s,aa~' = aa—'s,aa—", so that 
since aa~'=e and es; =s;=5,e, $1= $2. Hence a, is a (1, 1)-mapping. 

Finally that a, is a homomorphism follows because if s;, s2€S., 
then s1@aS2%/_ = a~'s\aa~'s2a = a~'5,59 = (5152)Q@_ because s; (or s2)CS, 
implies that syese= 5,52. 

l The set of all elements of S with e as both left unit and right unit 
t forms a group denoted by G, [3]. The groups G, are clearly the 
e maximal subgroups of S. We now have as a corollary to Lemma 2 the 
4 result 
is 
if Coro.iary. If a is an element of S with left unit e and right unit f 

then G, ts isomorphic to G;. 

ly ProoF. It is easily seen that the restriction of a, to G, maps G, 
1€ onto Gy. 

n- Denote by A(S) the set of isomorphisms { a: acs} , defined in the 

is proof of Lemma 2. Since an isomorphism is a (1, 1)-mapping, the set 
A(S) generates a semigroup MA(S), say, of (1, 1)-mappings formed 

ch by taking all finite products of the elements of A(S). If a and 8 are 
on (1, 1)-mappings the product af is the mapping a followed by the 
nis mapping 8 applied to those elements for which this sequence of 

mappings can be carried out [2]. If there are no such elements we 
write a8=0, and can regard 0 as the unique (1, 1)-mapping of the 

eft elements of the empty set into the empty set. Then we have 
qo) 
ab Lemma 3. A(S) = MA(S). 

vill ProoF. It is sufficient to show that for any a, bC S, aaa,xGA(S). 

Let aa~'=e, a~'a =f, bb-' =g, b-'b=h, so that a, maps S, onto S; 
and @ maps S, onto S,. Then, by Lemma 1, S;/\S,=S;, and so agar 
maps S;,as' onto S;ga». We show that aa = aa». 

and Let (ab)(ab)-!=k and (ab)-"(ab) =1. Let xES;,az}, so that xES, 
hat and hence aa~'!xaa—!=x, and also xaa€ Sy, so that fga—'xafg=a-'xa, 

from which it follows that afga—'xafga-'=aa—'xaa—! = x. But afga-! 

=aa—abb—'a—! = ab(ab)-' =k, and so kxk=x and xCS;. Conversely, 
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if x& S, then fg(xa.)fg = fga-'xafg = fga~'xagf = a~'(ab)({ab)— 

-x(ab) (ab)—'a =a" kxka = axa =Xaq, and so xa. S;,. We similarly 
prove that S;,a,= Si. 

B Thus a,c, maps S; onto S; and since xaa = (a~!xa)ay = b-'a-"xab 

= (ab)—'x(ab) =xaq for x Sz, A%%=a. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 

In [3] it was shown that the homomorphic image of an inverse 
semigroup is an inverse semigroup. If 4: S—T is a homomorphic 
mapping of S onto 7, then the kernel WN of yu is the inverse image 

under yu of the set of idempotents of T, and N is the union of its com- 
ponents, each component being the inverse image of a single idem- 
potent of T. It was shown in [3] that, given S and T, the homomor- 
phism yp is determined by the components of the kernel of yu. 

The center of a semigroup T is the set Z(T) = {2:2€T, 2t=#z for 
all tE T} . Z(T) is clearly a subsemigroup of T. Denote by Z, the cen- 
ter of the maximal subgroup G, of S. Then we have the 

THEOREM. The mapping uw: S—A(S) of S onto A(S) defined by 

ap =a_ for aE S is a homomorphism. The kernel of up is N=UN., where 
N, is the normal subgroup Z(S.)(\Z. of G. and the union is taken over 

all eGE. 

Proor. We have already seen in the course of the proof of Lemma 
3 that uw is a homomorphism of S onto A(S). 

It remains to determine the kernel of uw. Let a, be an idempotent 

of A(.S). Then a, must be the identical mapping of some set S,, and 
so for sES., sa.=a~'sa=s. Hence aa~'sa=as, and since aa~!=e, 
aa~'s=s, therefore sa=as, and so a€Z(S.). Since also a€G,, and 
G.CS,, therefore aE Z,. Hence aE Z(S.)MZ,. 

Conversely, let bE Z(S.)(1\Z.. Then b€G, so that bb-!'=e=5-'b, 
and bs =sb for all sE.S,.. Hence sa, = b—'sb = b—'bs = es = s = Sq, SO that 

Aa = Ap. 
Thus N.=y (aa) =Z(S.)(-\Z.; which completes the proof of the 

theorem. 

CoROLLARY. If for each eGE, Z(S.)(\Z.=e, then the mapping p is 

an isomorphism. 

It follows, as we remarked earlier, that if each Z,=e, that is if the 

center of each maximal subgroup of S is trivial, then S has a faithful 
representation as a semigroup of isomorphisms between the semi- 
groups S,. 

Finally we remark that in this latter case when each Z, =e, the iso- 
morphisms a, are determined by their restrictions to the groups G.. 

om co FO wl 
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Thus we can regard A (S) as a semigroup of isomorphisms between the 
groups G,. When the elements of A(S) are so regarded the product of 

two elements of A(S) cannot be defined in a natural way independ- 
ently of S. 
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A FIXED POINT THEOREM 

B. O'NEILL AND E. G. STRAUS! 

1. The fixed point theorem. Let 7: X— Y be a point-to-set 
function and let J-!: Y—X be the point-to-set function such that 
x€T-'(y) if and only if y@T(x). If X and Y are topological spaces, 

T is continuous provided the function 7—' is both open and closed, 
and each set T(x) is closed. 

Let H be Cech homology theory with coefficients in a field, and let 

E, be Euclidean n-space. A mapping f: B—E,, will be said to link a 
point of E, provided that x¢f(B) and the induced homomorphism 
fe: H,«(B)—-H,-1(E,—*) is not zero. 

THEOREM. Let C be a compact connected subspace of E, and let 

T: CC be a continuous point-to-set function. Let B be a compact space, 
I the unit interval, with h: BXI-E, a homotopy such that ho links 

every point of C and h, links no point of C. Then there exists a number t 
with 0<tS1 anda point yEC such that yEh,(B) and h,(B) meets T(y). 

(Here, as usual, h; denotes the map of B into E, such that h,(b) 

=h(b, t)). We note that the hypothesis on / is fulfilled in case B is the 
boundary of a bounded open set containing C and h is a deformation 
of B such that E,—/,(B) is connected. 

To prove the theorem we need the following lemmas. 

LemMA 1 (Notation as in Theorem). Jn the space CXE,, let 

U={ (x, t)|t<0}, V={(x, )|t>1}, B*={ (x, | x=h(0, 2) for some 
bEB}. Then U and V are contained in different components of 

CXE,—B*. 

Proor. Let L be the set of points (x, ¢) of CXJ such that h;, links x. 

In view of the hypotheses on ho and hy, it suffices to prove that L and 
CXI-—(B*UL) are open in CXI. If (x, t)}@CXI-—B*, there is an 
e-neighborhood WN of x in E, and a neighborhood P of ¢ in J such that 

if w&P then h,(B)(\N=¢. Consider the neighborhood (N(\C) xP 
of (x, t) in CXI. If (y, w) is in this neighborhood, then h; and h, are 
homotopic, considered as maps into E,—WN. But the inclusion maps 
of E,—N into E,—x and E,—y induce homology isomorphisms. 

Thus h;, links x if and only if 4, links y, and the proof is complete. 

Received by the editors March 22, 1957. 
1 The second author was supported in part by a grant from the National Science 

Foundation. 
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A subset A of a space X will be said to separate two points a and b 

of X provided every compact connected subset F of X containing 
a and 5 meets A. 

LEMMA 2. Let the points a and b of a compact space X be separated by 
a closed subset A of X. If the homology group H,(X) is zero, then there 

is a compact connected subset K of A which separates a and b. 

Proor. An application of Zorn’s lemma shows that there is a mini- 
mal compact subset K of A which separates a and b. But K is con- 
nected, for if not K can be expressed as the union of two disjoint 

nonempty closed subsets of X neither of which separates a and b. 
However this would contradict Theorem VII 9.2 of [1]. 

Lemma 3. If T: X-—Y is a continuous point-to-set function from a 

compact connected space X onto a compact space Y and if L is a com- 
ponent of Y, then T—'(L) =X. 

Proor. The set L is the intersection of its open-and-closed neigh- 

borhoods N,, and since T is continuous and X connected, T-'(N.) =X 
for each a. Thus the closed sets T(x)(\N, are all nonempty, and for a 
particular xX the collection { T(x)N.} has the finite intersection 
property, so that T(x) meets L. 

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Identify the points (x, t) of CXE, for 
which ¢2 2 (call this point a) and the points for which tS —1 (call this 

point 8). The resulting space C is the two-point suspension of C. 
Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [2] one finds that since C is con- 

nected, H,(C)=0. By Lemma 1, B* separates a and B in C, and 
thus, by Lemma 2, there is a compact connected subset K of B* 

which also separates a and 8. The function TX1: CX E,;-CXE, is 
continuous and determines in a natural way a continuous function 
T: CC. Let L be a component of the compact space T(K). Suppose 

Land K are disjoint. By Lemma 3 T—(L) = K; hence in particular K 
and L have the same projections on E,. Thus there are arcs in 

C—K from a and 8 to L. But this contradicts the fact that K sepa- 
rates a and 8, hence L meets K. Thus there is a t, 0<¢#<1, such that 

T(h.(B)) meets h,(B). 
Note that the theorem remains true if T is an upper semi-continuous 

function such that T(x) is connected for each x, for then 7(K) is it- 

self connected and can replace L in the preceding proof. 

2. Applications. 1. Let B be an n-sphere in E,,,, and C a (concentric) 

n-sphere in the interior of B. Let dSdiam C and let h,; be as in the 
Theorem. Then some B,;=h,(B) will intersect C in points x, y with 

d(x, y) =d. 
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Proor. Let C, be the set of points on C whose distance from x is 

d. Then the mapping T(x) =C, is continuous. 
REMARK. We can define the function #(x) on C as the “time” ¢ at 

which x€ B,. This function is not necessarily single valued and there- 
fore usually upper semi-continuous only but it is a function with 
connected graph. Thus the theorem of Kakutani-Yamabe-Yujobo 

[3] can be generalized for this function to yield that for some ¢ the 
set B,\C contains the endpoints of +1 mutually orthogonal radii 

of C. 
2. W. Gustin has raised the following question. Given a convex 

surface C in E; what is the minimal length of a closed curve that can 
be “slipped over” C? He remarked that the minimal perimeter of all 

orthogonal projections of C is obviously long enough to be slipped 
over C even without bending. I. Schoenberg has shown that this 

length is not minimal even for tetrahedra and conjectured that the 
minimal length is that of the minimal closed geodesic on C. There are 

good heuristic arguments in favor of this conjecture, but it has not 
been proved completely so far.? 

With the help of our theorem we can obtain some information on 

the problem even without the assumption that C is convex. 

The process of “slipping over” can be replaced by a varying simple 
closed curve K,; (0S#S1) on C whose closed interior expands from a 
point for Ky to the whole of C for K;. This process can in turn be re- 
placed by the shrinking of a surface B which contains C in its interior 

to a point in the interior of C, if we replace the interior of K; on C 
by its image under a slight radial contraction towards a point P in 

the interior of C, and the exterior of K; on C by its image under a 
slight radial dilation from P. We then connect the two pieces by the 

necessary part of the cone through K; with vertex P. 
Thus we can rephrase the problem. Let B be a closed surface con- 

taining the convex surface C. Let B be shrunk to a point so that 
B\C is a rectifiable simple curve K;, and let ] be the maximum of 
the length of K,. Then what is the minimum of ! for all possible con- 
tractions B,? 

From our theorem we know that for every continuous transforma- 

tion T of C into itself, K, will have to pass through a point x and in- 
tersect T(x) for some ¢. Thus the mapping into diametrically opposite 

points proves Gustin’s curves to be minimal for spheres and some 
other centrally symmetric surfaces (such as right circular cylinders 
and ellipsoids). 

2 Added in proof. Schoenberg's conjecture has been proved by H. Busemann and 
will appear in his book Convex surfaces, Interscience Publishers, New York. 

? 
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We may obviously restrict our attention to arbitrarily smooth sur- 
faces C. For such surfaces we can define the continuous mapping T 
which maps every point x into the set of points whose geodesic dis- 
tance from «x is no less than that of the nearest conjugate point of x. 
Thus we obtain that / is no less than twice the distance between the 
nearest conjugate points on C. 

This investigation arose from a more special theorem of C. B. 

Tompkins. We wish to thank Arnold Shapiro for valuable suggestions. 
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A PROPERTY OF INDECOMPOSABLE CONNECTED SETS 

MARY ELLEN RUDIN 

Introduction. Two nonempty subsets of a topological space are said 
to be separated if neither intersects the closure of the other. A set is 

connected if it is not the union of two separated sets. A connected set 
I is indecomposable if it is not the union of two connected sets, neither 
of which is dense in I. 

In [1], Swingle raised the following question: does there exist, in 
the plane, an indecomposable connected set J, such that the set 
IU {p} fails to be indecomposable for some limit point p of I? 

The purpose of this paper is to prove that the answer is negative. 
It is interesting to note that the plane plays an essential role here 

as the embedding space: if the plane is replaced by Euclidean 3-space 
in Swingle’s question, the answer turns out to be affirmative. The 
construction of such an example is rather complicated, and is not 
included in this paper. 

Notation. A component of a set is a maximal connected subset. 
If X and Y are sets, X — Y denotes the set of all elements of X 

which are not elements of Y (whether Y is a subset of X or not). 

The boundary of a set X will be denoted by 0X, and X will denote 
the closure of X. 

THEOREM. Suppose I is an indecomposable connected subset of the 
plane and p is a limit point of I. Then IU} p} is also an indecom- 

posable connected set. 

Proor. We will begin with three rather basic and fairly evident 

lemmas. Then we will prove Lemma 4, whose purpose may at first 

glance be obscure to the reader. The proof of Lemma 4 depends on 

the fact that if there are three arcs in the plane which do not contain 
the point » and which have only their end-points in common, then 
one of these arcs is separated from p in the plane by the union of the 

other two. Then, assuming that the theorem is false, Steps 1 and 2 
of the proof will describe the construction of some rather complicated 

sets. In Step 3, a set J will be defined and, using Lemma 4, it will be 
proved that J~0. In Step 4, an argument analogous to the proof of 
Lemma 4 will prove that J=0, and this contradiction implies the 

theorem. 
Suppose X is a set in the plane. We will say that X has prop- 

erty X if neither X nor I[—X is dense in J. We will use 07X to de- 

note the boundary of X with respect to J; that is, d¢X =I-\AMB 

Received by the editors January 28, 1957. 
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where A =I(\X and B=] —X. It should be noticed that, since J is 
connected, if A ¥0 and BX0, then 0;X +0. 

LemMA 1. If a set E is a subset of I having property X, then E is not 
connected. 

Proor. Assume E is connected. Since E has property \ and J is in- 

decomposable, J—E cannot be connected. So [—E is the union of 
two separated sets A; and A». If EUA, were the union of two sepa- 
rated sets B, and B, with B.C), then the sets B, and B,\W/A2 would 
be separated; but J=B,UB,.U/A2, and I is connected. This con- 
tradiction shows that E\U/A, is connected. Similarly EUAz is con- 
nected. Since A; and A» are open with respect to J, neither EUA;, 

or EVA; is dense in J. Since I is indecomposable this is impossible 
and our lemma is proved. 

LEMMA 2. If X has property i, there are disjoint open sets Q;(X) 
(t=1, 2, 3) whose union contains I—X, such that Q;(X) is open in the 
plane, PEQ:(X), and Q;(X) intersects I—-X. 

ProoF. It is clearly sufficient to prove that J—X is the union of three 
separated sets. 

In order to prove this observe that J—X has property A. By Lemma 
1, then J—X =A,VA, with A; and A? separated. One of the sets A: 
or Az has property A, say Ai. Then A,=B,UB, with B, and B, 

separated. Hence ]—X =A,\./B,UBy, and As, B, and Bz are sepa- 
rated. 

Lemma 3. Suppose X CI, HCXU{p}, H is connected and X is the 
union of two separated sets A and B. Then E=(A(\H)U{ p} is con- 
nected. 

Proor. If Af\H=0 then the theorem is trivially correct. If 
A(\H0, suppose E is the union of two separated sets E, and E, 
and pE EF). Then £, and B are separated. But H=E,VEL (BNA), 
and E; is separated from £,\/(B’\HA). Since H is connected, this is 
impossible. 

Lemma 4. (1) Suppose U and V are disjoint connected open sets in 
the plane having property \ and not containing p. 

(2) Suppose X =(IU{p})—(UUV) is connected. 
Then, for some i, 0(U).\VAI=0. (Q(U) is defined in accordance 

with Lemma 2, and 7 is 1, 2, or 3.) 

Proor. Assume that, for each i, INQ(U)OV #0. If INOOV 
(\Q;(U) exists let x; be a point of this set. Otherwise for each i, let 
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T; denote a component of [Q,(U)—U] intersecting VO\J. Since 
IQ@T;40 and I(\@T;CAU, we can choose, for each i, a point 
xsGINOT (\0U. Also choose x€ U and yE V. 

Letting Q; be the component of Q;(U) which contains x,, it is clear 

that U/\Q;+0, and V‘\Q;~0. One can therefore construct arcs 
L; (¢=1, 2, 3) with the following properties: 

(a) L; has x and y as end-points. 
(b) L;>CUUQWV VD, and x;,EL,. 

(c) If i¥j, then LAVL;={x}U{y}. 
The plane is separated by L,UL,.L; in such a way that ? is 

separated from one of these arcs by the other two. Say, is separated 
from L,; by L,\/Ls. Then consider the set A =Q,(U)—(VUU). By 

Lemma 3 and assumption (2), AU {p} is connected. But x,CA and 
AU {p} does not intersect L,.ULs. This contradicts the connected- 
ness of ALU {p}, and proves the lemma. 
We now turn to the proof of the theorem. 

STEP 1. On the assumption that the theorem is false, we would like 
to show that there are disjoint connected open sets V and W in the plane 
intersecting I such that 

H=(U { p}) — (V U W) is connected. 

It is obvious that JU { p} is connected; thus if the theorem is false, 
IU {p} is the union of two connected sets H; and H; neither of which 
is dense in JU{p} such that pEM. 

Since I—H, has property \, Lemma 1 shows that J—Z, is the 

union of two separated sets K, and Ke. For i=1, 2, let G; be open sets 
such that G;) K;, Gif\Hi=0, Gi. \G2=0. Suppose V and W are com- 

ponents of G, and Gs, respectively, intersecting J. In order to show 

that H is then connected, let us suppose that H=A\/B with A and 

B separated and pCA. Since H,iCH and A, is connected, H,CA. 
But B is closed with respect to J and 0é;BC HA. Hence A and B are not 

separated and this contradiction shows that H is connected. 
STEP 2. We now define a well ordered sequence of plane sets F,: 

Put F,= W. If @ is an ordinal and F, has been defined for 1 Sy <a, 

put S.=U,<2 F,. If there exist separated sets A and B such that 
I—S,=AWUB and ADVANI, then choose one such pair A, B and put 

F,=B. Let B be the first ordinal such that J—S, cannot be decom- 
posed in the above manner; the well ordered sequence in question 

consists of the sets F, with is<a<f. 

For aS8, let Ga=S.— W; and G=Gz. 
Let M and N be disjoint open sets not containing » such that 

MDS; and ND(I—S,s)UV. Let L denote the component of N con- 
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taining V. For a<§, let M, be an open subset of M such that MDG. 
and (I\M.) -W=G,0\I. 
We would like to point out the following facts. 
1. If UCSs, YCI-—U, YOAV=0, and Y and (I—U)—Y are 

separated, then YCS,. If Y—S #0, then Y—Ss and (I—S,) — Y are 
separated, which contradicts the definition of 8. 

2. For a<8, Ga {p} is connected. This can be seen by supposing 
7 is the smallest ordinal such that G,U { p} is not connected. Clearly 
¥ is not a limit ordinal since in this case G, = U;<, G;. Also y ¥1, since 

G:=0. Hence G,:U {p} is connected and G,U{p}=G,iU{p} 
UF,-1. Therefore, if G,{p}=AUB with A and B separated, sup- 
pose BDG,AVU {p . Then ACF,_, and A and J—S, are separated, 

by the definition of F,,.. Since I-WC(I—S,)\UAUB, A and 
(I—W)-—A are separated. And since (H— {p} )CU-W), A and 
(H—{p})—A are separated. Hence, by Lemma 3, AU {p} is con- 

nected. But then A and B are not separated and this contradiction 
shows that G,U{p} is connected. 

Step 3. We will now consider Q,;(L), 1=1, 2, 3, [L is defined in 

paragraph 3 of Step 2 and Q;(L) is defined in Lemma 2.] 
Let J=Q,(L)OIC\(G—G). In this step we will show that J<0. 
Suppose J =0. Let U denote a component of Q;(Z)(\M. In order to 

use Lemma 4 we would like to show that X¥ = (IU {p})-(UUV) is 
connected. 

First let us show that H/\X is connected. Since J=0, UNMG, and 

I-—U are separated; hence (X\\H)—{p}=A and B=(UNG) are 
separated. But then H—{p}=AUB, so by Lemma 3, HNX 
=AU{p} is connected. 
Suppose X = DUE, D and E are separated, and HX CD. But 

dECOX CUM (@UU8V)) CH since IN@UMW=0 and UN\V=0. 
Therefore 0;ECH and since E is closed relative to J this contradicts 
the separation of D and E. Hence X is connected. 
We can now apply Lemma 4 and conclude that, for some j, 

0({U)AVAI=0. 

Let Y=(0,(U)O1) —U. Then UCSs, YCI—U, YAV=0 and Y 
and (I—U)—Y are separated. Therefore by 1 of Step 2, YCSz. 
Choose yGd,; Y. There is an open disk lying in Q;(Z)(\M containing 

y and, since yCdU, this disk intersects U. But since U is a com- 
ponent of Q;(L)(\M, the disk is in U. This contradiction shows that 
J#0. 

Step 4. We will now reach a contradiction by a proof somewhat 
similar to that of Lemma 4. 

For i=1, 2, 3, let 8; denote the smallest ordinal such that 
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JOGs;+9. Observe that §; is a limit ordinal since for nonlimit ordi- 

nals a, Ga=GaiVUFa. and Faal\(G—G)=0. Choose y;E ING, 
Suppose D;, is an open disk containing y; of radius 1/n. Then, 

since §; is a limit ordinal, there is an ordinal a;, <8; such that either 
(a) there is a point WinC© Din \Ga;,(\0W or 

(b) there is a component R;,=R of (Ma,,\0:(L)) —W such that 
RMGaif\D in¥9. 

In case (b) 0s:R(\AW +0. This can be shown by letting y be the 
smallest ordinal such that F,(\R+0. Then 

G,VR=0. 

If r€0,(F,A\R) then rGaW for if r@W, rE Ma,,0.(L) and is hence 
an interior point of R. Since 0;F, CWUG,, if r&W, r&G, and rER. 

Since R is open this contradicts the fact that G,(\R=0. Hence in 
case (b) there is a point w;,Gd;RMOW. 

The following fact about the plane will be used without proof in 
the following two paragraphs. If W is a connected open set, w a point 

of W, Z a finite subset of OW, and € is a positive number, then for 
each point z of Z there are arcs L(z) from w to z and open disks D(z) 
containing z such that, 

(1) if x¥2, L(z)NL(x)={w}, 
(2) if x¥2, D(z)(\(L(x)UD(x)) =0, 

(3) Liz) CWUD(s), 
(4) the diameter of D(z) is less than e. 

For 1=1, 2, 3 let w; be one limit point of the sequence wy, wy, 

wis, - - +. [If necessary, embed the plane in a bigger plane. ] Choose 

a point w of W and let Z be the set consisting of w:, we, ws and those 
of the points 91, ye, and ys which are in 0W. Then for each z in Z there 
are arcs L(z) from w to z and open disks D(z) containing z such that 
(1), (2), and (3) of the preceding paragraph hold and (4) if z=y; 
for some i, then D(z)CQ,(L). For y:G0W, let D(y;) be a disk such 

that the closures of W and D(y,;) are disjoint and D(y;)CQ,(L). 
For 1=1, 2, 3 choose an integer m such that w;,€D(w;) and 

Din D(yi); let w* denote wim, a; denote aim, and x; denote (a) w' 

if w‘€D(y,) or (b) a point of R;,.-\D(y,), if w'ED(y;). As before, for 

4=1, 2, 3 there are arcs L‘ from w to w‘ and open disks D‘ containing 

w*, such that (1), (2) and (3) above follow and (3) D‘C(M.\Q,{L)) 
and for 1#j, Di(\D(y;) =0. 

There is an open set S such that SD(I—Ss)UV, SO’\(Me(\0;(L) 
UL),) =0 for all 4, and p€S. Such a set clearly exists since L‘ is a closed 
subset of (M.,\Q0:(L))UW; ((IT—Ss)\ UV) (Me, W) =0 for all 1; 
and, for xG0((I—Ss) — V), x€Q,(L) — W for some i so, for 7 #7, x and 

. Le 
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Q;(L) are separated and, by the definition of 6; and the fact that 
a;<B;, we have that x¢Mq,. 

Let T be the component of S containing V. Then TDI —Ss for if 
A=(S—T)(\(J —Ss) ¥0 then A and T/\(IJ—Sz) are separated since 
they are in different components of the open set S. Since A(\V=0, 
this contradicts the definition of Ss. Choose t€T. 

Therefore, as in the proof of Lemma 4, there are arcs L; (i=1, 2, 3) 
having the following properties: 

(a) L; has w and ¢ as its end points, 

(b) LieC(WU MA ANQ(L)UD@)UT), xELi, 
(c) if i¥j, then LAVL;={w}U {et}. 

Using Lemma 3 and fact (2) of Step (2) we can see that (Ga,\Q,(L)) 
U{p} is connected since Ga;C(Q:(L)UQ.(L)UQ(L)) and Q,(L), 
Q.(L), and Q;(L) are separated. 

The plane is separated by Z,UL,UZ; in such a way that p is 

separated from one of these arcs by the other two. Say p is separated 
from ZL; by L2.UZs. But since mCLi\Ga(\O(L) and since (L,.VL;) 
N\((Ga\O:(L))\U { p}) =0, this contradicts the connectedness of 
(Ge (VO(L)U { p}); and proves our theorem. 
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ON THE COMPOSITION FUNCTIONS OF 
NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS 

KUO-TSAI CHEN 

This note contains a proof of the theorem: 
If the composition functions of a real or complex Lie group are 

polynomials, then it is nilpotent. 

The converse theorem is found among E. Cartan’s works [2] and 
can be also shown through the Baker-Hausdorff formula in a rather 
straightforward fashion (see [1]). 

Let © be a real or complex Lie group with Lie algebra g. Choose for 
gq a base Xj, - - - , Xn, dual to which there is a base a, - - - , w, of 
the Maurer-Cartan forms. Denote by x=(x;,---, x,) the corre- 

sponding canonical coordinate system and by f;(x, y),i=1,---, m, 
the composition functions with respect to the coordinate system. If 

f(x, y), t=1, - +--+, , are polynomials, we are going to prove that 
@ is nilpotent. 

For X €q, define R(X) to be the linear transformation (operating 
on the right side) of the vector space of g such that, for YEq, 

YR(X) = [Y, X] = YX — XY. 

Allow the vector space of g to be normed so that the norm | R(X)| 
of R(X) is defined. 

It is known that, about the identity e of G, the Maurer-Cartan 
forms 

w,(x, dx) = )> Ai(x)dx;, fwd, se 

are explicitly given through the formulas 

exp R(X) — 1 

CE A k = 1,- Nn, y in ( ) j k R(X) 

where X = }>x.X;. 

We assert that, about e, the left invariant infinitesimal trans- 

formations X;= > His(x)d/dx;, i=1,---,m, can be explicitly given 
through the formulas 

R(X) 
H;;(x)X; = X; ——————__ 

u Ax) X exp R(X) — 1 

Presented to the Society, November 27, 1953 under the title On a Cartan’s theorem 
and its converse; received by the editors January 26, 1957. 
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In fact, if X¥;= }°H;;(x)0/dx;,i=1, - - - , m, where the Hi; are defined 
by the preceding equation, then we have about e, 

De w(X)X:i = DL) Aalx)Ha(x)X; 

a exp R(X) — 1 

R(X) 

. R(X) exp R(X) -—1 

“TexpR(X)—1 R(X) 

Do Aix(x)X: 

Since the series respectively represented by R(X)/(exp R(X) —1) 
and (exp R(X)—1)/R(X) converge both absolutely, we obtain 

Do X)X:=X;, ie. w;(X;) =5;;. Therefore each ¥; coincides with 
X; about e. 
On the other hand, we observe that each H;;{x) is equal to 

(Of:(x, y)/Oy;)y-9 which is a polynomial, say, of degree <N. Let 
R(X)/(exp R(X) —1) be expanded in the series }>*, B,[R(X) ]? and 
set B,X;[R(X) |"? = >" Hijp(x) Xj. Then each H;;,(x) is a homogeneous 
polynomial of degree p, and 

Hii(x) = 843 + DS Hijp(). 
p=1 

We conclude that B,X;[R(X)]*=0, i=1,---, m, and therefore 
B,Y[R(X) |?=0 for any YEg when p>N. Since there exists g>N 

with B, <0, this yields Y[R(X)]*=0 for any X, Y€g. According toa 
theorem due to Engel (see [3]), g is nilpotent. Hence @ is nilpotent. 
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ERRATA, VOLUME 7 

Abraham Robinson, Solution of a problem of Erdés-Gillman-Hen- 
riksen, pp. 908-909. 

Page 908, lines 8 and 9. Replace “algebraically isomorphic” by 

“similarly ordered.” 
, line 7-5 from bottom. Delete clause “they are. . . ration- 

ai;*. 

ERRATA, VOLUME 8 

J. L. Brenner, Bounds for determinants. II, pp. 532—534. 

Page 532, line 7. The subscript on the “max” should read “747”. 

—, line 17. The subscript on the “max” should read “j #7”. 
————, equation (3) on line 22. The subscript on the “max” should 

read “ji”. 

Donald Warncke and Fred Supnick, On the covering of E,, by spheres, 

pp. 299-303. 

p. 299, line 7 from the bottom. For “y/’ = [x,,] and yi’ = [x;,]+1” 

read “yj, = [x;,] and yi = [xi,]+1.” 

T. A. Elkins, Orthogonal harmonic functions in space, pp. 500-509. 

Page 507. In the last equation of set (19), the first equality sign 
should be a plus sign. 
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